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Drama at
A Few Odd Lots

of

SUMMER

FURNITURE,
REFRIGERATORS,

PORCH CHAIRS AND
ROCKERS AND RUGS
TO CLOSE AT REDUCED PRICES
A full line of Beds, Mattresses,
Pillows and Bedding at

Popular Prices

R. S. DAVIS CO.
COMPLETE

Cor.

Exchange
F. E.

Assembly Hall

CHEBEAGUE'S FASHIONABLE SET
TURNED OUT IN

Maude

FORCE.

Richmond as
Lady
Heads Strong Cast.

Carlyon

The first dramatic performance ever
given in the new Assembly Hall, took
place last night when the one act
sketch "In Honor Bound" was given
under the direction of Miss .Maude
Richmond, the talented daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Newell Johnson, of Waltham
Mass., who for many years have
been members of the Summer colony
here.
Miss Richmond was a member
of the Castle Square Company of Boston for several years, and has been in
many other important companies. The
cast was as follows: Sir George Carlyon, an English barrister, Mr. Frederick
Kcmlosy;
Philip Graham, a
young bachelor, Mr. Frederick Desmond; Lady Carlyon, Sir George's
wife, Miss Maude Richmond; Rose
Dalrymple, Sir George's ward, Miss
Irene Johnson.
The scene opens in
the study of Sir George at his home
in London, Lady Carlyon and Miss
Dalrymple being at the theatre and
Philip Graham arrives to visit Sir
George, who is an old friend of his
He soon tells Sir George of
father.
his love for a young girl, who has recently come to London from South
Australia and whom he has had the
pleasure of meeting. From his description Sir George divines at once that
it is his ward. Miss Dalrymple and
tells him so, but before he will give
his consent to their alliance, he demands that Philip sever all friendships with other women, as Philip admits there was one with whom he
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and Federal Sfs.
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Portland, Me.

President
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Back On Aucocisco
CAPT.

ACROSS

AGAIN AUGUST 1.

Recovering from
Since May.

Broken

AS SECOND
CLASH MAIL MATTEll.

Greeting*,

MORRILL TOOK COMMAND

Has Been

ENTERED

Leg

THE

Waltz Song from Romeo ami Juliette Gounod
On Friday evening, Aug. 8, a dance
was
held, and dainty dance orders
announced an order of ten dances
which were much enjoyed.
The floor
director was Harry C. Harding, assisted by "Ruthy Ull," Music was
furnished by the Peaks Island House
Trio, assisted by Herbert Cobb and
George Jordan. The following is the
program for last Sunday's concert.

MILES.

friend. I thank you
For the letter which blew my way
Bringing a breath from the eastland
Into my realm in the westland
From your beautiful Casco Hay.
'Tis a wonderful glimpse of old ocean
From the tip of your
j»en point flows,
'Tis a vivid whiff of radiant
air
And a sunset strange and wondrous fair
That over my dream senile blows.
ilear

Capt. "Charlie" Morrill -is back at
his post in
the wheelhouse
of the
For 'tis true I am dreaming about you
Steamer Aucocisco
In the realm you love the
and hi3
friends
best,
And
the waters all surging and wild
now feel
that Casco
Bay will pull And I sec so
sweet and dimpling and mild,
again
through the season all right. It hardMighty soothers of man's unrest.
ly seemed natural, even with reliable
A glorious bit of the dear earth home
Capt. Clifford
Hamilton in the pilot
You have chosen for your abode.
house, to go through a summer with- Some day I am
coming to see you

Operatic Fantasia
Doubt
La Reveuse
(Violin solo)
After Vespers

May the infinite blessings enfold you
And all that you cherish most dear.
Across the miles' I bid you adieu
As the postage stamp obscures
my view
And my visions disappear.
(•RACE M. 15 ROW NT.
KM." Steele St., Denver, Colo.
August third, 1!)13.

j

Peaks Island House
—

Evening Concerts

are

Mo vet

...

Fruhlingzert

(a)

Becker
Cadman

(b) At Dawning
(Vocal solos)
Hungarian Dance,

again
And absorb into heart and mind and brain
All that your realm holds good.

CROWDED
TO
CAPACITY
SIDE ROOMS HIRED.

Tobani
Glinka
Ch. dc Beriot

OUT-

liralims
On August 20, the 12th Maine
Regiment is boked for a reunion here
and
a day of pleasure will
surely follow.
About 100 are expected to
comprise
the party. On the following
day, Aug.
21, the 32nd Maine is to come, also
about ICO strong to enjoy one of Manager Rowe's deservedly famous dinners, and to spend the day.
The concert this evening is to be
given by Mr. Ernest J. Hill, tenor, who
is in charge of all the
concerts, and
his wife, Mrs. Martha Hawes
Hill, who
are both great Portland
favorites.

but One of the

Delightful Affair

Delights Here.

It would be impossible to
exaggerate when speaking of the arrivals who
are here at this
popular and prosperous house.
Not only are the main
hotel and its two large annexes, the
Coronado and Union, filled to the limit
but Manager Rowe has been
obliged
to hire rooms in nearby cottages as
far as possible, so that about
fifty of
the guests are housed in this
way,
taking their meals in the main dining
.room.
Bookings to date positively assure a continuation of this excellent
Captain Charles B. Morrill
state of affairs.
The past week has
been filled with activity of
every sort.
out the knowledge that
Capt. Morrill The program of last week's concert
was on the upper deck.
He has been is printed below:
laid up since the middle of
May with a
broken thigh at his home at Orr's Is- Valley of Laughter
Sanderson
For You
Just
Jacobs-Pond
land, but i3 back at active work now, CourtAwearyin'
Favor
< lerman
though Capt. Hamiltort, who has been Ah. Love, Put a Day
Peach
in command since the accident, is still The Leaves and the Wind
Leoni
A Pirthday
Woodman
on board and ha3 continued
The
Swing
handling
Lehman
the steamer since Capt. Morrill came The Moon Drops Low
Cadman
From the Land of the Sky Pine Water
on two weeks ago.
Capt. Hamilton
;
Cadman

SALE

CONDUCTED
AT
LITTLEJOHN'S, THURSDAY LAST.

One

Hundred

Dollars

Realized

noon at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Sonle, was a decided success. The
"Minna" the magnificent yacht of the
Dickermans made trips to Bustins
Island, Chebeague Island, and Cousins Island.
Sloops and craft of all
kinds sailed from all points of the
bay to attend this occasion. It was
estimated that between two and three
hundred people attended. The porch
was
beautifully decorated with a

shield of fir
management

trees under the
of
Miss
Lydia

(Continued

on

skilful

Soule.

Page 2.)

Special

Sale of
MACKINAW COATS
Just the Coat for these cool
nights at the Islands. A coat for
both ladies and gents. Just
drop
in for
are

to

a

look the

next

time

Every coat made
$7.50.
Special price

up town.

sell for

you

immvm
26 and 28 Monument

Sq.t

PORTLAND,

Perfection Roof
Cures

Leaky

Saves the life of

ME.

Coating

Roofs

Asphalt Roofing.

Pre-

cracks, decay and leaks. Does not
blister or run in hot weather, nor does it

vents

need to be heated in cold weather. Good
for Shingled or Tin Roofs also.
Black,
Green or Red 1 and 5 gallon cans, ^ barrels
and barrels. Ask for price.

Charles M.

Hay Paint Co.

8-12 Free Street*

Miss

Maude

V
\

Richmond
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much Infatuated.
In doing so he
must present to Sir George a letter in
which she relinquishes his friendship.
Sir George, having had a similar unpleasant experience, wishes his ward
to escape all such; and shows several
briefs of his to Philip, to warn him
of the dangers of matrimonial alliMANAGEMENT of
ances ihat are not founded on absolute
E^alfaKE.Q.o'wte. <
honor.
Philip agrees to do so, as Lady C'arTHE
PEAKS
lyon and Rose enter. They all ex*
change greetings but Rose and Philip
agree to keep their engagement a se- will probably remain through August
cret for the present.
Lady Carlyon is to take the active work of handling
much excited at seeing Philip and the boat until the
strength has returnthat
she
is
the
one with whom ed to the captain's
betrays
injured limb.
was
in
Philip
love.
The
All the regular summer visitors, as
formerly
situation becomes intense, when she well as the
islanders, are expressing
finds that she must write the letter their satisfaction over
the latter's refor him.
She agrees to do it, however, covery and extend him a
warm welnot knowing as yet that Rose 13 the come back to his
accustomed position.
girl whom he wishes to marry. The
letter is written .just as Sir George returns to the stage. Then it is that
Philip has to acknowledge to Lady
Carlyon, in the presence of Sir George,
that Rose is the girl he loves and that
he must show the letter to her hus- AT CLIFF ISLAND HELD YESTERDAY PROVED A SUCCESS.
band.
She suggests that he read the
letter, but withhold the lady's name.
This, however, will not satisfy Sir Articles of all Descriptions Sold
RapGeorge who insists on having the letidly. Large Attendance.
ter In his possession; so Philip passes
The annual library sale at Cliff Ishim the letter, which Sir George Immediately destroys, having already land took place yesterday and was.
perceived that his wife Is the author. as Its predecessors have been, a great
The amount cleared ha* not
Consent
and
reconciliation
follow success.
and the play ends most happily. Miss yet been announced, but It Is hoped
Richmond's
Impersonation of Lady that It will be enough to make a start
Carlyon was most satisfactory and on the new building this fall. The Liconvincing, and her personal appear- brary Association has already purance was very beautiful.
Her voice Chased of Admiral Peary a lot of land
was strong, fresh and resonant, and
opposite the Aucoclsco House and this
her work of the evening sustained Is entirely free from debt.
All that
the hlgn reputation she has as an ac- Is nepded Is enough money to build the
tress.
library as, when built, the membership
Mr. Komlosy showed himself an ac- fees, etc., will support It entirely.
It
tor of experience and training, and de- Is hoped that the ell part of the buildpicted the part of the English barris- ing may be started this year and the
ter
with
dignity and grace. Miss rest of the building erected next year.
Irene Johnson, as Rose Dalrymple was Plans have already been submitted for
charming In every way, and her gay, the building but none has been adoptspontaneous spirit added pleasure to ed yet, although the general «rty1e of
the evening's performance.
The work the structure has beet, agreed upon.
of Mr. Frederick Desmond was very This la the third year that the
library
creditable on his Initial performance, has been housed In the store near the
especially so as his part was quite an wharf, formerly C. M. Cobb's.
After th»» fair itself, there was a
exacting one.
After the sketch Mrs. R. F. Shaffer, "Pop Concert" which was in the naof Westfleld, Mass., sang the following ture of a vaudeville
performance, consongs, "It Is not Hecause Your Heart aisting of various forms of entertainIs Mine," by Lfthr and "A Hlrthday" ment.
The guests bought t.heir tables
by Woodman. Mrs. Shaffer has n and sat at them eating ice cream, cake,
dramatic soprano voice of wide range or candy, while the performance was
ind sang her songs with great brilgoing on. This feature nroved to be
liancy. She was obliged to renpond one of the hits of the affair. Among
to an encore, and sang "I Know"
by
was

^cliff

Mouse.
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CLIFF
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HOUSE

Under New Management.
W- Clark Meader, Prop.
THE HOME OF PURE FOOD
/4 and 76 Exchange St., Portland,
Opposite Postotfice
An ideal, up-to date cafe, where
nothing but the
best is nerved to our patrons.
Quick service is our
motto, and our prices aro right.
Separate dining
room

for ladies and escorts.

Specials every day, from 11

a. m.

until

Library Sale

Spross.

(Continu' J

on

Page 2.)

SUMMER GOODS
KODAKS

KODAK

AND

SUPPLIES

DEVELOPING
S«nd U» Your

AND

PRINTING

Film* By Mall

Arts and Crafts Novelties
Books and Magazines

Fine

Pottery

and
Regular
Hammocks

Stylish Leather Goods
Brass Desk Fittings

and Craft Bas-

kets
Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens

for

Worthy Cause.
The charity tea and sale
given by
Mrs. Frank E. Dickerman, of Littlejohns Island, held on Thursday after-

Stationery

Engraving

and

Tennis,

Golf and Base
Ball Goods
Couch

Parisian Ivory Toilet
Articles

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
Monument Square, Portland, Me.

served.

The Johnson
HOUSE

their intentions of attending.
Mr. Frank S. Warren of Philadelphia, Pa., registered Saturday to remain until the last of August.
Mr.
Warren was here at the house last
year and he was delighted with the island.
Mrs. Minnie Rogers Steele of Waterbury, Conn., an artist of exceptional
ability with a studio "Gray Gables" in
that city, is here at the house for an
extended sojourn.
Mrs. Steele spends
part of each winter in New York City,
where she is well
known to art students.
Mr. Claude Olipliant of New York
City, accompanied by his two children and his aunt, Mr3. J. A. Jennlng3,
of New London, Conn., are among the
recent arrivals. They are well known
favorites and have liost3
of friend3
among the summer colony.

BOOKED
COMPLETELY
FOR NEXT MONTH.

New and Old Guests Arriving in
Stream.

Daily

The fruits of good careful management were never better exemplified
than they are this year at the Johnson.
A glance at the hotel register sees the
recurring here year after year of many
of the same names, sometimes steadily
from the very first year of the hotel's
No better
existence.
proof of the
could be asked
of a
hotel
merits
of the
that
than
guest3
many
here in former years, even if not being
able to return this summer, have not
forgotten the good times they have
enjoyed as Mr. and Mrs. Johnson's
guests. This is shown by the fact that
many of those who are registered here
for the first time have been attracted
to the place by the recommendations
MRS. GULLIVER ENJOYING PROSof friends.
PEROUS SEASON,
York
of
New
Mr. M. W. Thompson
City, arrived at the hotel the first of
Very
the month to join his daughter. Miss Charming Bailey Island House
Popular.
Ruth Thompson, who has been registime.
considerable
tered here for a
This ideally situated house is having
He expects to remain here as long as the same success in its
business thi^
his business affairs will permit.
year as has attended it ever since its
Mis3
and
A more delightful place
Miss Blanche N. Jobes
beginning.
Carrie M. Jobes of Leominster, Mass., to spend the summer months it would
be
hard
as
to imagine indeed.
There is
spent a few days here recently
Miss Lillian King.
They not a finer location anywhere on the
guests of
Maine
coast.
Situated at the mouth
of
enjoyed thoroughly every minute
their stay and their only regret wa3 of the famous Little Harbor, the hotel
commands
a wide
porch
view
over
caused by the briefness of their visit.
Mr. W. K.
Knight of Brookline, the waters and islands of the eastern
which
could
be
bay
hardly
surpassed,
Mass., who has been a guest here several times in former years, is
very
again and the reefs and cliffs at its
door
afford
a
surf
view
even
in comregistered for an indefinite stay.
praratively calm weather which in a
storm is perfectly stupendous in
its

The Driftwood

Robinhood

Inn

grandeur.

As usual the Driftwood has upon its
register the names of many former
guests.
Among these are Miss A. E.
Humane and Miss Phillips, both of
Portland, Conn., who iwere guests here
for a time last year and were so delighted that they have returned for a

GAY TIMES ENJOYED BY ALL AT
THIS HOTEL.
House Well

Filled And Having
perous Year.

Pros-

longer stay.

As always this charming
summer
scene of
continual
hotel is a
good
times for those enjoying its hospitality and there is never a minute of the
day that some form of amusement is
not present to aid the guests in passBoning away the summer hours.

The Misses Robinson of Philadelphia, who are also acquainted by past
experience with the delights of a sojourn at the Driftwood, arrived last
week and expect to make Bailey Island their address for the rest of the
month at least.
Miss Ida Parker and Mrs. Parker of
Hartford, Conn., registered here a few
days ago and are anticipating a most
pleasant
Both
have
been
outing.
guests here before.

fires, sailing parties, picnics galore,
and in rainy weather card3 and mu3ic
in the comfortable living room serve
to make the time pass
entirely too
rapidly for those staying here. Clam-

amusebakes are a favorite kind of
of
the
ment and last Saturday one
most enjoyable ones of the year was
taken under the direction of Captain
The party
Stevens of Orr's Island.
made Ragged Island their destination
and returned to the hotel at night after

Ocean View Hotel
HAPPENINGS

having passed

a thoroughly delightful
day.
Among the arrivals of the past week

have been Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Snedecker and children of
Brooklyn. X.
Y., together with Miss Mary Jenkins
rentof Natchez, Miss. They have
ed Spruce lodge for the remainder of
the season and are looking forward to
a wonderful vacation here.
Mrs. Charles Heath and Miss Alice
Heath of New York City, arrived here
fora few days ago and arc looking
ward to an extended visit here.
Mr .and Mrs. E. J. Engel of Chicago,
111., registered here a short time ago
and expect to stay for the remainder
of the month.

Rcccnt Arrivals

I

j

,

famous summer house, whose
reputation as a homelike and comfortable plane to spend one's vacation has
made it widely known among the summer tourists who come to the seaside
for rest and
quiet, has never had a
more prosperous year than the
present one and the month which is now
to
in
an
seems
about
beginning
bring
even larger number of guests.
And
this is hardly to be wondered at when
one takes into consideration the comfort that goes throughout the house,
the bountiful table, the general homelike atmosphere which surrounds one
the minute he sets foot upon the vine
covered porch.
Mrs. A. M. Jerome and Miss M. E.
Jerome of New York City, were among
the more recent arrivals here.
They
have been enjoying themselves to the
utmost so far in their stay <and
are
in
anticipating a charming outing
This

Business

This latest addition to the ranks of
Bailey Island's summer hotels, in spite
of being
forced to compete
many other houses, has been making
good with the summer tourists during
all the years of its existence, and this
fact can be ascribed beyond anything
else to the careful management and
thorough-going excellence of all the

against

tremely

ITEMS OF INTEREST AT POPULAR
HOSTELRY.
Of

Numerous.
Good.

ISLAND

appointments.
Among the happenings of the past
week was a most delightful whist
party held by the guests last Thursday night. There were five tables and
competition for the prizeB was ex-

The Woodbine
Many Guests Arriving For Month
August.

AT BAILEY
HOUSE.

]

keen. At the end of the evening It was found that first honors for
the night lay with Miss Mildred Duncan of Worcester, Mass., who received as a reward a beautiful cut glass
dish. ^ She was closely pressed by Miss
Harriet Fennelly of Dorchester, Mass.,
who was awarded second prize.
Some of the most recent arrivals
here are: Miss Dorothy Constantine
of Wyoming, N. J.; Mr. and Mr3. E. A.
Canell
and
Miss
Emily Canell of
Morristown, N. J.; Mrs. E. A. Brady
and Miss Gertrude Brady of Lawrence,
Mass.; Mrs. Susie Gaynor of Portland.

The Aucocisco
HOTEL ATTRACTING MANY TOURISTS FROM POINTS FAR DISTANT.
Much Social Activity in Evidence—
Rooms All Taken.
The

middle of

August finds the
Aucocisco taking a prominent place

in the life of the bay.
Situated as it
is on a charming-island
with
every
the
best
for bathing, boating
facility
and all sorts of out-of-door sports, it
Is not to be wondered at that its comfortable rooms are filled the greater
part of the time.
every particular.
Several fishing parties have
been
Mr. and Mrs.
H.
A.
Horfier and
out to the fishing grounds lately, and
their daughter, Miss Thelma Horfier
catches.
Mr.
W.
J.
Bedell,
of Glenside, Pa., signed the register a report good
short time ago and will in all probabil- one of the most enthusiastic fishermen
was
a
on
last
week, and
trip
ity make an extended sojourn. They here,
came back with a good sized lot of fish.
are already much pleased with Bailey
Another
which
included
'Mrs.
party
•Island as a place to spend the holidays and are growing fonder of it ev- Lewis Welch and Miss E. €. Williams,
a number of cod.
A
got
party of
ery day.
Mr. Henry Boeckmann of Flatbush, about sixteen from the hotel enjoyed
clambake last Wednesday at Strout's
Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived last week and aPoint
and lobsters
and
clams, just
will make a stay of Indefinite
dura-1
fresh from their native element, were
tion.
and
a
eaten,
general good time enjoy-

Seaside

ed.

Cottage

BAILEY ISLAND POPULAR HOUSE
ENTERTAIN8

Dancing

MANY.

Parties to Be
Week.

Given

Next

This
popular summer
boarding
house has its full quota of guests and

available
accomodation
Is
Bought In order to care for the tourist*
that are due to register.
Rach year
brings greater success to this deserv-

every

edly popular house and under the

com-

management of Mrs. Cram,
nothing Is overlooked that will make
the guests' outing one of perfect pleasure.
Tuesday evening, Aug. 19, the
for a pretty dancguests are
ing party, the same to be given at Library Hall. The party given some
time ago was a delightful affair and
In order that the many recent arrivals
could participate, the function Is planned In their honor. Delightful musk:
will add to the pleasure of the evening.
Invitations have been extended to the
colony set and many have signified
petent

panning

Most of the Aucoclsco's guests are
much Interested In the Cliff Island library, and they have been working
hard for the success of
the
library
sale, much of the success of which
be
accredited
them.
to
may

THI8 HOME-LIKE HOU8E 18 FILLED AND WILL CONTINUE 80.

Capacity
During August.

Assure

"Homelike" la Just

nplngfl

Number All

the word

that

the
to mind when one enters
It Is an exact type of what
a comfortable
and
quiet boardinghouse should be and the fact that It
Is homelike Is
greatly appreciated.

BAILEY ISLAND> m/wne
L. M. YORK
Casco Bay's Leading Grocery and General Store

Cottages

MRS. HUMPHREY S. SINNETt. Prop.

Bailey's Island, Maine.

Popular boarding house

on this part of
th« Island with fine accommoiations for
sixty guests. The chambers are large,
icely furnished and have ocean view.
Fine table supplied with the best obtain*
able. Bathing. Boat in a: and Fishing near
the house. Open until October 1. Rates
and circulars on application.

My years
always at

of success and fair

dealing to all assures you of getting the best
possible cash prices. We are always trying to please the
island. QUALITY and PROMPT SERVICE is our aim.

trade of the

Our store is

Open

George A. Richardion, Prop.

Hill Crest
CHEBEAGUE'S
HOTEL
LEADING
TURNING AWAY APPLICANTS.
News

the
Here.

Concerning

Happenings

The hotel
at the present
time is
crowded to its full capacity, in fact,
during the past week applicants have
been turned away on account of all
accommodations being taken.
August
will be the banner month a3 was to be
expected, yet the business at the hotel
is far in advance of the fondest wishes
of its efficient proprietor, Mr. Chas. W.
Hamilton.
Many of the guests here
are to remain during the early part of
and
the outlook for this
September
month as regards bookings is better
than any season to date.
The past
week has seen one continuous round
of pleasure for all those that
enter
into the social life of the hotel. Dancing was in order nearly every evening
at the Pavilion, where the young peoare
ple
always found. The Saturday evening party was a fine success and some beautiful gowns were
noticed among the ladies.
Mis3 Fraleigli's playing at the piano was all
one could wish.
Card parties have
their place in the evening's festivities
and during the past week one auction
bridge social was given. Mrs. S. Letfis Multer and Mr. Nelson Newell won
the honors at auction bridge while at
whist Mrs. Harold D. Smith and Mr.
John Lillis were equally as fortunate.
Suitable prizes were given and dancing followed until a late hour.
Mr. and Mrs.
Charles J. Stoll
and
daughter Miss Edna L. Stoll of Brooklyn, N. Y., are here at the hotel for
their first outing. Miss Stoll possesses
a fine contralto voice and evenings during the social hour she contributes;
several delightful numbers 1*o t^e great
pleasure of all. Miss Stoll is well
known in musical circles in lier home
city and she is a member of the Episcopal choir at Englewood, New Jersey.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cremen of Baltimore, Md., registered last week for an
extended sojourn.
Mr. Cremen has
spent several outings at the island and
each year the island gains
in favor
with him.
He is associated with the
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. of
Newark, N. J., with offices at Union
Trust Building, Baltimore, Md.

Summit House

remaining the

same for the rest of the
month.
One day last week a party wa3
of the summer
given and members
colony and their friends were invited.
Music was furnished by Miss Bernadette Moreau and Mrs. Longfellow and
the guests enjoyed the evening very
much, remaining until a late hour.
The dining room had been cleared for
the occasion and decorated with flags
and bunting
and presented
a very
pretty sight to the dancers.
The usual sailing and Ashing parties
have been going out the past week although the weather has been rather
unpropitious part of the time. When
out-of- door sports are out of the question, the house itself is a fine place to
gather for amusements.

DELIGHTFUL

The

tables

R.OBINHOOD INN

E. E. SINNETT
DEALER

Large

Bailey
cold

easy

on

at a

DRIFTWOOD

Daily

August 31.

FOR

j

With

'

I

i

here

(

you money if >ou
will trade
with

I

|

us.

Merriconeag House.
CARE OF
THIS HOU8E TAKING
ALL IT CAN ACCOMMODATE.
Dance

Laat Waek—Flatting and
Sailing Partlea Dally.

Held

SALEX;

Edwin J. Vannah, 302 Commercial St., Portland, or
B. S. Sturgis, Auburn, Me.

FOR SALE

Small cabin cat-boat completely
equipped and in first-class con-

dition.
W. L.

9AYRE,
■allay Island,

FREO S. PUBRMflTOH,

Me.

Ballty Ittanrf, Ml.

-BOATBUILDERPleaaure boat* of all kinds made to order
at short notice. Any finish or
style of wood
used.
ReExpert workmen

pairing don*.

for

leading

employed.

Engines Installed.

makes.

Winter address
22 Louisa St.,

ISLAND.

(Nov. to May 25):
Asheville, N. C.

SON

MAINE

NORTH SEBAGO, MAINE.

office.

com-

fortable rooms overlooking surf.
New dining-room seats 90.

PLUMBING
CONTRACTORS

Home

Side

—

Contractor? for the
Water Supply Out-

fits,

Windmills,
Pumps,
Pipe Fitting, etc.
Cottage plumbing
a
Exspecialty.

Tanks.

pert workmen.

seaside: cottage
"

"

"
"
Mrs. F. E. Cram
Ideal summer borne with a bountiful table,
including sea
food in abundance.
Handy to postoffice, wharf and beacb.

SALE

arrived

arrivals.

is-

Bail*y Island, Me.

Four cottage lots at Isle of
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Varney of New Springs. Also gasoline launch in
port, N. H., are registered since the first class condition, capable of
fourth of the month and on the same
day Misses A. M. Clarke, N. J. Clarke carrying twenty-five people. For
of Dorchester were further information
and K. C. Gillis
apply to
having

the

Ocean

Ad-

M. A. Estabrook

here,

on

land we can save

Root, Bai- I

thus far been able to accommodate •Will sell cheap if sold this season.
Address
most of the patronage which throngs
the doors of this popular house. There
Cambridge. Mass.
are between eighty and ninety registered as regular boarders at present,
FOR SALE OR TO LET
the best season the Summit has yet
At Mackerel Cove. Bail« y Island, two fine cotexperienced. Daily sailing, motoring
and evening at- tages with nvxl«rn conveniences, one and one half
and fishing parties
acre f f
including nice grove, boat wharves,
tendance at the several dances which gasolineland,
launch and boat house. Both houses furare in progress somewhere on the is- nished. Small cottage, rental $2 per
day; large
land every night keep the young folks cottage. $100 a month. Selling price for the entire
estate. $Ti000. Apply to Mrs. Charles W. Sleeper.
busy, while quiet and comfort with Great Chebeague. Maine.
charming sunsets for twilight's peaceful hour render the elder one-s' stay
FOR SALE.
most restful.
At Great Chebeagwe. near Central
Landing, 20
Among Saturday's arrivals were acres, mostly
tltlane, high ground, fine view of
Misses Agnes T. Wolfe and Margaret ocean. 13 room house furnished, ba-n, both In exWolfe and James H. Wolfe of Phila- cellent repair, hen houses, two wells with plenty
°f good water piped to house. Price
exceedingdelphia, who are seeking recreation on ly low as owner has business out
of 8tate and
cannot use property as residencethe Maine coast.
Easy terms if
Mrs. Anna M. Derby and M. R. Staf- wanted. Apply »o W. H. Meldram, 60 Melrose
Place. Melrose Highland?, Mass., or to Crowley
ford Derby of Springfield, Mass., ar- & Lunt, 92 Exchange
street, Port'and.
rived last week as did also Miss Florence Abott of Worcester, Mass.
The C. F. Thielschers of Boston,
comprising Mr. and Mrs. Thlelscher
TO CLOSE AN ESTATE
and Miss
Dorothy and Herman G.
are

up-

workshop

I

Open June 25 to October 1.
——

houses for sale.

Thielscher

a new

to-date

Cliff,

—OPEN TO OCTOBER
Thoroughly good table and

M. WARD

At the Summit House, Great Chebeague the busy, yet ordered rush of
On Bailey Island three acres ol land with ocean
mid-August prevails.
By exercising frontage. Now 13 the time to buy as the price of
careful forethought Mrs. Hamilton has land is advancing yearly. Will cut lots to suit
Also two summer
purchaser.

FOR

On Sea

Bailey Island, Me.

bargain ]

terms.

dress Mrs. C. T.
ley Island.

CLASS

MACKEREL COVE

Mrs. A. McK. Gulliver

bath, etc., water
frontage. Fully furnished,

water,

FIRST

IN

Island, Me.

Bailey

line of SOUVENIR POSTCARDS in stock.
at

BAILEY

on

—

Store, Wharf and Fish Market

evening.

and

Proprietor

Groceries, Provisions, Meats, Etc.,
First Quality Canned Goods, General Mdse, Fresh Fish bind Ice.

SALE.

A BARGAIN

—

Rales and Circulars upon application
Open June 15 to September 15
Long Distance Telephone in the House.

the different parts of this entertainment was singing by a quartette, yodeling and banjo playing. An orchestra also furnished music during the

Hot

June 15 to October 1

The ideal location on the Is'and —situated
on
the east end and in full view of the
Beautiful pine groves and walks
ocean.
around the house.
The house is modern in
every respect— toilets, b.iths and sewerage.

(Continued from page 1.)

Will be sold

Quiet

Open

COTTACES

H. F. JOHNSON, Boatbuilder
Repairing Promptly Done

that

Cottage for sale

ISLAND, MAINE
Johnson, Proprietor

H. F.

Beautifully located at
thesouth end of the island near Little Harbor. The
Johnson and cottages contain about forty rooms, all
pleasant and airy. Thoroughly modern toilets, bath,
etc. Table supplied with best the market affords.
Sea food a specialty. Fresh milk. eggs, poultry and
vegetables raised on the premiees. Bathing. Boating
and Pishing. Rates on application.

workmanship.

and

BAILEY

Enlarged capacity this year.

AFFAIR.

COMFORTABLE HOTEL AT CHEBEAGUE HOUSES EIGHTY.
Recreation for Guests.
and Rest Prevail.

AND

;

were on the porch
covered with
many
wild flowers and ferns. The purpose
of this sale was to increase a scholarship fund to send worthy girls to college, and nearly a hundred dollars was
realized from the affair.
Those serving on the different tables were Mrs.
Lancelot Soule, of Boston, Mass., at
the Fruit Punch Table, Mrs. William
Prescott of Boston poured tea; Mrs.
E. J. Baker of Brookline, Mass., had
charge of the ice cream and home
made cakes.
Miss Gladyss Shivell,
of Melrose, the candy. Young ladies
from
the
various
islands assisted.
They were Miss Alice Prescott, Miss
Frances Willis, of Littlejohn Island,
Miss
Hart-Lester
Harris
and
the
Misses Bobbins and Hamilton of CheMiss
Isabelle
Van
beague Island,
Doren and Miss Winifred Glover of
Cousins.
In the handsome living room
were
sold sixty beautifully dressed
dolls and fancy articles.
Miss Doris
Glover of Cousins had a table of her
own from which she sold some charming paintings of her x>wn design and

Island.

steamer.

every

THE JOHNSON

[

!

uniquely

LIBRARY

headquarters for the best '\n
receive fresh invoices

we

1

(Continued from page 1.)

were

J

To trade at York's store means getting the best the market
affords. Our teams cover all sections of the island several
times daily.
Telephone us any time.

This fine Hummer hotel is now open under new management and many
imDrovements have been recent!* made. Large chambers with windows
facing the ocein. Toilets, bath. etc.. barber shop and pool room. Excellent table and in fact everything first clasp.
until <Sept. 9.
Rates on application.

vacation, and who do not care for intrusion.
Truly, it i3 an ideal condition
and one not found in many places.
The"dog-days" with their accompanying fog and disagreeable weather
have somewhat dampened the people's
ardor for
out-of-door
and
activity,
daily, card-games are played and evenings spent in a "family-circle," telling
stories and recalling past years.

the
and

by

OCE.A.N VI1LW HOTEL

Bailey Island, M•.

<

I

lowest

Meats

The Merriconeag House la but one
of many houses to report the "bent
ever" for Its Idea of the present seaWhen a house Is filled to Its cason.
TJnllke some other hoetls, which are pacity with the dining room crowded
who come In for a
who with transients
all right and proper for those
like that kind of a summeT,
Mrs. meal or two, there Is little that need
•Pettenglll's house caters to peopld be said about whether the season Is
who after a cor^nlng winter's work, good or not. It Is too self-evident.
of Mgr. F. A.
want a complete rest with out
being This Is the condition
called upon for extra work dri-'ng, Pierce's popular houae, and bookings
give every Indication of the condition's
Beeohes.

and

▼ ▼

among the

The Beeches
Bookings

Wnnr1Wr>a
UUQDiliC

Hates

application.

on

Dinners

a

STETSON'S ICE

Transients accomodated.

Specialty

■

—^

CREAM PARLOR

This is the place to get delicious ice cream, the best
possible to make.
We also deliver in bricks by quart or gallon. Our
candy department
is unequalled. Stetson's famous Caramels and Home Made Candies
made daily on the premises. Box Candies, Fruit, Soda, Postal
Cards,
etc. Fresh cut fowers for sale.
Agents for Magazines, Papers, etc.
Our circulating library contains the latest
books—only 2 cents a day.

JAMES C. STETSON

Bailey Island

CHARLES S. THOMAS S baTley'i sTla nd! 'm E.

All work in our line promptly done
and satisfaction guaranteed
to all.

Jobbing a specialty. Estimates on
application. Personal supervision of
all work.
Expert workmen. Telephone. Real estate and land for sale.
£. S. LEEMAN
Bailey Island, Me.
Baggage Expressing, Livery, Teaming, Etc.
...

Oar

meet all steamers.
Automobile for six passengers.
Leave your orders at tbe hotel or boarding bouse for

carriages

LEEMAN'S EXPRESS

WELLS DRIVEN BY DAY OR CONTRACT

SkAll

TELEPHONE

IIMfa PADTIF^.
3/llL.lllVl
InlVllLiJt twenty passengers can be "Tramp",forcarrying
engaged
private
We will arrange trips to Gem
parties at any noar of the day or i.ight.
Theatre,
Peaks Island and to Caldwell's Casino, Eastern
Landing, Oreat Chebeague
on application.
Experienced boatmen in charge of our crafts. Rates reasonable.
The handsome motor boat

GEORGE H. LUBEE
^AVE

Little Washer

YOU

-

SEEN

Big Stir

Bailey Island, Me.

THE"\J

And

York and Boston
making the
It
is
the
best
on
the
market and the bigway?
coming
gest money-maker ever! First buy a washer for your family use
is

this

and then learn about it as an investment. Demonstration at vour
house or at the Domestic Utilities office, 697 Congrns St.. PORTLAND.

On

Agency On

The Misses Adams, The Seashell
Bailey's Island
Chebeague Av&]' 9/lrs. H. W. Caldwell, Bellevue Cottage Ko«t»rn

rivals

Casco Bay House
i-ONG

•Items

ISLAND THRONGED

TOURISTS.

of

The

WITH

first time. All the guests are greatly
pleased with the manner in which the
hotel is conducted, and the manage-

Hoiel

equal to any on the Maine
coast
'The -table is supplied with the best

ment's

Interest Concerning
Guests.

hotel still

continues to have
and the register shows
.many families are here from Montreal, Canada, and New York State.
The ideal weather Is all that
one
could
desire
and
several
house
parties have enjoyed sailing and fishin
ing trips recently. Dancing is
great favor with the young people
and the semi-weekly dancing parties
given in the Pavilion are the occasions of great enjoyment.
Jj
Tuesday evening Mr. Thomas
Casey, clerk at the hotel,, in company
with a party of friends, motored over
to Great Chebeague island to attend
the Folk dance entertainment given
at Assembly Hall under the direction
of the Misses Adams of Bailey Island,
assisted by Miss Gertrude Walkersoloist
of
the
Crowley,
soprano
summer
The
Chebeague
colony.
party was a delightful affair and was
largely attended, the summer colony
being very largely represents.
Mr. Rudolph Vallance returned to
his home in Montreal last week after
a delightful sojourn here.
Mr. A. E. Tyler of Montreal joined
his family for a few days last week.
The family are having a most pleasant outing and they are all greatly
pleased with the island.
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Godfrey of
Dover, N. H., were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Glidden of the
same city,
Doth of whom are here
at the hotel for an extended sojourn.
Messrs. Robert M. Powers of Boston, Mass., and George H. Byron of
Concord, N. H., registered here last
week.
Both .gentlemen
are
well
known to the greater part of
the
tourists, as they have spent several
seasons at the hotel.
Wednesday of last week the Lewiston, Me., Retail Grocers Association
held their annual picnic here on the
island and the attendance was over
seven hundred.
Dancing was enjoyed in the Pavilion, and the
day's
outing was one long to be reniembered.

•dally arrivals,

POPULAR
LONG ISLAND HOTEL
ENTERTAINS MANY.

Japanese Tea Room a New Feature.
During the past week many new ar-

is

to

have

a

obtainable,
thing that

and abundance of everyis good to eat is served
at all the meals.
Mrs. Louise Rich
of Amsterdam, N. Y.,. is here,
the
guest of her son, Mr. Laurence Rich.
Guests at the hotel are delighted with
the Japanese tea room, which is a
new feature this year.
ThiB unique
room is on the office floor and
is
artistically fitted up with Japanese
fans, umbrellas, lanterns, etc.
The
small tea tables are covered with
tea
and
the little
Japanese
matting
tea Bets are the daintiest
things
imaginable.
the
afternoon
During
hours tea and light refreshments are
served, and each Sunday a special
menu card is offered.
Several parties
from the summer colony have entertained friends here the past week.
The little Japanese tea room Is one
of the attractions of the hotel.
Mr. George Sebold of Elizabeth,
New Jersey, was among the recent
arrivals. His chief pastime is deep
sea fishing, and already several fine
catches are to his credit.
Mr. Sebold
Is Vice President of
the
Weimar
Storage and Trucking Co.,
350-35*2
Elizabeth Ave., New Jersey.
Mrs. C. E. Andrews of Baltimore,
Md., and Miss Motile Du Val, also of
that city, are here with us.
Both

ladles Intended sojourning here for
two weeks, then going to the mountains, but they were so pleased wltn
the hotel and island that they have
cancelled their mountain trip and will
remain here until late In the season.
Mrs. B. W. Blakeley, Chester, Pa.,
Mrs. M. B. Arnold, Snaron Hill, Mrs.
G. H. Richardson of Sharon Hill, and
Mis S. H. Richardson of Philadelphia
Pa., are registered here for an Indefinite outing.
Miss Richardson is
an
active member of the Century
Club in the Quaker city.
Mr. E. L. Clark of the 14th Maine

Regiment Association, is here at tne
hotel.
Last week during the convention of his regiment held at Portland
he was in attendance, coming here
at the close for his outing.
Mrs.

Mr.

Peleg Gardner of Swampscott,

Mass., President of the 14th Maine
Regiment Association, is also here at
the hotel accompanied by his wife,
and they are planning to remain two
weeks.

SHAW

Manufacturing Bakers and Confectioners.
and Purveyors of Delicatessen Dalniies
ME.

Down Town Store, 7 and 9 Preble Street

ANNOUNCEMENT TO CASCO BAY TRADE
Our

Market

new

Preble

at

Street makes a

specialty

of

pack-

ing and shipping orders to any part of Casco Bay. Mail and
are
telephone orders have our prompt attention and patrons
assured of the "Shaw"
over fifty years.

quality,

which

has been

Casco Bay Sea Grill

maintained for

Customhouse Wharf

At the head of the wharf in the waiting: room of the Casco Bay and
We are prepared to sen
x'with the best obtainable in sea food.
Ivobsters in every style i
.lainty lunches at short
order. Expert crefs, courteous treatment ana7prompt service.
Everything cooked on the premises. Reasona/ble charges.

Harpsweli Lines.

Open from 4

a.

m.

to 8 p. m.

CHARLES C. DELAWARE,

Proprietor.

To the Summer Traveler:

The Granite

Spring Hotel

Is commended for its spirit, its service, its accessibility.
It is operated from cellar to roof to carry out one idea: comfort, convenience and satisfaction to every guest. This means more
than hotel service—it means the limit of courteous, efficient attention
from every employee to each particular guest

Shore Dinners at any time

75c and $1.00

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

GET THE HABIT
of

trading with

Groceries,

us

and

thereby get the best in

Meats and Provisions

RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS

Our wagons

ISLAND

cover

even/ part of the island several times
each day

CLARK & GRIFFIN
AVENUE,

Thomas Fitzgerald and wife, aunt
Mary Fitzgerald and niece, Eva, of
Boston have rented Edward Harring-

ton's house at West End for the remainder "of the month.
FitzMr.
gerald is a inember of the Boston
Fire Department and is located at the
Central Station.
Mr.

Woodbury

Edward

at

Doughty's Landing has as guests:
Mr. and Mrs. A-. Hofmann, Mr. Kirch
Hofmann
and
Adeline.
daughter,
Mrs. J. G. Waddell and
daughters,
Mrs. .W. A. Waddell and son and the
Misses
Pauline
and
HofMildred
mann of New York City.
They are
spending the month at Mr. -Woodbury's, where they have jolly, social
times with their/ summer neighbors.

Last Friday the Long Island Methodist Sunday school held its annual
picnic at Chebeague
Island.
The
party, numbering about 125, left Long
Island on the 10.30 boat for Chebeague, where upon arrival a ball game
was played between the ladies. After
the basket lunch races were run and
prizes awarded the winners.
The
party returned at six o'clock after
having spent one of the most enjoyable and successful field days in recent years.
Mr. Joseph Eaton of New York,
who has been spending
the
past
three weeks on the island as
the
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
L. Eaton, returned to New York last

Wednesday.

Last Thursday evening one of the
most delightful moonlight motor boat
sails of the season took place when
a party of young people in
Ford's
motor boat enjoyed a sail to Peake
Island, where they seoarated
and
went to the Pavilion, the Gem, and
the skating rink.
Those included in
the party were:
Mae and
Lillian
Ford, Alice Eaton, Edna and
Mildred Steele, Hilda Beverstock, Edith
Keith, Thomas Casey, Ralph
MaEdmund
honey,
Frank
Mahoney,
Welch and Fred Ford.
Frank Welch of Portland spent a
few days last week as the guest of
Ralph and Edmund Mahoney.
Harrison
Andrews
of
Portland
scent last Wednesday on the island.
Mr. Andrews is employed in
MontreHi.

Mr. Earl Frank of Portland
has
been the guest of Harold Higgins at
Doughty's the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Garland of Dorchester returned home last Friday
after a vacation of three
weeks,
spent at Harpswell and Long Island
at W. C.
Tibbetts'
Olivette cottage,
Mr.

COMPANY
PORTLAND,

Island

Doughty's Landing.

IMPORTERS AND GROCERS

585-587-589-591 Congress Street,

Long

hotel

Metropolitan Stores Down East"

C.

GEO.

aim

one

Clark arrived the last of the week
and will remain with her husband
until their vacation ends.

Granite Spring Hotel

"Two

of
registered, several
visiting the island for the

have

whom are

LONG ISLAND

and

Mrs. Fred
and
Handy
Woodfords
were
also
guests of I. C. Tibbetts recently.
Mr. Ernest Reay
arrived
from
Montreal Saturday last to spend a
few days as the
of
guest
Llovd
Blachford at Allston
Mr.
cottage,
Henry Blachford arrived
from his
business in Montreal last Wednesday
Mr. Ira F. Tibbetts, an old Civil
r-om
,nrv
War veteran of te^h
celebrated
his
ment,
seventy-fifth
birthday last week and several of
hia neighbors dropped in and congratulated him and wished him
many
years of long life.
at
the
lst-10th-29th
Today
regiment building at Doughty's Landing
the annual reunion of the veterans
of the Civil War is being held. Over
a hundred members and guests are
in attendance, including
not
only
members of the Maine regiments but
also from Massachusetts and
New
Hampshire and a few from the West.
Labt year at the reunion a veteran
from the West met two from
the
East for the first time since the war.
Many old acquaintances are
being
renewed and new friendships formed.
At the De Sharnut
last
cottage

daughter of

Thursday evening

happy

surprise
Charle?
Drew in honor
birthday.
There was a large gathering both
from the East End and West End. A
vocal solo by Mr. Fred Harriman, a
cornet solo by Samuel Rogers,
accompanied by David Darling on the
piano, and a bone solo by Cajpt, Herbert
party

I.

was

given

Thompson

of

a

to
of

the

Mrs.
her

steamer

Forest

Queen added to the evening's entertainment.
Dancing was also enjoyed
on the spacious veranda as well as

inside.
Music for the dance
Was
furnished by Fred Harriman, violin,
Oussie Keith, drums, and Mrs. Drew,
piano.
After dancing, light refreshmeiiM
were
served
ana
me
party
broke up at a late hour after wish-1
Mrs.
Drew
ing
many happy returns
of the day.
Those attending were
the following:
Mr. and Mrs. David
Darling, Mr. and Mrs. Heal, Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Larabee,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Peter Christensen, Mrs. Nettie
Mrs.
Doughty.
Mrs.
Fred
Willard,
Church, Mrs. Ella Burnham, Mrs.
Mattie
Mrs.
Grace
WebLibby,
ster, Mrs. Gatley, Misses
Beatrice
and Lillian Watson, Messrs. Raleigh

Alexander, Harry Clarke, Everett
Samuel
Clarke,
Rogers,
Esq.,
Fred
Harrlman,
George
Johnson,
Herbert Johnson, Roland Abbott, Joe
Berry, Irving Douguty, William Sex-

ton, Charles Forbush, Charles Drew,
Keith and the host and
hostess, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Drew.
The Misses Ethel and Nelli? Colby
of Berlin. N. H., who
have
been
spending the week at Gobel's cottage.
West End, retnrned home to Berlin
Sunday, accompanied by Mr. Stewart McNeil of Newton, Mass.
Mrs. Andrew Jones of Cambridge
arrived last week for the rest of the
season at Camp Bell at Doughty'*.
At the Barracks, Doughty's Landing, Mrs. Belle Vlcklng of Lewlstown,
Me., Mrs. Ella White of
Auburn,
Mr. and Mrs. Seavey are guests of

Jr., Gussie

Mattie Libby.
They have returned after a week's stay at South
Paris, Maine, to the Barracks, where
they have been all summer. Mr. and
Mrs. Seavey are from Jackson, Mich.
Visitors at the Barracks
Frilast
Mr. and Mrs.
day were:
Charles
of
Benson
the
Deerlng District,
Mrs.

EVERYTHING

Garden Hose, Gloves, Druggists' Sundries, Mechanical Robber
If it's Rubber you want, call

at

PORTLAND RUBBER CO., 259 Middle St.

POlrtland.
Mrs. Ernest Blake and son of Lisbon, Conn., are guests of Mrs. Willi*
Nelson.
Last Thursday Mrs. Nelson
entertained the Woodrow Club
of
Portland at her cottage, Dougaty'*
Landing. The day wafl spent in a

1

business meetlngr, social, and a shore
dinner was served by Mrs. Nelson
at noon.
In the afternoon the time
was spent at
whist, and prizes were
awarded the winners.
Mr. Herbert S. Kennedy was the
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. F.
A. Horthorn at Kennard's cottage.
At the 14th Maine Regiment build-

ing a reunion was held last week.
It was largely attended by. members
from Massachusetts and other
New
England states. About thirty-flve at
tended the reunion, which was
e
great success «nd enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Redion and daughter
Mrs. Verrlll of Cliftondale,
Mass,
are spending a couple of weeks at
the
Fourteenth
Maine
Regiment

Groceries
Provisions
Meats
We

prepared

to

supply all your wants

Long Island Market

building.

Max Robertson of Montreal returned home after a two weeks' stay at
the Everett cottage, the guest of his
parents.
Mrs. Maxfield and son, Llewellyn,
are at
^Naples cottage for the remainder of the month.
Tney closed
their cottage in July for a month's
visit in Maine.
Mr. George McVane of Naples, Me.,
spent last Friday on" the island. Mr.
McVane is proprietor of a fish market in Naples.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Downs
and
daughters, Ethel, Helen and Marion,
are located at
the Liberty cottage,
Cleaves' Landing. Mr. John Downs
of
Boston
and
\v alter
brother,
Downs of Somerville, are
visitors
here.
The Walter familv of Wollaston,
Mass., left Saturday after two weeks'
stay at Woodbury's.

Mr. Linscott and family of Wollaston arrived last Friday for a
few
weeks' visit at the UnderclifT.
Benjamin
of
Papkee
Medford,
Mass,, arrived last Friday for the
balance of the month at V. C. Mountford's "Casco Rest" on
Garfield St.
Mr. Papkee is proprietor of Sunnyknoll milk farm in Medford.
Frank Curtis of Cambridge and
D.
Tapper of Boston, who have
been
at
the McKenny cottage, restopping
turned home last Saturday.
Mrs. L. F. Jones of Bellevue is entertaining Mrs. Howard
Frost
of

are

Paints
Hardware
Dry Goods

Head of

Donghty's Pier, Long Island, Me.

Casco Bay
House
CHARLES E. CUSHING

Prop.

LONG ISLAND
MAINE

leading Hotel on the island. Finest view of Casco Bay possiPine groves alongside the house, with rockers and hammocks
for tne use of guests.
Best of bathing, boating and
fishing
privileges. Clam Bake house accommodates 500 guests with dancing privileges. Open June iE to Sept. 15. Rates and circulars on
application. Accommodates 100.
Fine steamboat service.
Only
thirty minutes' sail from Portland. Oome to our hotel and enjoy a
pleasant vacation.
Excellent table.
Sea Food in abundance.

ble.

Chicago.

Lennie Elliot is having a cottage
erected at Doughty's Landing.
Albert Woodbury, the island carpenter,
has the house well under construcnon.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chaffin of
Gorham spent the past week as the
guest of their son,
Mr.
Linwood
Chaftin.
Frank Duckett of Westmount, Que.,
is visiting the Robertsons at
their
cottage, the Everett.
Miss Dorothy
Duckett has been here all summer.
Capt. Johnson of the S. S.
North
Land and Commodore of the Maine
S. S. Co. fleet spent last
Wednesday
as the guest of Dr. F. F. C. Demarest at his cottage, "Look-to-Seer,"
South Side.
Mrs. Wm. G. Parker, wife of Capt.
Wm. Parker of the Portland
Fire
Dept., entertained the following at
her summer home at Cleaves' Landing the past week:
Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. Hanson, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Sturgeon and Miss Marion Chapman,
tbe latter of whom will soon enter
Simmons College.

Entrance to Wildwood

Inn.

WILDWOOD INN

We beg to announce that the Inn IS OPEN for the season since June
14th. Shore dinners, 75c—$1.00—$1.50, will be
served, also a la carte. Afternoon tea 35c, served in Japanese Tea Room.
Veranda
Room
Dining
(screened) seating about 100 persons. We use our own Spring Water.
Shady Walks, Rustic House, Bathing Beach. Parties wishing to arrange for
dinners, etc. 'Phone 8102-12. Cumberland.
JOS.

FETTER, Prop.

The
South

funeral of Ansel Johnson
of
Portland was held from the
island church last Friday morning.
Mr. Johnson formerly lived on
the
island and was well known and respected by the older residents of the
island.
A number of years ago Mr.
Johnson moved to South Portland,
where he died last Wednesday at the
age of 87 years.
Many Portland and
South Portland people attended ue

funeral.

Mrs. George Long and son, Master
Burton Long, were recent guests on
the island.
At the Coronado cottage, Doughty's
Landing, W. S. Cleveland has been
entertaining tne Misses Jessie
and
Florence Washburn, Annie and Genevieve Beale of Dorchester, and Mrs.
W. G. Washburn.
Mrs. John Mahoney has been entertaining at her cottage, the
Bay
View, Doughty's Landing, Daniel Mahoney and family and Miss Nellie
Daley of Portland.
Fred Dunn of Passaic, N. J.,
is
spending the month with his parents,
who have taken a cottage at Doughty's Landing.
Mr. Dunn is captain
of the Passaic high scnool base ball
team for the coming year and will
prove a valuable Requisition to the
island team while he is here, as he
U

«

Cor.

Chlpman

and

Special Sale of Silk Hosiery
Five

cotton

In

served in all form*.

ice

crean

double

cotton

wide

actually

worth $1.50.

New York City
arrived
last Saturday for a two weeks' stay
the island.
Mr. chlpman caught

Hammonds'

soles,

high spliced heels,

tops,

on

Simmons &.

hundred

pairs Pure Thread
Silk Stockings, extra weight, double

Samuel

last year for the island ball team and
was one of the heaviest hitters.
For
the next two weeks it will take
a
pretty good team to beat our island
team.
Miss Bessie Ray and brother, William, of New York, arrived last Saturday for a two weeks' stay. They
formerly had a cottage at the West
EJnd but have not been down this
season before.
Police Officer Ansel Blckford of
the Portland Police Department, and
wife, arrived on the inland last Friday for a week's vacation at Capt.
and Mrs. John McVane's, West End.
Mr. Blckford tormerly did duty on
the island and performed so efficiently that he was appointed to the regular force in the city, where he has
covered some of the hardest routes
in the city.
Miss Alice McNeily of Cambridge
arrived at the McKenneys' last Saturday for a two weeks' stay.
Miss
Anna Forster of Boston arrived Monday for the remainder of the month.
Father Mahoney of the Cathedral
said mass In the absence of Father
Powers, who was unable to attend
on account of his leading the
Boys'
honor
Sanctuary choir In
of
the
Apostolic Delegate who was In Portland Sunday.
Capt. Wm. Powers of the
First
Company N. G. S. M., has returned
to the Island, to Comfort
cottage,
after spending the pant two weeks
in camp and duties after breaking
camp.
At Day's Spa, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, cigars and cigarettes,
drinks and fancy frozen dainties can
be obtained.
When on the Island
don't fall to drop in and try their line

and Oak Sts.

The 8tore of Qaallty

x —-a -i J

William
Prittanj of

Congress

Special, $1.15

A Sale of Oil Stoves Oveos
•

$1.20 Improved Single Burner

58c

$1.75
$2.50

98c

$1.60

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Two

"
■

All Sizes Bamboo Porch Shades
Worth from fl.98 to

|3.25,

89c

ror

Qjjr

$1.48
Pa
UM"

Oren Hooper's Sons
The nest in the Market
Telephone Connection
Quick Delivery
Supply 'Vou With Everything for the Table Under ONE Account

Wo

FRANK L. PINKHAM
SOUTH HARPSWELL MARKET

Fresh Garden Produce. Berries, Fruit, etc. Table Waters, Ginger
Ales, etc. Fresh Bread Every Day

The

Merriconeag, South Harpswell
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*

Published Every
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
From June to September and on the Last Thursday in Each
Month
from

October to
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MINIATURE ALMANAC
TIDE CARD.
Week of Aug. 14-20.
Sun
Length
High
Day Rises Sets of Day Morn
14
4.50
6.48
13.58
9.36
13
4.51
6.46
13.55
10.24
*16
4.52
6.45
13.53
11.04
17
4.53
6.43
13.50 11.42
18
4.54
6.42
13.48
19
4.55
6.40
13.45
0.15
20
4.56
6.39
13.43
0.4S
*Full Moon.

Tide
Eve
9.30
10.18
11.01
11.40

0.10

0.40
1.10

EDITORIALS.
Ship ahoy!
Hear the merry popping of the cold
soda bottles.
How a'bout a dip in the
Are you with us?

briny deep'/

Life is one grand
sweet electric
fan to you when
you reach
these

shores.

Advice to summer boarders:
the shady side of the
soup.

on

Keep

They make the old proverb read
now: "A boiled lobster on the
plate is
■worth two in the sea."
How about instituting

or
ice cream crusade for the sake of sufsome sort,

fering city humanity.

The August boarder is once more
in our midst.
Wherefore the crop
movement may now proceed.

Verily he
morning

who can arise early in
and gird up his loins and
plunge into the salt waters, he shall
master the universe
or whatsoever
he shall desire.
the

Pause a minute and retlect upon
the succulent sweetness of the
oozing
blueberry pie. Of a truth there are
few sights in the
world
we should
rather behold.
While the world thrills at the

ac-

of the
war
honors in the
Balkans and Mexico, there Is never
a wordn to
v heard of the awful devastation among the clams and lobsters of Casco Bay.
counts

The dog days have not been much
in evidence as yet,
having slumbered
quietly in their lair.
For
one, we
hope these sleeping dogs will lie undisturbed for a considerable time to
come.

o

*

m
30
CD

ROCKMERE HOUSE

In looking for a remedy for
any evil,
the first thing one looks for is the
cause of that evil—Let us
apply this
to the present situation here.
We
come face to face with the fact that
the accommodations for
visitors in
Casco Bay are, to put it plainly, poor;
and by this we do not mean at all
to make any detraction
the
upon
hotels and boarding houses that are
at present doing business here.
On
the contrary, they are fully the
equal
of similar hotels and boarding houses
throughout the country.
The point
of the whole matter is that we want
something further in this line if we
are to make of Casco
Bay the summer place it can and should be made.
At practically all the larger islands
of the bay, there is
an
immediate
need of hotels costing from $25,000
to $45,000
or $50,000
each, which
should be made equal in their
appointments to those
at
other summer places. The houses now in the
oay mat anywnere nearly approach
this type may be counted upon one'
hand.
When a person comes to
a
place to spend his vacation, he or
she wants something besides
three
square meals
day, and nothing to do
but loaf the rest of the time.
A diet
or this is alright as far as it
goes, but
it doesn't break any records in the
distance it covers. Resting is a fine
thing for a few days, but after that
it gets
monotonous. Now, most of
the boarding houses around the
bay
can offer their guests little more than
these same three square meals a
day
with rest interspersed. That is
why
people come here for a while, and
then pack their trunks and buy tickets to the mountains or the extreme
northern part of the
where
state,
they can play at golf and tennis, and
dance.
That is also why it is absolutely necessary that large hotels of
the latest design, with spacious lobbies and the most modern improvements, and affording abundant opportunity for the amusement of their
guests, should be instituted throughuay.

It is foolish to talk of the difficulties that beset the path of anyone at-

tempting

G.

River, Mass.,

are

[

Ltttlejohn's

]

and the

partaking

tail of

lighting

stopping at the Ar

cade for the remainder of the summer.
Mr. and
Mrs. W. W.
Dennis
and
Miss Marguerite Dennis
of
Allston,
Mass., and Mr. E. A. Bliss of Spring-

in every de-

adjustment.
Moving

Pictures

Dancing Only
Moving Pictures
Dancing Only

HENRY W. CALDWELL,

<

]
,

Piano Recital and Reading
Barrows Comedy Acrobats

Proprietor

EASTERN LANDING

CHEBEAGUE

,
■

(

{

|

■

j
,

]

ANNOUNCEMENT

of

her rip*> old age.
On Tuesday

"Iftu Okfat"

morning a party of
guests took a trip in Talbot's motor boat in and
about the
picturesque islands of the bay.
They
returned about
noon
after a
very
Firledge

field, Mass., are summering at the
Shepherd's log cabin for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Bliss of Belmont,
Mass., returned home after a most
delightful vacation.
Mrs. Edwin Shivell with children
Edwin, Jr., Kirk and Ducille, spent
several
days at home in Melrose,
Mass., returning Wednesday with her
mother, Mrs. Julia Brown and friend,
Mrs. Samuel W. Forre-1, who will re
main with her for several weeks.
Among the recent guests at the Mel-

newly fitted

Assembly Hall

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

light refreshments. There were about
twenty-five ladies present to celebrate

Fq^l

and

Wednesday

|

neighborly gossip

from June 28. Six

Monday
Tuesday

balance of August.
Mrs. Charles Crooker of
Chelsea,
a
Saturday evening
party of young Mass., and Miss Jessie Osgood of Maipeople held a
marslimallow
toast den, Mass., arrived Sunday to
spend a
at the haunted house under the
super- fortnight with Mrs. S. H. Scribner at
I vision of Russell Hoke, who has been Camp Doyle.
coming to the island for several years.
Mrs. O. W. Doyle spent a few
days
with her mother in
Yarmouth, Me.,
"Mrs. W. M. Christie and daughter, this week, who has
been ill.
recently
Miss M. Mather and
Beulah, Ruth Taylor, Doris Cartwell
Miss E. Halliand Elsie Wolf of Wakefield,
Mass., gan of Newton, Mass., and Miss E. Cadalso Edwin Frye of Tacoma,
wallader
of
WashingYardley, Penn., and Miss
ton, are occupying the Somerville cot- M. Smith of Newton,
Mass., are spendtage for the balance of August.
ing, their vacation here.
Mrs. J. W. Howe and Mrs. J. W. RogAn afternoon tea was held in
honor
ers and sons Sianley and
Joe, of Bos- of Miss M. Goodman on
ton, Mass., are at the Alpine cottage afternoon. The time was Wednesday
in
spent
for the remainder of the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Rurrell of

Open

regulation alleys; perfect

HAMILTON, Prop.

will be held weekly for the remainder
of the season.

GREAT CHEBEAGUE'S LEADING HOTEL WILL
MAIN OPEN THROUGH SEPTEMBER, ONE OF

RETHE
MOST BEAUTIFUL MONTHS AT THE ISLAND. ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET AND SPECIAL RATES UPON APPLICATION TO C. W. HAMILTON, Prop.
:
:
:
:

pleasant time.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. R. Smith and
family of Kew Garden, L. I., left for
their homes in New York after an enjoyable stay at Hackmatack L*>dge.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Smith
have left

Camp Doyle

for
Gloucester, Mass.,
where they will take an extended
automobile
tour
thrrmcV.
nrvu-

DKMHUU

Mountains.

House are Mrs. M. A. Scanlon of
South Boston, the Misses Grace and
Gertrude Cumberland of North Attleboro, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. George \V.
Carter
of
Somerville, Mass., Mr.
George Smith and wife and Mr. Harry
R. Phillips of Maiden, Mass., Mr. Howard F. Mayon of South Boston, Mr.
George Coulton of Brighton, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey L. Dawe of Melrose, Mass., Miss Bessie A. Smith^of
South Franiingham, Mr. Frank H. Wilkins of Somerville, Mass., and wife
and son Malcolm and Miss Margaret'
French of Charlestown,
Mass., and
Misses Agnes P. and Florence W.
Currier of Dorchester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. F. Dyford of Milford, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Andrews of Woburn, Mass., ana Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Andrews of Woburn,
Mass., Mr. Frederick W. Boswortli of
Woburn, Mass., are occupying the Woburn cottagte.
Mr. Carlton Hick and family of Boston, Mass., have left the island after a
pleasant stay at their cottage.
Littlejohn's baseball team played
Bustin's Friday afternoon and won a
decisive victory over them, the score
16-12.
rolling
up to
Through some
faulty errors of the
opposing side
seven runs were made during the second inning.
Rogers pitched for the
team and a large share of the credit
goes to him for his excellent twirling.
rose

j

j

Cousin's Island

I.

H.

Right on the shore, with 100-ft.
elevation.
Set in spruce
grove.
Accommodates
100.
Excellent
cuisine.
Daily mails.
Open until
Oct. 1.
Rates on application.

carry through a scheme
like this. Of course, there are dilli-.
cullies in the way. They rise up to
meet any good scheme. But in this
case they are easy to meet, and when
placed opposite to the
advantages
Last Sunday's ocean temperature such an
undertaking would bring,
test, taken for the Breeze on the after- they dwindle
away rapidly. There are
noon tide at Hill Crest
beach. Che- desirable sites all through the bay
beague, was 72 Fahrenheit.
We're where suitable land
could be
purmoving toward Atlantic City, aren't chased, so that there is
nothing to
we?
fear on this score. That a firBt-class
Can one imagine any plight more
hotel would be a financial success is
pitiful, more truly
heart-rendering, a certainty; it is a well-known fact
one to bring tears to the
eyes or the that the larger houses here are the
hardest heart—hold on we are getones
the most money. That
ting mixed.—anyway what we mean these making
present hotels would be injured
to say is, wouldn't you hate to be a
the construction of these
large
watermelon in the midst of a crowd by
houses is not a thing to be
feared
of picnickers?
very much. Indeed, it is more than
that their business would be
E-/ery year the complaints from likely
increased, owing to the
increased
summer people concerning the
annoy- traffic that the new houses would atance causcd by the unmuflied motor
tract. Think, also, what such a thing
boats are becoming more and more
would mean to Portland from a tradfrequent and incisive. In Massachustandpoint. Practically everyone
setts there is a strictly enforced law ing
down the bay does their buying and
regarding this, and if we remember
in Portland, so that an
incorrectly there is some provision in Felling
Miss Mary Davison of Jamesbury,
much
the Maine State book for this same creased summer traffic would
N. J., is spending the balance of the
the
of
enlarge
the
as
importance
city
thing. Yet any morning you can hear
summer with friends at the Brownie
the jolly fisherman starting out with a commercial center. Such a scheme
Her uncle and aunt, Mr.
cottage.
his engine making enough noise to as has been roughly outlined above
and Mrs. Nathan W. Clayton, of South
in, then, what is now the greatest
wake the dead. Many summer
people
River, N. J., are spending a few daya
have been heard to say that unless need of Casco Bay. The place is at on the island.
a
in
its
career.
Shall
turning
point
something is done about this, another
Mrs. Murray Seribner and son, Paul,
It continue to rise to the place it dewill
find then
year
of Maiden, Mass., who have been spendstaying somewhere else. As the fishermen make a serves among American seaside reing a few weeks at West Poland, Me.,
considerable
part of their income sorts, or shall it. remain at the same arrived Wednesday to spend the balfrom tho summer tourists, it is cer- level to which it has attained, fluc- ance of the
summer with Mrs. John El
tainly somewhat shortsighted of them tuating up and down a little each Day at the Osocozle cottage.
but
never
far
to persist in this conduct.
either
year,
way?
going
A 'party of eighteen Harmony Hill
cottagers went for a trip to New Mead*
Another thing that has long been
owh Inn Thursday in Captain Harold
Jacking in Casco Bay Is pome more
Sawyer's boat the Handy Andy. They
adequate scheme for tire protection
started early In the morning and reon the larger islands. On the more
turned about sunset, after having a
fine trip and a finer dinner.
thickly settled ones a fire springing up
In the woods or in a cottage would
The Harmony Hill people find things
easily, If a moderate wind were blowvery quiet since Marie I^owton has returned to Philadelphia and hope that
Rockmere House.
ing, spread rapidly and do much damThe guests of this house have en- she will come back next year to liven
At the present time there is
age.
nowhere in the bay any means ror joyed mnny social activities that have things up again.
Mr. John Coran Ketchum, who hart
checking a blaze exccpt in some of been held during the pant week. On
the larger hotels, and it would seem Tuesday morning, a party of peoplq been spending a week or so with his
a rather necessary thing to institute from here went on a fishing trip to wife at the Rock ham
cottage went
They home to Somerville on Sunday.
something of this sort In Casco Hay. half-way rock In the "Esther."
ctarted early In the morning and found
Mr. 8. J. Bissett of Maiden, Mans.,
Ideal conditions for fishing way out at arrived Friday to spend the week-end
WHAT 18 NEEDED.
cea.
About noon they returned homo with his family at the Daybreak cotTo anyone who has been In touch with enough fish to supply the hotel tage.
for
a week or two.
Mr. Fred Ij. Hatch of Melrose, Mass.,
Those who went
with affairs at all during the paat
Mr.
were
Philip Miss Gertrude F. Ogilvle and Mr. Horten years, the advance that has been on th's expedition
made toward making of Casco Bay Stlngel, Mr. George Barrey, Mr. W. H. ry B. Cormier of Charlestown, Mans.,
Mr. Kdward
Mr. who have spent a few day» at the
J. Tillman,
a. summer resort equal to any In the Niles,
Henry Liebert, Mr, William Siewert Avilon cottage, left for their homea
a
Is
Is
that
country
thing
very evi- and
Master
Friday after a very pleasant time.
Woodbury 8lewert.
dent, Indeed. When one thinks of the
Mrs. Winfleld Prime has as he*
Thursday afternoon thirty-flve of
scattered summer population of that
the hotel people took a trip to Bailey's guests this week, Miss Mary R.
KnowJtime and compares It to the present,
iHland In the Rather.
Most of the ton of Roxbury, Mass., Miss Stella
It Is seen at once that every year an
time was spent in exploring the many Doe of Cambridge, Mass., and Mis*
Increasingly large number of visitors different places of interest which are Annie M. Barker of
8omerville, Mass.
have made the bay their summer resto be found in this choice locality. At
Mr. Selwyn F. Prime of Winchester,
idence. A thing, however, that Is not pmiset all
a
returned in readiness for
Mass., who has been spending a fow
perhaps as evident Is that during the good, hearty supper.
weeks at the Avilon, left Friday for
last few years this advance has been
The first dance of the season was Eliot, Me., to visit his mother for a
practically negative. Three years ago held In the dining room floor of this few days.
the bay was as popular with summer house on
Mr. Sylvester H. 8criber of Maiden,
A celebratFriday evening.
tourists as it Is at the present time, ed
three-piece orchestra furnished de- Mass., spent the week-end at Camp
and its reputation among the Ameri- lightful music for the occasion.
The Doyle.
can travelling public haa
Increased dance was well attended by the hotel
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hinckley and
but little during the time that has occupants and some of the outsiders. Mrs, Samuel B. Glazier of
Medford,
elapsed since then. To anyone with It is hoped that a dance of this kind Mass., are guesta at Fairvlew for tho
to

Chebeague Bowling Alleys

AMD COTTAGES
Littlejohn's Island, Maine

again.

me

Tennis

PIERCE

1913.

DANCING

-

Baseball, Shooting

Offering tourists most sightly ana comfortable sail in Bay
Dinner of exceptional excellence. Steamer at 10 a.m. from Custom
House Whar
Phone 90I3-II
Finest auto trip out of Portland
F. A.

the good of the
bay sincerely at
heart, this is something that cannot
be overlooked, and while it
may not
be noticeable to any degree as
yet,
it would surely seem wise to
try and
find something to put the fame of
this place upon the upward climb

uiu
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to Oct.

Malioney, Elsa Biesenbach, Eleanor James and Lillian
of
Bryant
Boston, Mass.. are camping
at
the log cabin "Squezin" for
two

Summit
House

weeks.
Alderman Carroll S.
Chaplin and
Miss Bessie Whittier of Portland
were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. How-

att on
Miss

Sunday

at the

Chebeague
Island

Craneycrow.

The members of the summer
colony
the Seashore Land Co.
property
were largely
represented at the delightful Folk
dance
entertainment
given at Assembly Hall,

Chebeague,

About forty went
in two motor boats, the
party
being in charge of Mr. L-. M. Bowker
and Ira H. Morrison.

summer

over

Fittings.

sold here to customers from
every part of the world. * *

beautiful cottage.
The church services for the remain

der of the summer season will be under the direction of Rev. H. F. Kloman
of St. Stephen's church. Congress St.
Porland.
If Rev. Mr. Kloman himself
is unable to be present, he will endeavor to send someone, thus insuring
a service every week during the rest
of the season.
Preaching is at the
usual hour, 3.15 P. M,

are

almost

Melrose House
and Cottages

i

Mr. C. M. Cobb, who
spent
week-end here, has returned to
business in Lynn, Mass.

Also Fox and

Stanley Marine, Motors

Halliday Stationary

En-

gines, Perfex ignition system, supplies, repairing,
overhauling. Gasolene for
Bale

WM. H. ROHR,
COMMERCIAL WHARF

14

PORTLAND.

Noted for Distinctive Hair
Goods of the MosQNatural Appearance
»

While you are staying |in Portland
take advantage of the
opportunity and
inspect our fine stock. Prices made
to your order.
Natural grey and curly
hair is one of our specialties.

CARLES' Hair Store

5IB

Congress

St.

Portland

Massage and Hydrotherapy Treatment
of

Given by appointment in
Casco Bay, or 'phone

1498M. Address:
MR.

part
Portland

any

&

MRS. W. G. McKEEN,
Cliff Island, Me.
Trained at the New England Sani-

tarium.

THE ELMWOOD

Mr. A. A. Mead and Mrs. Mead from

Stoughton, Mass.,
day of last week,

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS

H. 3. SAWYER

Dr. C. B, Cragln apd Dr. Arthui
parties. Baggage Expressing on Llttlejohn's and Cousin's. Post Office. Cragln from Klnjcston, N. Y„ stopped
Souvenir Postals.

Motor Boats For Sale

the
his

arrived here
Friand* will spend the
month of August at the pretty green
Cottage on the north shore of the
Situated near the shoro and accommo- island.
Mr. Mead is engaged in the
date* 35.
shoe business.
Cxoetlent Cutvlne
Qulat and Homelike
Mrs. George M. Flske of AuburnTwenty years' experience.
dale, Mass., is entertaining Miss Catherine C. Colman of Cambridge, Mass.,
W. 8. RENT
at her picturesquely situated cottage,
"The lodges." The island folk will
be sorry to know that Mr. and Mrs.
Tee Cream,
Confectionery, Fruit, Flske are to return home to AuburnSoft. Drinks, Cigars, Tobacco,
etc. dale next Monday, but
they will be
Laundry agency.
welcome visitors at
and
all
any
on
both
Islands.
Delivery
times. Mr.
and
Mrs.
Flske
are
and
Cousin's Islands.
Llttlejohn's
amoiwc the most loyal of Cliff's resl*
dents, and no project for the betterment. of the island ever is carried on
without their heartiest
co-operation
and sanction.
LITTLEJOHN'S ISLAND
Ice Cream Parlor at the head of the
Mr. and Mrs. F. Van Wagenen of
Wharf.
Confectionery, Cigars an»l Orange, N. J., with their daughter and
goda. Fresh FJggs and Milk.
10 h. p.. her friend, Miss Whitney, are spendexcursion launch, "Handy Andy," for ing the month here.

LITTLCJOHNS ISLAND
CAPT. A. CUNNINGS, Prop.

Cordes, Proprietor.

PORTLAND, MAINE
Opposite Baxter Block

homes.

Miss Janet Hollister has left Mrs. C.
H. Payne's cottaige, where she has
recently spent a very pleasant visit,
and has gone to Llncolnville, Maine.
Mr. C. H. Payne came down last Saturday from Newi York to spend the
week-end with his family
at
their

essential things for
your
boat, yacht, vessel or steamer can be
found at the Thomas
Laughlin Co's
Commercial street store. Everything
made at this large
factory, as well
as
all other material which comes
under this head is carried in stock
Marine hardware, cordconstantly.
age. blocks, marine paints, gasoline,

polishes, instruments, etc., etc.,

F. G.

First- class in Every Particular
Private Dining Rooms
565 1-2—567 1-2 Congress St.

August, the heydey of summer, is at
hand.
Never were the fields greener,
the ocean fairer or the weather more
beautiful than on these August days.
Cliff Island, which residents consider
a type of island unexcelled for beauty
and pictureqoieness, is
experiencing
a season- so far above last year's that
there is no comparison to be made.
This year, the hotels are filled
with
tourists and vacant rooms are fully
as scarce
as
the proverbial "hens'
teeth.". The cottages, too, are crowded and while there are a few vacant
ones, this condition is explained by •
the fact that the owners are sick or
away, and do not care to rent their

on

Boat

CORDES' CAFE

Mrs. J. P. Coyle
of
"VVilkesbarre,
and Mary Cady of North Adams,
Mass.. arrived a week ago Friday at
the Kendall cottage, where they were
joined on Monday by Mrs. Alice Kimball and Mrs. Longley of
Belchertown.
Prof, and Mrs. Lincoln, who
have been occupying this cottage for
July, left on Thursday of last week
for their home.

are

the

east end

Pa.,

occupying the Norton cottage for two
weeks, having arrived laat Friday.

All

tne

Cliff Island

Mrs. C. E. Gurney.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hill,
Portland,
Me., spent a few days with the Gurneys at their cottage.
Mrs. Willis Doughty
and children,
Clarence and Mary of Yarmouth, Me.,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. M. Bowker at their cottage.
Miss Lera
Sands
of
Cambridge,
Mass., is spending a few days as the
of
guest
Mrs. C. M. Bowker.
Mrs. D. H. Slay ton of Mattapan,
is
Mass.,
spending the month of August at the Usinocs cottage.
Miss Lenu Monroe of
Somerville,
Mass., is spending a few days at the
Talbot cottage.
Dr.
L. Hall
Trufant ond wife of

Tuesday evening.

on

mil, where cool
air
is
always
Overstirring.
looking the ocean and the restful Island scenery or tleid and wood. No better spot for complete rest and
recreation. Table and service
first-class.
Accommodates, with cottage, 75 guests. Rates reasonable.
MRS. CLINTON M.
HAMILTON, Proprietor.
up

Nellie Woodbury Jordan
of
Prescott Normal School faculty, is a
guest of Mrs. A. E. Neal and Mrs. Wm.
A. Howatt for a week.
Mr. J. Carlton Hinckley of
Medford,
Mass, is spending two weeks at the
Forusall cottage.
Miss Alice Williams and Mr. A. Mahuren of Boston, Mass., are
stopping
at the Alwilhatsa cottage for a few
weeks.
Mrs. George Pratt and daughter Helen, of Woodfords spent Thursday with

Norway, Me.,

OI

1913, June

The Misses Rene

off at Cliff for

a

few days

as

guestb

of the Klmballs at "Falrlee cottage."
The Messers. Cragln came from New
York to Portland In their automobile,
and are to continue on to the lakes In
the northern part of this state.
They
will remain In Maine the most of the
month, and are anticipating a most
ideal and enjoyable time.
At "Grand View" cottage, Mra. Ella
Needham and Miss Ethel
Needham
are spending August as guests of the
Steeves. Mr. Ernest 8teevea was also

week-end visitor here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Morse left
last week for their home in Rlverdale,
N. H., after a very ploaaant stay of a
few weeks at the Klmballs' cottage.
J. W. Cash and family of Westbrook,
Maine, arrived last Friday at "kancllffe Cottage."
Mra. F. W. Leonard and son, Earl,
of 8omervllle, Maaa., have
recently
been visiting at George Leonard's and
J. F. Small's.
a

(Continued

on

Page 7.)

Largest Number of People Ever
on Chebeague Now Domiciled
GAYETY REIGNS SUPREME THESE
MID-AUGUST

ing for Mr. Gilman Bowen, of Boston.

DAYS.

Cottage Colony Augmented by Many
Visiting Friends.

It is evident to a casual
observer
who visits Chebeague this month that
the beautiful island is hospitably entertaining more than its usual share
of summer people, both in cottages
and at the leading hotels, particularly
the Hill Crest and Summit House.
Mrs. E. Fleming of "Cedarcroft,"
near
Eastern Beach, gave a sunset
sail east, Tuesday evening, around
French's and Bustin's Island for her
guests who are: Miss .Mildred Fleming, Miss Helen Duncan and Miss
raiuue

nemmg.

Miss Dorothy Ball and Mr. John
Ball entertained Miss Madaline and
Mr. Billy Chase of Mere Point, and
Winciiester, Mass., for the past week
Miss Dorothy Ball
at Camp Pequoig.
accompanied Miss and Mr. Chase to
Portland and spent a few days with
them before they departed for Boston.
Mr. Eddie Couch, of Boston, will arrive at Camp Pequoig on the 17th of
August as Mr. John Ball's guest for
several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fern of New York City
have just left Chebeague Island for
Norwalk, Connecticut, after a week's
sojourn at "Bid-a-wee", Rev. John B.
Parson's
Hutchison's
bungalow on
Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Horn,
Bluff.
and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wolff, ot
West Medford, Massachusetts, friends
of Dr. and Mrs. Hutchison's, have
taken the "Cole Cottage" near the
"Stone Wharf" for the month of Au-

gust.

Mr. and Mrs. George H. Sweetser
have had Mrs. Clara Floyde of Wakelieid, Mass., as their guest for the
Mrs.
last three weeks.
Floyde reon
to
Wakefield
turned
Thursday.
She has never been to Chebeague
before, but through many picnics
and supper parties to "Deer Point",
"Soule's Grove" and other beautiful
spots on the island, she came to have
as much admiration and love for the
Miss
island as the "old timers" have.
Avilda Cochran, of East Corinth, Me.,
lett "The Outlook" on
Friday for
Portland after a three days' sojourn
with Mrs. Sweetser.
Mrs. E. D. Temple and Mr. Donald
Temple, Mrs. A. J. Temple and Mr.
Joseph Partenheimer, all of Greenfield,
Mass., have taken Capt. Aaron Cleaves*
comfortable white farm house on the
North road for the month of August.
Dr. and Mrs. Bryant and two children
also of Greenfield, are occupying Capt.
Cleaves cottage in the rear of his estate for two weeks.
Mrs. Taylor and
Mr. E. D. Temple are expected on the
the
last of this week for an exisland
tended visit.
Monday evening Mrs. A.
J. Temple and Mrs. E. D. Temple gave
a moonlight, sail to Capt. and Mrs.
Aaron Cleaves, Dr. and Mrs. Bryant,
Mr. II. A. Wilson has given several
delightful trips in his motor boat
"Squid" during the past week. On
Monday Mr. Wilson took Prof, and I
Mrs. O. U. Richardson, Mrs. H. A.
Wilson, Rev. and Mrs. C. PatersonSmyth, Rev. Larry Paterson-Smyth,
Miss Jessie Paterson-Smyth up the
ueaiuuui

inkw

iMeuuows

rviver.

Mrs. Robert Burnside and family,
with
Mrs.
and
children,
Gregor
Thomas and Bernice, all of Rumford,
are in Ocean
View Cottage for the
remainder of the season.
Mr. Burnside is an overseer in the Oxford
Paper Mills in Rumford. This is his
first visit to Chebeague and he is so
with
our
much delighted
beautiful
island that he is already planning to
return another summer.
Sunday Mr.
Burnside entertained four of his fellow employees, among them were Mr.
Gregor and Mr. Charles Hamilton, a
former resident of Chebeague, who
was made welcome by many of his
old friends here, particularly so by
his father, Mr. David O. Hamilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Goldthwaite and
son with Mrs. Goldthwaite's parents,
all of Dorchester are occupying the
the cottage of Mrs. Royal T. Hamilton
on the Southside.
This is their fourth
season here, which testifies to their
appreciation of our splendid island.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ross and son
with Mrs. Fannie Chase of Portland
are spending two weeks on the island.
Mr. Ross is employed in the power
Station at Thompson's Point.
This is
by no means their first, season here
and they have a great many friends on
the island who are always pleased to
entertain them.
Mrs. M. M. Littlefield of Portland,
with her daughter Mrs. VV. M. T. Rowe
of Rumford, have been spending several days with relatives on the south
sine.

Mrs.

Mildred

Bishop

of

Franklin

Street, Portland is visiting her sister,

Mrs. \V. F. Bennett at her home here.
Mrs. Llewellyn Hamilton of Woodfords is being entertained by her nelce,
Miss Jennie Hamilton, at her home on
the North road.
The Methodist Snnday School, of
Long Island, held their annual picnic
on
Chebeague, Friday. Among the
yonng ladies who were here on the
picnic was Miss Doris Blckford, who
remained to be entertained by Mrs.
Angus MacDonald at her cottage near
Central handing.
Mr. and Mrs. Webster Blckford who
have been at their farm at Belgrade
Lakes for several weeks, have returned to their home here.
Mr. Stanley Bennett spent Sunday
with his parents at their home above
Central handing. Mr. Bennett is employed by the Kastern Steamship Company as clerk on the steamer Ransom
11, Fuller.
Mrs. Charles Osgood and children,
who have been spending two months
with her parents In Worcester, have
returned to their home.
Returning
with them were Mrs. Osgood's sisters
the Misses Vera and Lyda Hamilton,
and Mrs. I'heobe Llttlefleld, who will
spend a short vacation with her.
Mrs. John R. Hamilton and Mrs.
Eben K. Bates are attending the Christian and Missionary Alllnnce Camp
Meetings at Old Orchard.
Mr. Kverette Hill, of Cousins Island
Is stopping with his brother, Mr. Ia>Roy Hill at his home on the South
side. Mr. Hill will attend to the
plumbing in the bungalow which his
brother is erecting near Central Land-

There

■

ifce largest audience cf the season
which lilled the entire hall and necessitated the bringing in of a hundred
extra seats, was present at Assenibl>
Hall on Tuesday evening, when the
Folk
entertainment
of
delightful
Dancing under the direction of the
Alisses Adams of Bailey Island with
Mrs.
Gertrude
Walker-Crowley, as-

going
visit
abroad,
Chebeague
with.
Mr.
and
Mra.
Raymond
Hiines this summer. Thia is Miss
Perkins' first trip to Chebeague, but

she will make an extended visit. This
fact shows the popularity and attractiveness of Chebeague, because Miss
Perkins usually spends her summers

abroad.
.Mrs. Parkinson and Miss Parkinson
of Newton Centre, are in A. R. Little- sisting artist, was given.
Mrs. I. A. Whitcomb, widow of the
The entertainment opened with the la*e 1. A. Whitcomb of
tleld's cottage near Central Landing.
."the western
Mrs. Parkinson is mother of Rev. H. singing of the "Bolero" from "I Ves- excursion trip" fame will also visit
Siciliani"
Airs. with Mr. and Mrs. Himes.
D. Parkinson who is staying at Mere pri
by Verdi, by
Many card
Point and who so ably supplied our Walker-Crowley, which was a bril- parties
and sailing
parties will be
Methodist pulpit recently.
Miss Par- liant opening for the evening. This given for Mrs. Whitcomb to make her
kinson is a teacher of the Chautauqua was followed by the May Pole dances, visit here as enjoyable as
possible.
Courses and on account of broken which were a most picturesque sight,
Beautiful and stately "Folkstone
health is recuperating on Chebeague. about 16 children and young girls tak- Lodge," the summer home of Mr. and
Mrs. Mrs. B. Hall of
Mr. Edward Long and family of ing part in peasant costume.
Taunton, Mass., has
Boston are visiting with his mother. Crowley then sang a group of old Eng- been the scene of festivities
again.
lish
Mrs. John Long, at her cottage near
songs in her usual artistic style, Miss Louise Field of
Taunton, iViasu.,
the quaint melodies preserving the arrived
the pcst-olhce.
on Saturday
to spend
two
Mrs. Thomas Turner and children, atmosphere of the dancing. Then fol- weeks.
lowed
a
solo
The Highland
Mi.died and Wilmer, are at their cotdance,
Mr. L. T. Chandler departed from
tage on the old Cross Road. Capt. r iing, uy jean uooerison, wnicn was the attractive summer home, "Pelof
one
the
of
the evening.
Turner will arrive later to spend the
Sev- ham," on the eastern side of
gems
Artists'
remainder of the season
with his eral dances of different nations fol- Point on Monday for
after
Springfield,
Aliss
Adams
lowed,
giving explanatory a most pleasant week
itiiimy.
on, Chebeague.
which
were
most
August 3rd the pulpit of the Metho- remarks,
interesting.
Mr. H. C. Hamilton's garden is at
dist church was filled by Miss Agnes .Mrs. Crowley again favored the audi- the
height of its beauty now. Great
ence
with
a
of
modern
Amerigroup
Vose, deaconess from the Maine Deaquantities of raspberries, red currant3
coness Home, Federal street, Portland. can songs, which she interpreted with and
blackberries were
picked last
and
At the opening of the service Miss grace
finished
art. Then
the week in
spite of the long, dry spell we
German
Vose
Dance
was
rendered
Klapp
given by have been having. The many colored
very
pleasingly a
song
entitled, "The Story of the Ueauford Caldwell and Robert Hall to sweet peas and nasturtiums make the
Cross" after which she delivered an the intense delight of the audience la.w ii a
perieci retreat.
interesting address on the deaconess who insisted on its repetition. SevMr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Simonds of
work in general, followed by a col- eral other beautiful dances followed
Salem, Mass., are visiting at the Ulidlection for the work.
A large congre- and then Mrs. Crowley closed the pro- den
cottage near Chandlers cove.
gation appreciated both solo and ad- gram with the song "I Dove and the '1 his attractive
cottage is one of the
dress, and a neat sum was realized vVorld is Aline" by Alanny, with violin most
beautifully situated on the island
from the special collection. Miss Vose obligato
Aliss
DeProhon.
by
Aliss and
commands a glorious and farwas entertained while here
by Rev. Dons Sleeper furnished the accom- reaclung view of the bay.
and Airs. W. P. Merrill.
paniments of Airs. Crowley with skilful
Among other visitors at the MassaMrs. Alvah Robinson, of St. Law- musicianship.
The orchestra with the
chusetts colony may be noticed Mr.
rence street,
Portland, was visiting assistance of Aliss Sarah Adams and Mrs. (J. A. Putney and daughter
Mrs. Lenore DeGagne, a part of last played for the dancing.
It was the
Mildred from Waveney, Mass.
rhey
week.
Mrs. Robinson was so verj most artistic affair given here for a
have
come for a
ten day's visit to
much
delighted with the different iong time. Those who took part "Maushcum"
Mr. and Mrs.
cottage.
points of interest on the island that were the Alisses Jean and Laura L. li.
Putney from Manchester just
she hopes to return for a longer visit Robertson, Estella Hamilton, Beatrice
left this attractive and airy cottag*later in the summer.
York, Beauford, Helen and Alarion atter a two weeks'
visit. They declarMiss Edith Knights of Riverside, Caldwell,
Eunice Hutchinson, Theoed themselves to be entirely satislieu
R. I., recent principal of Chebeaguc dora
and with
Carmichael,
.Margaret
the location
and the
natural
High School, made a short visit with iiivelyn
Gibson, Joselyn Woodman, beauties of the island. Mrs. M. A.
friends on the island recently.
Katharine
Irene
Burnet,
Johnson, Conway from
Waverley, Mass., arrivMiss Isabelle Webber has returned Doris Sleeper and Robert Hall.
ed here tor a ten days visit August 1.
to her home after spending several
The Tuesday base ball score of 20-4
Mr. H. W. Meldram and Mr. rieniy
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Win, G. Hili in favor of Manager J. W. Hoben's
Welsh of Meii'ose, Mass., arrived ai
of Rosemont.
"Progressives," with Parris Hoag's the
comfortable '•Farmhouse"
for a
Mr. and Mrs. James McDonald and "Haniiltons" on the losing end, was
short visit, on August 9.
Miss Amanda
daughter, Irene, of Boston, are spend- made through the excellent work ot
ing their vacation with Mrs. McDon- ine Hoben battery and rank errors by curit, daughter of Mr. Elmer (juik
has just been visiting the Meldrainu
ald's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus ihe Haniiltons.
at their home in Melrose.
.Miss Curit
Ricker.
The
Strollers camp was
pitched is now
visiting her grandmother who
Mr.
M.
M.
latch of Worcester, Sunday 011 Parsons' umft again aftei
lives
near
Sunset Landing
on Cheid ass., and for the past six years ol many previous seasons. Tne
young
California, is stopping at the James people who are now occupying the beague.
Miss
Hart-Lester
Harris acted au
Ross place on the North Road until camp are Air. and Airs, frank G.
which
September. He is considering pu;- Volpe of Aledford, .Miss Alice Kendall hostess for an informal lea
Mr.
William
A. Harris gave on Friday
chasing the George L. Talbot land and of Arlington Heights, Aliss Aland V.
afternoon
at
his beautiful
summer
buildings formerly the property cl U'Neil of Alalden, Air. William O.
Selectman A. Clinton Robbins.
Partridge, Jr., of Arlington Heights, residence '".Noddle Head." The guests
viewed
the
flower gardens wliicn arc
A successful clam bake was at- Air. E. Hallie Dane and Air. Grover
C.
the best on the island and aftended Saturday by a party composed Buck of Alontpelier, Vt.
They will re- among
ter
a
of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley W. Hates and main two weeks after which anothei
merry chat tea and other daint>
children, Pearl and Blanchard, Miss party will take the camp for the rest refreshments were served. The Misses
Clara
Mattie Littlefield, Mr. and Mrs. A. or tne season.
Webster, Ambia Harris, Erand
Clinton Robbins of Chebeague.
Marie-Louise
Robbing
The fair conducted under the auspices nestine
Mrs.
aided
Miss
Harris.
Alice P. Carmichael and daughter, of the Ladies' Aid of tlie
Methodist
About
seventy people went over to
Theodora, of Topsfield, and Mr. and Church takes place this afternoon ana
Mrs. Clarence H. Lunt of Montserrat, evening at Hill Crest Hall.
Littlejohn's Island on Wednesday, Auto
the fair which was given on
The
bake was made on the
Beverly.
Miss
Beula Hamilton, daughter ot gust 7,
the Soule estate for
the beneiit o.
superb sand beach at Abner's Point, Mr. and Mrs. Howard S.
has
Hamilton,
and every one of the party reports a
accepted a position as assistant teach- three college girls. The yacht '"Minna"
to
"which
Mr.
very happy day. Mr. Lunt was spoil
HobertsDickbelongs
er at
the Old Orchard
High school,
!>ui
iui
iuu uuuir.
of Somerville, Mass., carriea
her duties
to commence
with
the p^uan
The Progressives, a fast base ball
the
to
and
from
the fair.
passengers
opening of the fall term. Miss Hamteani here, will play the old Che
ilton will teach for only one year as The Misses Hart-Lester Harris, Erbeagues this afternoon, on the Hil it is her intention to enter
nestine
and
Marie-Louise
Robbing
Wellesly were the aids
Crest grounds.
The largest attend
who represented Cliecollege as a junior, 1914.
ance of the
was
beague.
year is expected.
Mi
Everyone
completely satMr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Kelly
oi
John W. Hoben, of Springfield, Mass.
Portland are occupying "Olive Lodge' isfied and charmed by the decorations,,
is organizer of the Progressives ani
at Eastern Landing for an extender refreshments and other things which
Mr. A. C. Rohhins will back the foithe committee planned for their comsojourn.
niation of the Old Chebeague nine.
ion.
Mrs. Bicknell
Hall of
Folkstone
Among the specially
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Raymond left
interestin? Lodge is entertaining her
daughter
things to be shown at the Ladies Mrs.
on Saturday
lor
M. Taylor, who will remain Chebeague Island
Roy
church aid fair today, at Hill Cres>
for the rest of the season. This is the their home In New York City after i.
Hall is a painting of local scenery b>
second visit this year that Mrs. Tay- six weeks' sojourn at their Green cot
Miss Doughty, daughter of Hernial.
near Artists' Point.
Mr. and Mrs.
lor has made her mother.
Miss L. D. tage
L. Doughty, of the east end.
The Field
Itaymod have been entertaining Mr3.
of Taunton, Mass.,
is
also
a
work is worthy of highest commend-Helen Oliver
and Miss Isabel
West
guest of Mrs. Hall.
tion and will probably be added 1
since August first
and they will reA most
recitai
interesting
piano
someone's collection of worth whiL
will be given by Miss Doris Sleepei main until September first when they
souvenirs of the Bay as it is givei.
will also go back to their home in New
at Assembly llall 011 the
evening ol
by the artist and is to be sold.
August 19, when she will be assisted York City. On Friday night Mrs. RayThe concert by the Colonial Qua;
by Dr. Latham True of Portland, pian- mond gave a dinner party for fifteen
tet of Portland, of which Mr. Charle
ist and Miss Francis True, reader. friends, who came up for the evening
K. VVyer, of this island's summer ccl
Mr. Raymond arA program of great interest and-merit from PeakB Island.
is
ony
bass, was given before an aud
rived on Chebeague a week ago and on
will be given.
ence of far smaller size than the meii.
The Misses McKay and MIbs Ituth Monday night a musicale was given
of the artists deserved, last
Thursday Morel of
Mr. Jack
Spaulding
Ottawa, Canada, who have In his honor.
at
evening
Assembly Hall. The quai
several delightful pieces on the
tet rendered four very pleasing selec- been staying at the Grannell cottage played
violin
and
Miss
is
who
noted for
West,
tions.
The work of Mr. Ernest Hill, for three weeks, will leave on August
her sweet soprano voice, accompanied
tenor, in "Celeste Aida," brought forth 15 for an extended trip through New
York state, ending at New York City. Mr. Spaulding. Afterwards the young
spontaneous
applause and encores.
Mi.
Mr. Fred Ballard with Mr. Everett people had an impromptu dance.
Mr. NVyer's solo, "The Ringers," was
and Mrs.
Lynch will chaperon Mlas
highly appreciated also. Mr. Robert Brown of Philadelphia has gone on a West and Miss
Oliver after Mrs. RayB. Whitcomb, boy reader, made a pro- ten day cruising trip to Boothbay HarAbout September first
Mr. Ballard is an expert sailor mond leaves.
nounced hit and was encored enthnsi- bor.
com<>
Komlosy will
and has a beautiful boat so his friends Mr. Frederick
asticalJy.
back to the island and paint a nature
Mr.
Gilbert Small of Waltham, will wish him the best of luck.
Mrs. S. T. Stewart and two younger frieze for the two-toned brown panel.Mass., Massachusetts Technology, *07,
ed living room and numerous other arIs spending his vacation
with
his daughter, Heyltje and Augusta, who
tistic touches to the bungalow.
aunt, Mrs. Newell C. Johnson, at her have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Mrs. Clyde Brown's daughter Helen
cottage on the South shore. At the Ames Ballard for the past week at
close of his outing here, Mr. Small their capacious summer home "Khat- has just returned from a week's visit
with Mrs. Ellis A. Ballard at "Khatto
will go direct to Washington in the in- mandliu, have
gone
Sunnyside
Master
terest of his draftman's calculator, an House above Jenk« landing for the re- mandhu" at the West End.
invention he has recently completed. mainder of the season. Mrs. Stewart Clyde Brown, Jr., will return Saturday
Mr. Ralph B. Sprague, of New York has just returned from an extended .from a week's visit at the West End.
City, is spending the day here the trip abroad with her daughter, Miss Mr. Clyde Brown accompanied by Mr.
Stewart, who has attended Ballard returned Monday from a three
guest of Mrs. Charles W. Sleeper at Alice
MrB. Brown
days' trip to Rockland.
her cottage at Kastern
point. Mr. school for the past two years at Ant- will
have Miss Grace Huntington of
Sprague has been acting as purser on werp, Belgium. Miss Alice Stewart
Larchmont as her guost for a couple
the steamer "Pilgrim".
Mr. Sprague will visit Miss Mary Ballard for the
of weeks at "Kenmore»' her attractive
Is travelling representative of one of remained of the season.
Miss Huntington has just
Mr. F. W. Phipps and Mr. Alfred bungalow.
the large New York wholesale dry
goods house and he leaves for that Crosman motored from Milton, Mass., been visiting friends In Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. H. Stenhouse and
to Portland and then came over to
city, Saturday morning
The ball game Saturday last be- Chebeague to visit Mr. Phipps' cosy Dr. and Mrs. Packard took a trip to
tween the Chebeague nine and the cottage, "Uniqulty Villa."
This pecu-' Great Diamond Island last Saturday
and Mrs.
A. H.
('rossman A. C. team of Portland w«s liar name is the Indian cognomen for to see Lieutenant
won by the latter team 8 to 4.
Hoag. Lieut, and Mrs. Hoag'returned
The Milton which is Mr. Phipps' home.
Mrs. James F. Albion together with' to Chebeague and spent Sunday with
Island nine placed three substitutes,,
Caldwell, Adams and McOllvary being the Misses Margaret and Gertrude Al- Mrs. Stenhouse at her houoe on Arout of the game, but during the last bion left on Saturday for a week-end tists' Point, among the pines. On the
of
few Innings Mr. McOilvary was In his visit to Portland. The Misses Albion seventeenth
September Master
position as short stop. The island accompanied Mrs. L. Bullock and Mrs. Wharton Stenhouse will go to the famous
Kent
8chool
In Kent, Conn.
team were thereby greatly weakened, Alfred Veasie, who have been visiting
Mr. George Spaulding and Mr. Athyet their playing as a whole was poor. Dr. and Mrs. James F. Albion at their
attractive bungalow on Birch Point. erton Spaulding spent the week-end
There was a good attendance.
their family at their summer
Mrs. h. K. Oamhiil of Baltimore hna Mrs. Albion will not return until Mon- with
been visiting Mrs. Wilfred Harris Cun- day while the girls will come back on cottage on Beach avenue.. After thf
at
dance
Hillcrest Hall on
last
nlnghnm, at her cottage "Anchorage" Sunday.
at Deer Point.
Hdsamond
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Himes and Wednesday
night Miss
few
Mrs. Alexander fyelth nnd daughter?, daughters, the
a
friends
Misses Lucille
and Spaulding entertained
of Springfield, are spending the week Shirley Himes, of Salem, have again at an impromptu lownter-newberg supend with Mrs. Wilfred Harris Cun- returned
The
to
their charming
young pedple present wero
villa per.
nlgham of Philadelphia.
the
Massachusetts
among
colony. Miss Ida Oarber and Miss Jean De HaTrade at. the Bast Knd Souvenir This is
the sixth summer
that the ven of Philadelphia, Miss Rosamond
Shop at the Post office for post cards, Himes have come to Cheabcague, so Spaulding of Newton Center, Mr. Walflr pillows, fancy gods,
medicines, etc. they can be numbered among our most ter Rodgers of Boston and Mr. Harry
You will find everything needed In
loyal adherents. Mr. Thomas Himes, Sutton of Qulnoy.
*
these line«, also finest
Mr. and
Mrs. G. P. Hall and thre*
confectionery, who owns the cottag'e, will arrive on
circulation libarry, toys, fishing lines, Saturday for a short visit. Mr. Himen daughters, Misses H&ttlo, Ruth and
*
*
etc.
will motor to Portland from his home Edith Hall of Somervllle, Mass., have
Home and cottage needs—the It. in Salem.
This is his first visit here
taken a cottage on North Road for tho
S. Davis Co., Portland can almost in- since he built the
cottage six yearo month of August. This charming cotstantly supply you with anything in ago.
tage has already opened wide its* hosfurnishing, including crockery, enamMiss Alice Perkins, also of Salem/n pitable doors to entertain Mr. and Mrs.
eled ware, etc. ♦ *
Mass., will after her usual custom of Webster Hlgglns alao of Somervllle?

The MisBes Lois and Sylvia Bateman,
daughters of Dr. E. P. Bateman, the
well known doctor of Somerville, are
visiting the Misses Hall for ten days.
Mr. Hall

only

visits thiB comfortable

cottage over the week-ends and is expected down this week as usual. Mr.
Higgins has returned to his home in
Somerville after a two weeks' visit.
Mrs. Higgins will remain for the rest

of the season with Mrs. Hall.
Dr. and Mrs. James
F. Albion are
again entertaining gueBts at
their
beautiful bungalow near Birch Point,
Mr. Gordon
Poole and Mr.
William
llobson
of Worcester, Mass., spent
Thursday with Mr. Robert Albion.
Mrs. Maria Bentley of College Hill,
Medford, Mass., arrived on Saturday
to spend a week with the Albions.
Mrs. Velma Lamb entertained Mrs.
Alfred Veasie of Medford, Mass., over
the week-end ol August 10.
Mrs. S. P. Webster from West Newton, who has built one of the most
attractive cottages on Chebeague, acted as hostess tor a very jolly houseparty which arrived on Saturday, August 9, and stayed until Tuesday, AuThose
gust 12.
Miss
present were
ituth King of Newton Highlands, Miss
Clara WeDster or West Newton, Mr.
Charles M. Cram of Boston ana Mr.
Albert Huckins of West Newton. The
had a very
young people
enjoyable
lime boating, swimming, walking and
giving marsnmallow beach parties.
Mrs. Madge Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Keuben Cleaves, who has
just been in the hospital at Portland
with a bad attack of appendicitis, lias
returned home. Her many triends will
be glad to hear that she is now convaLast
Sunday night Mr. and Mr3.
Louis Hyde Mrs. fliilip Hawthorne,
Mr. and Mrs. George Spauluing, Mrs.
H.
Miss
Louise
Newell,
xsewell,
Miss Nan Seymour, Miss Rosamond
Miss
Spaulding,
Peggy
Spaulding,
Miss Edith Hawkins, Air. Bob apauldMr.
Theodore
ing,
Sherman, Mr. Jack
Spaulding, Master Stewart Hawkins
took a picnic supper to Williams Island. Hie party sailed around the bay
and landed
011 the island
about six
o'clock.
There was a glorious sunset
after which the party sailed home by
the light of the new moou.
Mr. E. R. Sanders arrived at tne Alden coitage last Sunday ana took his
family, Mrs. Sanders, Miss Marguerite and
Miss Elizabeth
Sanders to
their
winter
home
in
Somerville,
Mass.
Miss Ruth Driscoll of Everett,
who
has
been
Mass.,
making a two
weeks' visit at the cottage, returuea
to Somerville with the Sanders.
Last
Wednesday night Mrs. Sanders gave a
larewell party on the cozy piazza of
her cottage.
The young people present
were
Miss Marguerite Sanders,
Miss Elizabeth Sanders, Mr. Edward
Sanders, Mr. John Ball, Mr. Culens
Hoben
and Mr.
Hoben.
Mr.
Edward Sanders did not return to Somerville with his family,
but
accompanied by five other young men, Mr.
Roy Henderson, Mr. Roy
Marshall,
Mr. Bert Coan, Mr. Herbert Nickols,
Mr.
Hugliey Bond, has leased the
Brown bungalow in back of CleaveB
two weeks.
will
Bakery for
They
spend their time sailing and bathing
and in having a general good time.
New York
Mrs.
M. E- Dellano .of
City has taken the Soule bungalow

Eastern Beach.
Her daughter,
Edward Abbott, and small son,
James, of Wilton, N. H., and MIbb'
Katherine Lawer of Northampton, arrived last week for an indefinite stay.
It is a matter of sincere regret to
notice the
large quantities of waste
paper that are to be seen in several
sections of the' most traveled part of
the island.
The greater part of it is
due to thoughtlessness on the part of
many, who without thinking, throw
paper bags and papers into the roads,
thus marring the sightliness
of the
main roads and giving the same anything but a pleasing appearance.
Receptacles of suitable size should be
placed at several points on the main
road and if properly marked would no
doubt do much to abate this growing
nuisance.
It should be the duty
of
some one
acting under the superintendent of roads to visit at least the
main road from the Eastern Landing
to Central wharf once each week during the summer months and care for
such debris that is unsightly and detracting from the natural beauty of the
island.
Messrs. Reed & Son of Scarboro recently attempted to locate a vein of
water on the land of Mrs. Clinton M.
Hamilton.
The firm went to a depth
of four hundred and seventy-two feet
and at this point they lost their drill.
Several attempts to extricate it failed
and this necessitated their abandoning
further
work on this site.
At the
depth located they found a flow of
water two and one-half gallons
per
minute.
The residents
of Ohebeague
will
learn
with gratitude
of the
kind
gift of Mr. Ellis Ames Ballard of Philadelphia and Chebeague of two coats
of the best white paint for the Methodist church, situated in
the
center
of the island.
Mr. Ballard has
done
much for the island in the repair line
and the ipaint will be especially appreciated on account of the great necessity for that useful article in the present instance.
Selectman and Mrs. A. C. Robbins
are again in charge of Caldwell's bowling alleys for the evenings only, as
they find it impossible to give all their
time to the alleys this season.
However their host of friends will be
glad
to see them there, even if only a
part
of each day.
near

Mrs.

BAILEY ISLAND NOTES.
Mrs.

N. F. Burns, of Worcester,
Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Temple for a short time. Mr. and
Mrs. Temple have also as their guest
Miss

Flora

D.

Webster,

of

Springs, N. Y., who arrived
island last Friday night.

Silver
at the

Mrs. Leon Elberson of New York
who occupied the Elizabethan
cottage here last year, is expected to
arrive this week to visit Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander Newman at Spray cottage.
Air. W. F. Cory, of Newark, N.
J.,
spent a few days last week with Mr.
and Mrs. H. Wallace Smith at the
Crags, dropping in on them unexpectedly from a fishing trip in the
Rangeley Lakes. Besides being an
enthusiastic fisherman, Mr. Cory is
very fond of traveling and has spent
the Inst two and a half years
touring

City,

through Europe.

NEW COATS
NEW SUITS
NEW WAISTS
NEW DRESSES
NEW SKIRTS

NEWPE1TICOA TS

NEW MILLINERY

Early Shouuing of the
Fall, 1913, Thoughts, shouuing
the Latest Styles, Shades and
An

Fabrics.

It will be

greatly

lections

advantage to make early
styles are exclusive and
be duplicated.

to your

as

many

cannot

se-

malne's leaning Dm Goons Department Store

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft
Cor. Brown and

Portland,

Congress Sts.

Maine

Woman's Work Changed
Bailey Island's Stately Shores
Alive with August Summer Contingent

hundred miles of road,
holding meetings in all the chief cities on her
route, always emphasizes the fact
that the Woman
Suffrage Movement
Is not an effort on the part of women
to abandon their natural field of work
and to invade man's realm but rather
to obtain a tool by which their work

INTERESTING ARTICLE ON TOPICS OF NATIONAL INTEREST.

DR.
RIBORG
'MANN
LAUNCHER
NEW BOAT WITH APPROPRIATE CEREMONIES.

News of Interest Concerning the Happenings and Social Life Here.
Oue of the most interesting events
of the summer took place here last
week on the occasion of the launching
of the "Viking," Dr. C. Riborg Mann's
new
motor-boat, which took place
last Thursday.
For the last three
years Dr. Mann, aided nobly by all
the members of his family, has been
building this boat during his leisure
moments and when the long awaited
time for launching her came, it was a
momentous occasion and the greater
part of the summer colony turned out
in honor of.it.
After a very entertaining speech by Mr. Perry R. MacNeille,
of Summit, N. J., the boat, manned by
a crew of four little girls dressed in
white sailor suits and forming a most
charming picture, was let go into the
waters of Mackerel Cove, being christened by little Miss Adrienne Mann.
Immediately afterwards refreshments
were served in the boatliouse, so that
the whole thing was very mucn of a
social event. The "Viking" is twentylive feet overall in leugth and will be
driven by a fourteen horse-power Gray
engine. Dr. Maun and his family are
looking forward to spending many
eujoyaole days sailing around the
bay in her.
Preparations are being made already towards having another bazaar
this year for the beueiit of the public
library here. These affairs have been
held every year now for several years
and have always proved most successful in every way.
Considerable sums
have always been netted for the library fund and in addition a very entertaining social event has been afforded to members of the summer and
winter colonies alike.
While no definite committees have been formed at
all and outlined plans are consequently necessarily somewhat vague, it is
practically certain that the affair will
ue
very similar in management to
those of former years, a thing which
win go tar toward insuring its success.
Another function for the benefit of
the library which is rather unique in
that it has never been attempted here
before is the fancy dress ball which
will take place in the library hall this
week.
Miss ltuth Gardiner and Miss
Winifred Root have been the leading
spirits in this enterprise and they
nave gotten the whole summer colony
worked up to a great pitch of excitement
over
it.
Everywhere people
have been scouring trunks and chests
in order to find the necessary wherewithal for their costumes and many
of them are promising already to appear in garments botu stunning and
original, it is hoped that a large sum
will be realized for the library through
the evening's entertainment.
One of the interesting events of
the season will ue the Folk Dancing
and Song Recital, under the direction
of the Misses Adams, with the assistance of Mrs. Gertrude Walker-Crowley, soorano soloist of the Chebeague
sumnie.* colony, to be given at Cot-

tage

Hall, Monday evening, August
This charming entertainment
was given with great success at Assembly
Hall,
Chebeague, Tuesday
evening, August 12tli, when a large
and representative audience was pres18th.

ent. The dancers of this affair will be
the children and young girls of the
summer colony who have been under
the instruction of the Misses Adams
for the past two weeks.
Mrs. WalkerCrowley's many friends here will be
delighted to hear her line voice on
this occasion, this being the first recital given by her here. Among the
songs Mrs. Crowley will sing will be
a group by Mr. R. Huntington Woodman, the well-known musician and
composer of our island. Miss Doris
E. Sleeper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles W. Sleeper of Lancaster, N.
H., one of the best known former
families of the summer colony, will be
the accompanist for
Mrs.
WalkerCrowley. Miss Sleeper is a pianist
of great promise, and an advanced pupil of Dr. Datliam True of Portland.
Misses Mary and Margaret O'Brien
of Lewiston were recently entertained
at the summer cottage of Mrs. M. E.
Doth
ladies
Tracey.
departed delighted with their sojourn on the

Rec. Secretary Of National Woman
throny of Washington, Miss Hazel By
Suffrage Association.
of
New
Thieling,
\ork, Mrs. H. Dunham, ql Brooklyn, Miss A. M. Fenelly
Mrs. Fitzgerald, Recording
and Miss Harriet Fenelly of DorSecre-ary
of the National
chester, Miss Sophia Cline of New ciation who in aWoman Suffrage Asso-

along traditional lines may be done in
accordance with modern needs and
conditions. In
this
emphasizing
three weeks automo- point she writes:

York, Miss Edythe F. Cohan of New
York, Miss Mabel Birge of New York,
Miss Lillian Ambrose of East Orange,
Miss Elsie W. Edwards of
Brooklyn,
Miss Ethel F. Ambrose of East
Orange,
Miss Elizabeth L. Dunham of Brooklyn, Miss Emily N. Smith of Glen Cove
Long Island, Miss Myrtle Whitten ot
Brunswick, Miss Constance Stokes of

"To

Brooklyn,

Mr. Frank W. Dittmann of
Mr. Samuel Wilson of
Philadelphia, Mr. Thomas E. Fennelly
of Dorchester, Mr. A. J.
Herring ol
Skowhegan, Mr. Frank Porter of Boston, Mr. J. D. Anderson of Brooklyn.
Mr. George Smith of Philadelphia,
Pa., arrived last week at the island
and has joined his parents, Air. and
Mrs. Xanthus Smith, who are, according to their annual custom, occupyNew

ing

York,

they experienced a thoroughly enjoytime, both being experienced and

able

lionie,

as

mind, giving

except

carpentering

trades,

carried on by the women of the
Today all these inrinciries are carried on
outside the home
In shops and
factories, and in consequence the women have had to
follow their
employment into these factories, and are still doing the same
under radically different
conditions.
In the old days women
were employers as well as
employees, and work
was
done
under
conditions determined by them, and
subject to their
were

their pretty cottage overlooking

House Cove on the north end of the
island.
The Smith boys have countless friends at the island and the arrival of one of them here is
always
the occasion of a hearty welcome.
Mrs. Georgia Smull and Mr. Aliltenberger Smull, of Baltimore, Md., are
spending the month of August at the
island, occupying a cottage on the
southern end.
Islanders
Bailey
should
esteem
themselves fortunate in having in
their midst such an in every respect
excellent grocery
establishment as
that conducted nere by Mr. L. M.
York. Trading at this model store assures the buyer of getting the
very
best that the market affords in the
of
way
provisions as well as a courtesy and politeness in attending to his
wishes wnich is not met with any too
olten in a store of this description.
In a word quality and prompt courteous service is the motto of the store
and by continually striving to live
up
to this, Mr. York in no small measure
owes his great success of his undertaking and his prominent position among
the leading grocery and general stores
of Casco Bay and the neighboring: vicinity.
Air. and Mrs. Walter My rack, of
Spencer, Mass., are the guests for a
few weeks of Mr. and Mrs. lSrastus
Starr at the Starr cottage.
In Mr.
Starr's
motor-boat
big
"Billiken"
many enjoyable sailing parties have
been enjoyed this year.
One of the
most pleasant of these occurred last
Friday, the party consisting of the
Starrs and their guests, going to the
Gurnet where they enjoyed a shore
dinner.
Mr. Perry R. MacNeille, of Summit.
N. J., arrived at the island the first
part of August and hopes to stay here
for a considerable part of the month.
He has visiting him at the present moment nis brother, Mr. J. R. MacNeille
of New York City, who with his wife
with his wife and children arrived for
a two weeks' stay last
Saturday. Mrs.
MacNeille's mother, Mrs. C. H. Mann,
is also visiting at this cottage.
Mr. John Koehl and Mr. Charles
Kellogg, both of Chicago, 111., are making a visit to the island for some time,
being guests during their stay of Mrs.
Clara Louise Burnham at the "Mooring." Mr. Koehl, who is a well-known
artist and painter is well acquainted
with Bailey, having been here several
times in former years.
Mrs. Burnham gave a beach supper last Friday
night in honor of her guests, an occasion which afforded much
enjoyment
to all those present.
Mr. R. Huntington Woodman and
Dr. J. S. Seward spent last week
cruising in Dr. Seward's beautiful
yacht "Rissa." Instead of taking the
straight cruise east, they varied matters uy sailing both east and west of
Portland. While delayed a little in
their return, by a rather
heavy blow,

my

the vote to
women, is not merely a
matter of justice to them but it
is
a matter of absolute
necessity to the
state.
Far
from being inexpedient
this step seems to me to be
absolutely
necessary to the better development
of our American life. In
the first
place, the field of woman's work has
entirely changed in the last hundred
In the early days woman
years.
was
the most important economic
factor in
the land. All the industries
were under ner control and were
carried on
by her,—baking and
brewing, spinning and weaving, dyeing and tailoring, carpet making, candle
making,—
all the occupations
providing for the
women

household.

MRS. SUSAN

FITZGERALD.

bile campaign of the New
States lias covered nearly

England
twenty-five

Helen Boynton has been the
guest of
.Mrs. Lincoln Righter, leaves this week
for her home in East
Orange.
Air. and Mrs. Herbert
Baldwin, of
Newark, N. J., arrived a short time
at
the
ago
island and will be the guests
for the next two weks of Mrs. Baldwin's sister, Mrs. C.
Riborg Mann, at
her eottage in Maiden Lane.
Mrs. H. B. Robinson is the
guest
this week of Mr. A. N. Satterthwaite
and family at their eottage here.
Her
husband, Lieutenant H. B. Robinson,
of the United States revenue cutter
"Gresham," was also a visitor to the
Sattertliwaites, as the "Gresham" iB
stationed this week at Little Chebeagu for target practise and other
manoeuvers.

Miss

Jessie

Richards,

of

regulation. Today women are employees only, and work under conditions that they have no
power to

control,—sanitary conditions,

hour of
protection
from
dangerous
machinery, matters of ventilation,
whole system of
factory inspection,
are matters
regulated by law and
work,

en-

forced by employees of the
political
system. These women, whose health
and welfaie are
absolutely tied up and
dependent upon the conditions under
which they work, have no
word today
in choosing the men
that make these
laws, or that appoint the officials that
enforce them. Therefore
today women
are in the industrial
world, slaves and
not
self-respecting citizens. It seems

Reading, absolutely

clear

that

the

women
of
Fa., is expected to reoccupy her cot- the industrial world need the
vote to
tage here very shortly for the re- protect
themselves, and through themmainder of the sumxner. Miss Richards selves the future of
the race, and it
aas riot been at the island for
two must be clear to any one who
really
years and her many friends will be faces the
that
if this is so,
question,
^lad to see her again.
then tne state for its own
protection
Mr. H. Alexander Matthews, of Phil- should insist that
these women
adelphia, Pa., and Mr. J. Sebastian given the vote. What is good for be
the
Matthews, of Morristown, N. J., with men and future of the race is essentheir respective families, are back tial to the
state.
.igain at the island for their vacation
If we put aside for
the moment the
and are occupying a cottage on Sum- consideration of
the woman in indusmer Hill.
Both families were here try, and turn to the
woman in the
iast summer and were so
delighted home, we are told that these women
with the place that they have not do not need
the vote,—that their
thought of going elsewhere this year. great duty is to care for
their famiMrs. c-narles Barrett, Miss Alicia lies and their
homes, and that going
Green, and Miss Barker, of Wayne, into politics would
interfere with this
Pa., are spending the month of August work. Having the
right to vote is
at the island. They are
a
different matter from
enjoying a quite
going
most delightful vacation in
into
politics in the sense of
every way
devoting
und are already looking forward to much time
or
strength to political
returning again next year.
work.
Let us take up first the
quesMiss
.May
Stoddard, of
Boston, of the vote. What the equal
suffrage
Mass., is a guest of Mrs. E. J. Wellsj
at her cottage in the
Pastures, where
she will stay for a space of several

movement 1b asking today is that
women
be
given the vote. Now,
mere seems to be no proof tnat voting interferes with men's carrying on
ineir work, and It seems lair to assume that If the men of the world can
carry on properly their very important work ot supporting the home,
and can nnd time to vote and to meet
such fundamental civic requirements
as are essential to intelligent
voting,
tnen women, whose work is to maintain the home, could witnout interference witii tnis work nnd time to
vote, and to meet tne same fundamental
civic
requirements. Voting
does not nave to ue done every day,
nor does it take very long wnen it
uoes nave to be done, and if women
nave
tne right to vote, 1 cannot but
leei tnat the men of their families
wiill see to it that they have sunicient
lntormation concerning the issues to
know at least as well as the men
what
are
tney
voting about. But
wnat is tar more important is that in

biggest sense women today can
longer care for their homes adequately unless they have tne right to
vote.
In the eariy days tne family
was a unit, comparatively
complete
and
independent. The father and
mother together, by their united ef1011s, could supply everything necestne
no

iu

luu

uiuiumiueiice 01 me nouse-

noiU, and there was practically little
uepenuence tor tlie essentials o£ life
uu ihe acts ol society as a
body. But
today all tills is changed. Our most
intimate home connections are a matter ot public importance, and are subject to regulation by society, and we
are
dependent upon the action of
society lor the conditions upder which
we
live.
We depend, for instance,
upon society for our water supply,
tor our light, for the sanitary conditions of our neighborhood, ana we depend upon the state for our protection from fire and for our
police protection.
We look to the state for the
education ot our children, for the provision of proper playgrounds, and for
tlie regulation ot public
recreation,
and tne maintenance of such conditions as make tor the moral as well
as tlie physical safety of our children.
All tliese things can be regulated
by

society, although

as
individuals we
powerless to control them. All
tliese things are carried on by laws
made by men who today represent
only the men of the community.
Now, women are held primarily responsible for the health and moral
training, and the protection of their
It is impossible for
young children.
any woman to carry out this obligation in these days except with tne
help of the law, and therefore it is
only fair that she should have a voice
are

in choosing those
make the laws that
in the bringing up
In her household

who are to
hinder her
of her children.
affairs she is absolutely dependent upon the action of
organized society. The food that she
puts belore the family is no longer
food raised on the place and prepared
by herself, food that she knows is
clean and pure and fresh.
She buys
it in the store, and she has no means
of knowing how long it has been in
cold storage, where it was produced,
whether it has been handled
and
shipped under clean conditions or not.
men

help

or

In giving it to her family she may be
exposing tnem to illness or death, but

uow can sue protect t tie in irom tnis
risk? mo indiviuual can do it. It cuu only
it- done turougn society.
It cau oniy
be (lone turougn tne action of tne
law which snail regulate the production, tne handling, tne shipping and
tne storing 01 tood Btutts and their
saie.
Tnis being the case, the mother,
wno is responsible, must nave a voice
in choosing those that make the laws
and appointing those tnat entorce
tnem.
Ttoe state also needs the women's
vote
because it needs to have ner
point ot view represented.
The point
ot view ol woman is
necessarily diflerent irom tnat ot men. Women have
diiierent
and
experience
ditferent
training and any government uiat is
on
carried
witnout detinite recognition
ot tnis point of view is one-sided.
It
is just as one-sided as it would be If
it lecognized ttie point of
view
of
women alone and did not
recognize
tnat of men. Women are experienced
111 tiie care of tne young, «^»e sick and
tue dependent, and tneir
experience
and Knowledge snould be utilized to
the utmost, in tne old days wlien the
caief i unction ot tne government was
tne military and tne police
function,
it was natural mat women should 1101
be included in tne political
machinery;
out today the military side o£ government is rapidly sinking into the background, and me emphasis is more and
more ueing laid upon those functions
01
government which deai with the
protection of tne people trom sickness
and disaster, whicn provide care tor
the sick, tne needy and the dependent,
wnich train and educate tne young,
and which tend to secure proper surroundings for our people and proper
opportunities for them. This being
tne case, the military experience and
supremacy of man becomes of much
less importance in matters of government, which must look to the intellectual and moral qualities for its
strength. In tnis work women are at
110 disadvantage with men and their
special training and experience gives
mem special litness to speak on many
issues that face a government in modern times.
Therefore, because their
point of view is more personal than
that of men, because men instinctively
emphasizes the business value and effect of legislation, if our legislation
is to be well balanced, is to represent equally all the interests of the
community, it must represent the women as well as the men.
It can only
so represent the women if the legislature is directly responsible to the
women in just the same way they are
responsible to the men, namely, if
they depend upon the votes of the
women for election.
At the great suffrage procession in
New York last May the banner that
attracted most attention perhaps was
the one borne at the head of the
Woman
Suffrage Party division—it
read "women prepare children for the
world,—let them help prepare the
world for children."

All Saints Church Bailey Island.
The regular Sunday service will be
held Sunday evening at 8 P. M. at
Cottage Mall, Rev. J. B. Shepherd, rector in charge.

weeks.
Mrs. M. C. Pearson and Miss
May
Pearson, of Hartford, Conn., arrived at
Bailey's last Thursday for the balance
of the season and are
staying at
iirimynieade cottage in the Pasture.
1 heir many friends
among the residents of the island accorded them a
nearty welcome back.
Mrs. C. Ernest Baker and Miss Henrietta Baker, of Baltimore,
Md., are

occupying Spindrift cottage near Little
Harbor tor the rest of the summer,
having reached here a short time ago.
Dr. Benjamin Luckey of
Paterson,
N. J., joined his family at their
pictuesque summer home here last week.
Dr.
has
been
Luckey
coming to

the
island
and
has
many
years
many friends among all its residents
who extended him a cordial
greeting
on his arrival.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bradford and
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Oilman, of
Dexter,
Mass., have been spending the first
part of the month in pleasant fashion

enthusiastic yachtsmen.
The second regular entertainment
meeting of the summer colony took
place last Thursday night at Cottage
Hall and proved in every
way as successful and delightful an occasion as ai me wezinscott
cottage.
the first one.
It was a musical evenA jolly house party of twelve
people
ing throughout and a treat in every have been
occupying the Clarada cotway to those present.
Thcr« wppp tage near Little Harbor for the
past
seven instruments for orchestral selec- two
weeks.
They have most of them
tions, including mandolins, guitars and been here in former years, but time
violins, which were wielded by prac- has only served to increase their
IblttllU.
tised hands. Singing was also en- fondness for the
The fishing schooner Edmund F.
island. Those in the
solos being sting by Miss Ruth party were: Miss Clara
M. Jones, Mr.
Black, Captain Frank Doughty, left joyed,
Gardiner
and
Mr.
Meyers, while in the and Mrs. F. H. Atwood, Mr. and Mrs.
last Friday on a four week fishing trip
ensemble
a
singing
very good effect Ellgha Pratt, Mr. Atwood Lyon, Miss
to the wanks.
As was stated in these
was produced, many who were
present Hattie Varney and Miss Ethel Skillcolumns last week this schooner rej
been members of glee clubs at ings, all of
having
Rumford, Me.; Miss Eleanor
cently brought in the largest catch of
and
college
and
school,
those who Combs, of Oshkosh, Wis.; Mr. and
swordfish ever reported at the Boston
had not joining in heartily
anywny. Mrs. H. A. Irish, of Buckflehl, Me.,
markets, and every one on the island It is
planned to make these nights and Mr. S. C. Pratt, of
is pulling for them to break their own
Turner, Me.
regularly
events
recurring
as
they All are enjoying every minute of their
record on this trip.
The crew were
have
so far been among the most
de- stay.
rather downcast in Boston when they
lightful features of the summer.
Miss
Amelia
lost one of the two fine cats which
Drew, of Andover,
Mrs. T. J. Feeney, of
Portland, Me., Mass., was a visitor over the week-end
are tho mascots of the vessel.
They is the guest for a
few
of
of
Mrs.
Andrew Gibson and family at
the
days
are now keeping a sharp eye upon the
Misses Adams In their cottage on their
cottage here. Mr. Gibson, who
remaining feline to see that none of !
Mtiiden
l.ane.
has
been
the mishaps of the deep occur to her.
detained by his businese
j Something that Is not always to be affairs, is expected
to arrive shortly
Nothing but the best in cottage I had
at home In the city and Is rare In- to
his
join
family. The Misses Margafurnishing can be had at the reliable deed in a
summer
resort
Is
a
ret
and
firm of R. S. Davis and Co., Portland. |
good
Evelyn Gibson spent a few
plumber. Yet here on Bailey Island most enjoyable days last week on a
A single trial will convince you. Adv.
tliere
Is located at M. Ward & Son's as
The Bailey Island baseball team sufhouseparty at Blddeford Pool, where
fered its third defeat of the season competent a firm as could be desired. they were guests of a school-friend,
last week at the hands of the Orr'n They are expert workmen, skilled in MIbh Martha Gage.
Miss Alice E. Wadsworth and Miss
Island aggregation in a game which every particular of their trade, also
j can be relied upon faithfully.
was exciting from beginning to end
They Laura Norton, who have been guests
make a specialty of cottage
plumbing, of Mrs. A. C. Cotton at Mornlngslde
by the closo score of 6-5. The game and
are contractors for water
was a hard one for E. Johnson, who
supply cottage, returned laBt week to their
irltched for the locals, to lose, an outfits, windmills, tanks, pumps, pipe homes In Chicago after a pleasant
fitting, etc. Their
are moderate visit.
Mrs. Cotton has visiting her
ho
twirled
consistently good ball and the presence prices
of their new and at present Mrs.
Loose
George B. Brown and
throughout.
behind
fielding
him at critical moments combined thoroughly modern workshop on the Miss Bessie Dawson of Ipswich, Mass.,
Island
enables the residents of the and Miss Constance
with some lucky breaks for Orr's
Dodge, of Arlingplnco to save money by trade with ton, Mass.
Island
were
the
elements
which
them Instead of going to Portland.
Miss Mabel Dickson of
counted
against him. At that the
Worcester,
Mr. A. M. Wilson, of
Philadelphia, Mass., Is a guest for a time of Miss
game was a heartbreaker, first one
hns returned to his home In that Jordan at
Pa.,
team and then the other going into
Honnyvlew
cottage. I^ast
to resume his duties as assistant
Friday Miss Jordan, who is the agent
the lead and the final outcome was city
director of Health and Charities. Mr. for the
uncertain until the last man was reArt Prints, held a
Thompson
Wilson has recently returned from a special
tired. The Bailey Island boys are
Bailey Islnnd sale, only local
mountain climbing trip in the White views
being shown, and her studio
eager to get another chance at their
Mountains.
He
is
one of the pioneers was thronged all
day with prospective
compierors and are confident that an- of
that sport In Now
England and purchasers.
other game would see a different re
blazed many of the trails now used
Miss Jessie Morrell, of Routh
suit.
Weyby trampers.
mouth, Mass., Is expected to arrive
One of tho most enjoyable motorMr. Ira Bralnerd and Miss Martha
shortly, to be the guest of Mrs. L. W.
boat parties of tho year was that
Ilrainerd of New York City, who have Atwood
at
which set. out last Friday running in
Redgables. Miss Edna
been guests for a short tlmo of Miss
Coolldge, of Brockton, Mass., who has
the "Tramp" to spend the day at. the
Josephine
have
Thorpe,
returned home been visiting Mrs. Atwood, left last
New Meadows Inn. They were gone
after a delightful visit. Miss
Thorpe's week after a most enjoyable stay here.
all day and on returning declared one
Messrs.
brothers,
R.
C. and H. D.
Miss Helen Fay of Washington and
and all that they had never spent a
will
Thorpe,
arrive
this
week to spend Nantucket spent
more delightful time.
Those In the the
Sunday visiting at
remainder
of
the
month,
the cottage of Mr. and Mrs, H. E.
Mrs.
were:
Fred
M.
Berparty
Day
Mrs. C. V. Boynton, who with Miss In the Pastures.

ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES
ON

I

SUMMER APPAREL §1 LADIES, MISSES m CHILDREN
Included in the lots of Mark-Down Goods there is
Apparel not only for immediate
use but also suitable for Fall
Wear, particularly in Coats and Suits.

: : ;

Free Lessons in

Knitting

and

Crocheting

:

:

:

BY AN EXPERT FROM PHILADELPHIA.

E beg to

announce that we have
procured the services of the expert teacher,
Miss Josephine Adams, of
Philadelphia, who will he in our Art Department for two weeks beginning
Monday, August 11, and ending Saturday,
August 23, to give free lessons in knitting and crocheting. We extend a cordial
invitation to all who are interested in the
fascinating work of knitting beautiful and useful articles such as sweaters, shawls,
etc.
baby wraps,
Reing agents for and carryitig
a
complete line of the celebrated Columbia Yarns, and at the same time offering the
free services of one of the best teachers in the
country, we can not emphasize too
strongly what a great opportunity this is to all who are interested.
Those who avail themselves of this
opportunity to take these lessons, which are
entirely free, will incur no obligation whatever.

Respectfully

yours,

OWKN, MOORE & CO.

A Varied

Expression

V N

of Authentic Styles

New Fall Suits and Coats
ffT THE STYLE

STORE-

Our forecast of Fall Styles bears the stamp of
authority, and
reflects with accuracy the last word from
accepted arbiters
of fashion. Modes that prevail in Fall Suits and Coats now
invite critical inspection.

Mr. Charles MacDonald
of
New
York City is visiting Miss Julia MacDonald at the Mldwood cottage for

'Bustins Island

WALK-OVERS set the styles for shoes. They are
always first to show new patterns in full range of sizes.
They always look well, vfit well and wear well—this is
why VVALK-OVERS are the chosen footwear of the
world.
Let

us fit you in the easy, comfortable WALK-OVER
Come in and see the shoes men and women wear
all over the globe.

way.

Our windows show
you want to pay.

shoes you will like at the

Grace Parr returned to ner
home in Lexington, Mass., after a
pleasant three weeks' visit with Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. Luke at the "Alcazar."
Miss
Edna
Luke
of
Lexington,
her
Mass., arrived Thursday witn
friend, Miss Harriette Landerkin of
Cambridge, Mass., to spend the balance of the summer with her parents at the "Alcazar."
Mrs. H. L. Norriss of Lexington,
Mass., who went home for a week
or so, returned to the Guppy cottage
Sunday, where she will stay throughout August.
Miss Marearet F. Huston returned
to her home" in Dover, N. H., Monday
after a two weeks' visit with Mrs.
S. C. Lancaster.
The Eustin's Island
(base
Junior
ball team defeated the South Freeport Junior World Beaters by a score
of 13 to 10.
Through the excellent
pitching of Albert Guppy and Loring
Higgins, the two Busiin pitchers, the
was
hitting of the opposing side
kept down.
Miss Marjorie Whyte
Miss
and
Margaret Paterson of .Jamaica Plain.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Sim
of Cliftondale, Mass., are spending
a week or two with the Millers at the
Bonnie View cottage.
is
Mr. Sim
president of the American Sweet Pea
Miss

Here Are
Good Reasons

price

HUTCHINSON'S
WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
344 CONGRESS STREET

Society.

Eugster and family of
Washington, D. C., who have been
summering at the "Central Cottage
for a few weeks, will
move
into
their new cottage {ibout the first
of September.
The cottage is being
rapidly built and already puts forth
Dr.

CHEBEAGUE CASH STORE
HAMILTON'S LANDING

The store of quality, and whore the trade is assured of
getting the
best obtainable. Our Candy and Fancy Cracker
departments are stocked
with the best on the market Remember we are
headquarter* for meats,
if you want the best. Quality is our motto.-'Our team and
auto are
at
your service.

COAL,

ICE & GASOLENE AND MOTOR BOAT SUPPLIES.

HAMILTON &. HAMILTON
ARTHUR H. HAMILTON

GREAT

W I LB ERT R.

CHEBEAGUE,

HAMILTON

MAINE

We are prepared to do all baggage
expressing and teaming at short notice. Our automobile will serve you promptly.
Freight Agents for the Casco Bay & Harpswell Lines.
Visit our ice cream parlor and be served with the best ice
cream, confectionery, cake, pastry, soda, etc. Light lunches served evenings. Everyfirst
class.
thing

HOWARD S. HAMILTON
General Contractor and Builder
Great

Chebeague,

Maine

Complete contracts made and performed for buildings, cottages, alteritions, repairs, etc. Estimates furiiishcd on application. Expert "workmen.
Cottage work a specialty.
Cottage lots for sale and desirable
We care for estates
jottages to rent.

CHEBEAGUE

FALMOUTH HOTEL

SOUVENIR SHOP
AND CIRCULATING LIBRARY

PORTLAND,

PILLOWS A SPECIALTY
Made from Chebeague fir tips. Best
and most costly to manufacture.
Newest and largest line of Post
Cards in Casco Bay, 40,000 in stock.
Public Library.
Post Office.
FIR

Opp.

European

MAINE

and American Plan

Most Centrally Located
Hotel in Portland

H. W. BOWEN

J. J.

Hill Crest and South Road

POOLER,

Proprietor

DRINK

UNDERWOOD GINGER ALE
KING OF THEM ALL
BOTTLED AT THE WORLD FAMED

UNDERWOOD

SPRING

AT ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS,
GROCERS, SODA SHOPS AND

Underwood
432

Spring Corporation

Congress St.

Phone 1995

If your grocer doesn't

sell.it

DAY'S SPA

Island Ave., Long Island

ask him why he doesn't

Visit our cool Tee Cream Pnrlor and pet the bent In Frozen Sweets, Confectionery.
Appollo ChocolatfcB and Box Candies. Our line of Cigats, Cigarettes and Smokers
Supplv will please you. Souvenir Goods nnd Postal Cards of all kinds. At our
Soda Fountain we have the Choicest Syrups, Soft Drinks,etc. > aperaand Magazines

E. P. & R. P. MAHONEY

Proprietors

Roller Skating

Moving

Plotur«»

Only Rink In Now Kngland Running Moving Flclure* In Connection Wtth
Roller Skating. 12 000 Feet of Films Weekly. Three changes of Program.

Row boat* to let by hoar, day or
•Week.
FeTrylnu to Llttlejohn'a,
Booth Frasport, etc. Boat ntflge at
Hnmltton's finding.

«. (L TRUFANT.

fine appearance.
Miss *.,.ara L.
of
Hunking, one
Haverhill's social and literary ladies,
has left her summer home at Hampton Beach for a few weeks and is on
her way to Rockland to make a visit
at. "Camp Whittier."
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Hogan of Hillburn, N. Y., are occupying the "Ramapo" cottage for a few weeks. They
expect Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hogan of
Suffern, N. Y., on Wednesday for
the remainder of August.
Mr. Leroy E. Nichols, wife, daughter Alma, son Chester, of Medford,
Mass., and Miss Helen Rice of __elsea, Mass., are at their cottage for
the month of August.
Rev. Nicholas Vander
went
Pyl
for a short visit to Gardiner, Mass..
over Sunday, where he will preach.
Miss E. B. Cooke of Philadelphia,
Pa., is stopping with the Greuls at
the "Grayledge" cottage for a fort-

night

or so.

Miss Mildred Evans of Wellesley
college arrived Saturday to spend a
few weeks with Miss Margaret Greul
at the "Grayledge."
Miss Lockwood of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and Miss Grace Mills of New Jersey
are spending a few weeks
the
at

win
uaK
cottage.
Mr. T. P. Barber of Montepelier,
Vt., arrived Sunday to spend the remainder of August with his family
at the "Spruce Lodge" cottage.
Mr. Clarke Harwood
of
Boston,
Mass., spent Tuesday with his sister,
Mrs. S. A. Melcher, at ner cottage.
The Misses Dana
of
Lawrence,
Mass., were visiting the
Melchers
for the week end.
Mr. Robert Montgomery has
returned 1o Natick, Mass., for a short
business trip and expects to return
in about a week or so.
Miss A. K. Gilies of Newton, Mass.,
is spending a few weeks with Mrs.
R. Montgomery at their bungalow.
Miss Minnie Sugatt of Lawrence,
Mass., is spending her annual vacation at the Idle-Hour bungalow.
Mrs. George C. Hitt and Miss Catharine Barnett of Indianapolis, Ind.,
are spending the balance of August
with Mrs. W. H. Higgins at "The

Ledges."

Mr. and Mrs. Allan Ramsay and
son, Philip, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
spent a few days at the "Waumbek"
Mr. Ramsay is superintencottage.
dent of The Hteliotype Co., of Boston, Mass.
Mr. Cresson Pearson of Woodbury,
N. J., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Bibo for a week or ten days
at the "Chase Bibo."
Miss B. Lewis of Portland, Maine,
is a guest of her sister, Mrs. Freeman Grant, for a few weeks at The
Grant Cottage.
Mrs. Harvey Howard of
Albion
Neb., is spending the week end as a
guest of Mrs. Freeman M. Grant.
Miss Harriet
Kelsey entertained
her friend, Miss Mildred Shaw of
Freeport, Me., Friday night at the
Kelsey cottage.
took
an
They
automobile trip to Orr's Island with
Mr. Edward Wheeler of Brunswick,
Me., Saturday and had a fine time.
Mr. Joel Kelsey returned to
his
home In Baltimore, Md.. Wednesday
a
after
pleasant five weeks' visit withis parents.
John
Mr.
Kelsey left Monday to
take his fan trip throughout
the
New England
states
and
Central
States.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Keyes of

Auburndale,

Mass.,

are

spending

a

weeks at the Roekledge as the
guests of MIbb Emma. Soule.
Miss Miriam Hosmer
entertained
some of her friends at a card party
at 'The Eldemldo cottage" Thursday
evening. A very enjoyable time waH
had by the young folks and all went
home during the wee, little hours of
the morning.
Among those present
few

the

Misses

Elizabeth

Puller,

Hilda and Ruth Perry,
O.
Weller,
Julia Richardson, Beatrice /Rldeout,
the Messrs. Jack Pldge, Warren Puller, Lester Richardson.
A card party was given at "Camp
Bluff" Tuesday afternoon by
Miss

"Snow Cottage."
Mr.
Merrltt
Smith
of
North
Scituate, R. I., spent the greater part
of the week with his
Earl
chum,
Bean, at the Bean cottage.
Mrs. H. A. Gleason and
daughter,
Evelyn, and Clifford Gleason of Arlington, Mass., MisB Carrie Titus of
West Garland, Me., are guests at the
Silver cottage this week.
Mrs.

dence,

CHEBEAGUE FISH MARKET

J. R. LIBBY CO.

F.

W.

Tillinghast

of

PORTLAND,

ed

all

manner

of

games

The

August Furniture Sie Exceeding the Records

ISLAND.

(Continued rfrom Page 4.)
Bertram C. Hersey and son Elwyn,
Friday of last week at the
Hersey cottage.
The following have recently been
entertained at the
Loveitt
cottage:
Miss E. L.
Raymond, Mr. and ,Mrs.

arrived

Ellis

Somerville, Mr.
of
South Acton.
Mass., and Miss Hazel Cushing, Radcliffe, 1914.
Miss Ethel Felter, who has been
summering here on the island since
the early part of July, has returned
to her home in Poughkeepsie.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Morong of
Falmouth Foreside, spent last Friday
at "Breezee Bluff" cottage
as
the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. SoloWetherbee

Raymond Cushing

of

J. R. LIBBY

wniiani

jorcian.

Dr. Jamison and Rev. Charles Reynolds of the Park avenue church of
New York city, arrived Tuesday of
this week for a short stay at Cosy
cottage. Dr. Jamison has just arrived
in this country after a trip in Europe,
reaching Boston on Saturday of lasv
week.
He is a very regular visitor
to this island, having been here nearly every summer for about six years.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Jonea of
Westbrook, Maine, have been recent,
Peter
guests of Mrs.
Maasn)yll at
Ocean Spray cottage on the shore.
Last Sunday several
guests were
entertained by the Jordans at
theli
cottage. In the number were Mr.
Arthur McCubrey, Mildred and Fred
McCubrey and also John Coutier, and
Oscar Rochleau, the latter two being
guests of Mrs. Jordan's son, William.
The Library benefit sale is over but
imanother event of almost
equal
portance to he given for the same
object, is a lawn party or fete. The
date of this event is next Tuesday,
August 19, and it is to be held on the
luwn of Daisy cottage, one of the besi.
and prettiest locations on the island
for such an entertainment.
The affair
is to ibe principally in charge of the
children, summer residents and inlanders, without distinction, but a few of
the older people will, of course, exercise a general supervision over the affair. Mrs. Janet Cobb, one of the
most esteemed ladies on the Island,
over ninety years of age, has kindly
«y|von th»» use of her House and !♦«* adlointng grounds for this worthy object,
and her kindness Is much appreciated.
The main part of the evening's entertainment Is to consist of tableaux, and
evervone who knows either by virtu©
of attendance on the previous tableaux
performance held hy the young people here, or by virtue of having heard
from some one who did attend, how
•aolendldlv and aptly the young people

CO.,

Portland, Me.

Cousins Island
Some of the features that make it a little more
desirable than the other beautiful islands of Casco

Bay:

---

Spring

water

recently analyzed showing
contamination whatever;

pure water without any
bathing beach where one

can enjoy
bathing without
abundance
of clams; wild raspbeing chilled;
berries and blackberries, enough for all. The
Seashore Land Co. still have a few desirable 5000
and 10,000 foot lots on streets 50 feet wide
properly
restricted for sale; prices from 2c to 3c foot; terms
to suit.
Cousins' Island is being developed in a
an

that attracts the best class of

summer

residents.

way

FOR INFORMATION SEE

C. M. BOWKER

647 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND

mons.

Mrs. John Carnrick of Kineo, Me.,
has been spending a week or ten days
as truest of her brother,
Mr. E. A.
Solomons.
She will then return
to
where
is
she
Kineo,
summering.
Miss Kate B. Bower of. New York,
Miss Isahelle Flad of Glendale, Long
Island, and Miss May
Shaylor are
spending two weeks on the island.
Mr. A. S. Cobb will spend this week
with his family at Cosy cottage, recovering from a slight operation which
was performed on his throat recently
by Dr. Witham of Portland. The oneratlon was not at all serious and Mr.
Cobb will be about as well as ever
very soon.
Mrs. Marion A. Currier of Arlington, Mass., is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. John Wilkins, also of Arlington
at Cute cottage for a while.
Mr. John
Wilkins spent his usual week-end visit
at the cottage last week.
Col. H. H. Gilkyson left the island
Thursday of last week to return to
his home in Phoenixville, Pennsylvania. Miss Bennett, who has been a
visitor at the Gilkysons* has also left
for her home in Pittsburg, Pa.
Kev. Dorr A. Hudson and Miss Doris
Hudson, his daughter, spent last week
Wednesday on the island as guests 01
Mrs. Jordan at her cottage.
Rev. Mr.
Hudson is pastor of the We3tbrook
(Maine) Congregational church.
Mr. Ernest Kinmond was entertained last week on the island by Mr.

our

15% to 40% discount on Furniture
all this month.

Singing

CLIFF

The

established
Sales was
The
now.
this
Sale
Customers
leave their orders with a feeling of
security in the Firm and in the Furniture.
The reason is found in tne
of
reputation
Furniture
previous
Sales here, backed by the
superb
quality and remarkably low
prices.
Appreciation
such
as
after
this,
months of continuous effort upon the
part of our buyers in preparation for
this Sale, is gratifying.
We
have
never before had such
and
variety
beauty of designs—suits for every
room, and pieces for every nook.

the

sermon.

of An Previous Events

never more

dusky twilight fell.
When
it was
entirely dark all grouped about the
fire
again to toast marshmallows.

followed this until about 10
o'clock when the party broke up and
all went to their homes.
Mi. and Mrs. John M. Jaynes, Mr.
Mis. Charles E.
an,d
Brainard and
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Clarke and daughter, Marion and Mr. and Mrs. George
Taft and daughter, Clara, are off on
a trip up the Kennebec River and
plan to stay for a fortnight or so.
Among the improvements made by
the B. I. C. A. are the entire seating
plan of the grove, which now wni
hold approximately
three
hundred
people, and the placing of four or
five pumps at different wells about
the island.
The Sunday service in the grove
was held as usual on
Sunday afternoon, Rev. F. B. Greul preaching the

%

public confidence
August Furniture
justified than
hundreds
attracted
to
emphasize
this
fact.
in

Provi-

until

ME.

The Second Great Furniture Buying Era of
1913 is Here-Here in Earnest

R. I., spent a few days with
her sister, Mrs. H. F. White, at "The
Lower Garfield."
Last Tuesday evening a
party of
young people held a clambake and
a
marshmallow
toast
at
Indian
There were about
Spring.
thirty
present who gathered about the open
fire to enjoy the sumptuous
feast
of clams and other
New
England
dainties. About 6 p. m. all adjourned
to the field above the shore and
play-

Beatrice Rldeout
There were abou»
eight girls present at the occasion
and ail had the time of their liven.
Light refreshments were served during the afternoon, and about six
o'clock ?>.11 went home, after having
a most exciting card game.
Miss Ethel G. Clarke of New York
City Is spending a few weeks at her
cottage, "The
Buncnoerry Lodge,"
Hamilton'* Landing. Chabaaoue
with Miss Sarah E. Bower.
Miss Helen Le Malstre of PhiladelWe supply the table with the best obla spending the month entered Into their parts and how realtainable in deep sea food. Our prloe* are phia, Penn.,
of August at "Bunchberry Lodge."
istic the tableaux were, knows that no
low and we deliver promptly. SatisfacA chocolate will be held In
the more satisfactory entertainment could
tion guaranteed. Oar clerk Will call if
church grove Thursday afternoon at be devised than this, nor one which
|
denired.
3 o'clock. Admission 5 cents.
Then in add!is surer of success.

Music Afternoon* by Military Band Organ. Manic Evening" by W. E.
CH«n<llcr'« Band. Afternoon* 2 to 5 P. M. Evening* 7.30 to 10 P. M.
AFTERNOON FREE
EVENING ADMISSION 10c

fine Hew Launch For Sailing Parties

W.

a

were

MAJESTIC RINK

L.

few weeks.
Miss Anne Smith of
Maiden, Mass.,
is visiting MIbs Wellington for a few
weeks at the "Homewood
Cottage."
Mrs. Frank E. Mills of Chicago,
111., is visiting her sister, Mrs. G. D.
Gourlie, for the rest of August at the
a

or

J.

S.

DAWES, Cousins Island

CHEBEAGUE,

MAINE

"We are disposing of our property,
numbering over one hundred acres,
and in all sections of the island we can show
you desirable lots.
Shore
sites, groves and secluded spots are offered.
Rates reasonable.
Mr. A.
R. Littlefield, Central Landing, Great
Chebeague, will gladly show any interested the property of this estate.
|v

Site Seekers
Cottage
investment
cottage, bungalow

in procuring land for
it will be for your advantage to
investigate the property of Mrs. M. A. Charleson, some sixty acres at Great
Desirable sites with shore front, fine
Chebeague, Maine.
spring water and
cool, shady groves. Lots are now ottered at $100 and upwards. r*ine investment as land values increase each year, [Would be
pleased to show the
property to any interested.
MRS. M. A. CHARLESON, Great
Maine.
a summer

or

Chebeague,

R. H.

CLEAVES,
Auto

Maine

Cash Grocer and Baker

e

delivery, prompt service, carefully

selected goods

Jce Cream and Fresh Bakery Products Daily

REFRESHMENT
Telephone

AND

ICE

CREAM

Your Wants

PARLOR

CONNECTED

Quick Service to Oar Customers

DUNN BROTHERS
Groceries, Provisions and General Mdse.

Pine Spring Ginger Ale and Soda by the Case for Family Trade a
Specialty.
This is one of the finest domestic bottlings and has a countrywide

Market at West Harpswell

Delivery

^reputation

all over South

Harpswell

AUCOCISCO
and COTTAGE

CUFF

ISLAND, ME.

References
rates

for

September.

Special
June and
—

Mrs. K. B. BATCHELOR
Hon to this main part of the interest,
there will be a Bale of cake, candy,
pop corn, peanuta, etc., at prettily decorated bootha
arranged
artistically
about the lawn. It la possible that a
famous fortaine-teller's
services may
he secured, but this Is not stateor «»
an absolute fact yet.
However, If It
should be possible, no doubt
many
their
people would desire to have
fortunes told by a "real" fortune teller.
Music, will be furnished during
the evening, and the entertainment
will surely be enjoyed by a large number who
wish to he entertained, and
who at the same time ,wlsh to help
along that moat worthy cause, the library fund.
Miss Carolyn Jordan npent the past
p« *u««t
we*»k at Rlvfrton Parfc. M<>
of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel B. Smith, the
former of whom has for many years
been the manager of the park.

Mildred R. Joyce from Provk

ivflRR

deuce, R. I.,
been visiting

Mrs. Jordan's niece, has
(he latter thin week.
The many friends of Mr. S. P.
Darl-,
Ington, who wan taken 111 a
short
time ago and who was
therefore
compelled to close his summer home
here and leave the island, will
ho
glad to know that he is further Improved and that his complete recovery Is predicted.
R. S. Davis Co., Exchange 8treet,
Portland, furnishes just what you
need for the cottage.
(adv.)
The residents of this Island Join
with others around the hay in extending to ('apt. Morrill of the Steamer
Aucoelsco felicitations on his recovery.
Capt. Morrill Is- very popular
and has heen much missed, although
Capt. Hamilton has heen a very care-,

ful and

Capt.

capable commander

Morrill's

during.

enforced absence.

Littlefield & Co.

GROCERS
109-111 COMMERCIAL STREET
PORTLAND, ME.
♦'

If you want the beat in Groceries,
Meats and Provisions at reasonable
charges our store is the place for you
to trade.
We supply hotels, cottages,
yachts and schooner partieB. Island
patronage solicited and satisfaction
guaranteed to all. Handy to steamboat wharves.

Cottage Furniture
We are showing the latest designs
in cottage and piazza furniture. A visit
to our store will convince you that
we have just what you want to complete the cottage.
Our bay patrons will at this season
of the year find bargains in every department.

Prompt shipment guaranteed.

YORK & JACKSON
New Portland Theatre Building

II PREBLE

STREET,

PORTLAND

Peaks Island
Mrs. Alvin Strout
entertained at
the Arawana
Cottage this week, in
honor of her guests and friends who
are staying at ttv3
island. The evening
was devoted
to music and a social
time, and her guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Shepard of West Medford, Mr. and Mrs. Ed L«ovell, —c.
Sherwell of New York, Mr. Stone and
Miss Harriett
Stone
and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles
White or Somerville.
Refreshments of ices, cake and confections were served.
Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Delano and
daughter Helen of Brockton have been
recent guests of their
relatives, Mr.
and
Mrs.
Drinkwater
and
Mrs.
Scholes at Evergreen.
Mrs. Everett Skillings entertained a

family party at dinner Sunday in
honor of Mr. Skilling's birthday at
their summer
home
at Trerethen,
which came as a surprise.
Dinner
was served on the
piazza and tne
floral decorations were of ferns and
roses, while sweet peas rormed an
attractive centerpiece for the table.
The party included Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Bliss. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Skillings,
Miss Margaret Skillings, Robert Skillings, Mrs. Sydney Jackson and Miss

Ruby Wescott, Miss Eleanor Sceles.
Mrs. Mary L. Cobb of Gorham is a
guest at the home of her son at Tre-

fethen and has also been at the home
of her daughter, Mrs.
Andrews, on
Sargent Read.
Mr. "W. H. Trefethen lias
his
as

guests on Pleasant avenue, Trefethen,
George Riley of Roxbury, Elizabeth
Allen, Boston, Miss Smith of Bloomfield, N. J.: Miss Nadick, Bloomtield,
in.

PAINT THE FLOORS
While you are away, they will be ready
for you when you return to the
city.
Our floor paint is the right kind.

M. F. BRAGDON PAINT

10 good colors

Water

Dries quick and hard

Supply

Tank, Pneumatic

or

from the Well.

Stationary

CO,

Direct

Marine
Gasoline and Kerosene Enand

gines, Supplies,

etc.

G. D. THORNDIKE
MACHINE CO.
Portland Pier,

Portland

HENRY LEVIN

TAILOR
Fine line of
Woolens.

Imported

Cleansing, Pressing

and Domestic

and

Repairing.

Work from the islands may be sent
in care of Purser on steamers
if
desired, or will be delivesed at parcel room on wbarf when
requested.

92 EXCHANGE

ST., PORTLAND

Tel. 2*38-W

CARS FOR HIRE POUND PAPERS
Repair Shop, Supplies

Paper by
pound
is just the thing

f

Oakland Cars

Call us by 'phone for quick auto service

livery,

etc.

STOUGHTON-POLKINS CO.
St., Portland, Manie

11 Pleasant

Arthur P. Homer
Gasolene Engines
and
Motor Boats
154 State

St., Boston,

for Vacation use.
Our "Prince Henry" at

twenty-five cents,

envelopes

at
ten cents a package
is an excellent value.
Other papers
at higher prices.

William W. Roberts Co.
Stationers
233 MIDDLE STREET

SUMMER BOARDERS
AND COTTAGERS

KEEP CLEAN!

Bend

your

clothing

to

us

by

PARCEL POHT to be NAPHTHA
CLEANSED. Prompt service. Reasonable price*.
All work band
pressed.

*

FOSTER'S DYE

HOUSE

80-82 Oak St., Portland, Me.

our

Experience of 35 Years
Guarantee of Results

8 Elm

Engineers

STOVES, KANOF'8,
TINWARE

Ship Stoves, Lanterns
and Galley Purni4hingH.

Gasoline Engines and
Water Systems

F.&C.B. HASH CO.
384*390 FORE ST.

STREET

Long and Central Wharve9
Public Boat Landing Back of Store

DEALERS IN

Agricultural and Horticultural Implements,
Fertilizers,
Poultry and Dairy Supplies, Wooden Ware, Galvanized Iron
Ware, Brooms, Brushes, Cordage, Seeds, etc.
Also specialties in SUMMER

Freezers, Refrigerators,

and Screen Doors.

Lawn

Call and

Cor. Federal and

COMFORTS,

such

as

Ice Cream

Swings, Croquet Sets, Window Screens
see us.

Temple Sts.,

Portland,

Me.

Special Low Prices Until Nov.

quality gold filled
Eyeglass
Frames
$1 per pair
Solid gold Spec. Frames,
$4.00
Gold filled Eyeglass Chains,
50c.
Prescription Lenses ground to order,

1

nest

Automobile Goggles,
$1 and up
Best quality Riding Bow
Frames, $1.00
Best quality Rimless
Mountings, $1.00
Solid Gold Eyeglass
Mountings, (Not

40c. and up
Genuine Shell and Rubber Frames for

Atlas Shuron Eyeglass
Mountings $3.00
(Sold only by us, and warranted
to stay on)..

Shuron),

$2.00

Library Glasses,
$1.00
Colored Glasses,
50c. and up Artificial Eyes.
$2 and
EYES EXAMINED FREE. ALL KINDS
OF OPTICAL REPAIRING.

N. X. WORTH

LEY,

ud

Jr.

Maine's Leading Optometrist and
Optician
478^ CONGRESS ST.,
Corner CENTER ST.
Opp. PREBLE HOUSE. PORTLAND, ME.
Phone 2174-W
All cars stop at our door.

Mr. and
ett, Mass.,
and Miss
are guests
Centennial
Mr. and

A. E. PINKHAM

Stables
Auburn

Merriconeag House
Colony Ocean View

BEECHES. CLIFF ISLAND

I

Howard W. Turner

Automobile Repairs & Supplies

BOSTON to

Souvenir

Elmer Lane of Mechanic Falls and
I^ane or Detroit, Michigan,
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
S. H. Cobb at their home on Sargent
road.
Miss Ray Inslnbury of Kansas City,
Is at the home of her
relative, Miss
Ray on the City Point Shore.
Miss
is
also
Ray
entertaining a friend,
Miss Florence Malone of New York at
her summer home.

Wendell

Photographer

St., Portland, M*.

Agent for Eastman A Ensign Films
ORDER BY MAIL

uuntrar

or Milibury,
Mass.,
family have arrived
at the summer home of his mother on
Island avenue, where they will remain for the month. Mr. Dunbar was
the speaker at the service held at
Klwell hall on Diamond Island, Sunnev.

iioDert

his

day afternoon.
Miss Molly Morgan

of Deering and
Annie
Morgan or

her cousin, Miss
Dover, N. H., were recently
entertained at Diamond View cottage, Island avenue, the guests of Mr. and
Mra. P. J. Morgan.
Miss Florence Canales has been the
The Inrfjr*! up to date line of flonvenlr*
guest for a week of Mr. and Mrs.
In I lie city. AI«o m full line of
Charles Baker of the Oakledge cottage. Mr. and Mrs. Baker also have
been
Mr.
and
Mm
entertaining
Frank Wllley of Lindenvllie, Vt., Mrs.
Nellie Harris and Miss Klslo Boutwell of Iy>omlnster, Mans.
Repairing of all kinds at short notloe
Mrs. It. A. Jaynes and three daughters, Olive, Marlon and Ksther and
Mrs. .Taynes' sister, Miss Louise Merrill of Chicago,
are
occupying trie
Oakrest cottage, Torrlngton FOint.
Jawcton wil Optlelms
Miss Mabel Clarke of Beaton has
joined her mother, Mrs. F. A. Clarke,
at Greenwood cottage and will pro&-

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry
and Diamonds

McKENNEY~JEWELRY

184"186

KENDALL. & WHITNEY

THE!

with

Healing and
Plumbing

Telephone

Head of Dock Between
257

Mrs. Vandernot of EverMiss Annie Bird of Boston
Tilly Wyanski of Boston
at the Harbor Breeze on
street.
Mrs. George Scrlbner and
daughters Fern and Dorothy and Mr.
and Mrs. William Barnes of Deering
havi been recent guests of Mr. and
SO. HARPSWELL, MAINE
Mrs. James
Jason
on
Centennial
street.
Miss Grace Weeks, Miss Angelina
at
Weeks
of Springfield,
Mass., Miss
Edna Shirley of Providence, K. i.,
une nnest Auto livery,
and Miss Lorinda Libby of Gorham
boarding and sales stables in Casco Bay.
Our three stables are equipped to handle all the
were pleasantly entertained Wednesibusiness of this
place and we are prepared to furnish automobiles and teams with
on Pleasant
day, at the
parsonage
careful drivers at any hour of the
avenue when they were the guests ot
or
day
night. Expressing and
moving of all kinds receive prompt and careful attention. Have all
Mrs. Wilmot P. Lord for the day. Miss
your
checked
in
baggage
care
of
A.
E.
Weeks
Angelina
has recently taugnt
Pinkham, South Harpswell,
Maine.
English in
Constantinople, Turkey,
and Miss Shirley is teacher in the
Soil, Loam, etc.. Grading and Excavating, Cellar Work, Wells, etc.
school for the deaf in Providence.
Miss Annie Skillin of Waterville is
on Pleasant avenue.
a guest of Mrs. Ella Skillin at Her
Mrs. W. J. Green, the Misses Mar- summer home
at Evergreen
lor a
guerite and Myrtle Green, Mis* Mary week.
Moorehead and Miss
Harriet 'lTue,
Mrs. Sydney Jackson of New Bedall of New York City, arrived Friday ford was hostess
Wednesday to the
New—Opened May, 1912. MRS. C. E. PETT1NG1LL, Prop.
to spend a month at H. E. Baker's membersi of the N.
L. C. Club at her
Accommodates
40 guests. Dining I
cottage, Forest City Landing.
Every amusement for guests. The
summer home at Evergreen Landing,
room seats 60
Mrs. Ella Skiliin
comfortably.
Superb air of the sea braces appetite. Yachtentertained
on entertaining for the day.
Lunch was
view from all rooms.
Wednesday the officers and directors served on the veranda which was ating, Bathing and Fishing.
of the Samaritan Association at tier
tractively arranged and decorated.
summer home at BvergTeen.
A busi- The members formed the club when
ness meeting of importance was held
mere school
girls and enjoy many
after which a picnic lunch was served pleasant outings
through, the sumon the piazza which was
The members
very attrac- mer months.
present
tively arranged, petunias forming the were: Mrs. William Huston, Mrs. Alfloral decorations. The day was spent fred Tracy, Mrs. Joseph Perry. Mrs.
10+ Custom House Wharf
socially and those present were Mrs. James Jack, Mrs. Everett Skillings,
JOBBING A SPECIALTY
i—i
F. O. Bailey,
Mrs. Fred Miss Ruby Wescott and Miss Doropresident;
Estimates Furnished. Plans Drawn
Farrington, vica
Mrs. thea Perry were the guests.
.president;
Charles Alexander,
Mrs. Zenas Connolly of Stonlngton,
treasurer; Mrs.
CHEBEAGUE, MAINE
Harding, Mrs. Pitcher, Mrs. George Maine, and Mrs. C. H. Cleaves or
Dow. Mrs. Franklyn Symonds, Mrs. Rockport, Mass., were recent guests of
COASTWISE STEAMERS
H. W. Stuart, Mrs.
Clarence Small Mrs. Donald Garden at the Overlook
ana me nosiess.
at
cottage
Evergreen.
"Queen of Sea Koutes"
Mrs. Leslie Friend and Master WalMr. and Mrs. Eugene Shepard
or
Merchants & Miners Trana.Co.
ter and Miss Alona are guests of Mrs. West Medford are
being pleasantly
steamship ,lncs
Ella Skillin at Evergreen. Mr. Friend entertained at the
Arawana at Everwho was here for the week has re- green, the guests of
Captain and Mrs.
turned to his home in Melrose.
Alvin Strout.
OF ALL KINDS
PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE,
Mrs. Martin Joyce, Mrs. Ridge and
One of the most successful concerts NORFOLK and NEWPORT NEWS.
son Walter
of Pittsburg,
are
held
at Trefethen took place on
yet
Pa.,
y our car
hrough tickets to and from principal
spending the month at Evergreen, the Thursday evening at Association Hall, points,
including meals and B.ateroom
icc. mmodations on steamer.
guests of Mr. and MrB. Thuss at their which was well filled with an
all
appresummer home.
ciative audience.
The committee for
Mrs. Howard Thaxter and son or this affair was Mrs. Herman
SPECIAL RATES to OLD POINT
Dyer,
Worcester are visiting Mrs. John Mc- Mrs. W. T. Bradford and Mrs. WilThree Doors from Waiting Room
COMFORT and
CITY
lean at the McLean cotta;:e on Sea- mot P. Lord, and a
good sum was
fast and elegant.
Steamers.new,,
Telephone 4858M
shore avenue, Forest City.
realized for the benefit of the Associaccommodations and cuisine, unsurMr. and Mrs. George W. Reed. Jr., ation.
passed. Send for booklet.
of Topeka, Kansas, and their little
C. H. Maynard, Agent,
Mrs. Howard and
daughter MarBoston, Mass.
daughter, Loralne, have taken a cot- garet arrived from Brockton Monday,
tage at OceanBide for two weeks.
to be the guests of Mr. and Mrs. EdWE flAKE A SPECIALTY
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Front al- ward Lovell who are
spending the
so
of Topeka, Kansas, are visiting summer at Trefethen.
OP
Mrs. Prout's 'parents,
Miss Rose N. Allen has taken the
Colonel and
(Incorporated)
Mrs. George W. Reed at Camp Ella White cottage at
Evergreen for the
Opp. Stale Houie BOSTON* MASS*
Ixjuise, Whitehead street. Mr. Prout month of August.
*»«T
is secretary of the Y. M'. C. A. at To-

peka.

Not 26 per cent CHEAPER
But 25 per cent BETTER

H. M. SMITH,

THOMAS LAUGHLIN CO.

while down the bay
work
charges for
Expert workmen

ATLANTIC

DEVELOPING
PRINTING

as a

nome.

ify^

Leave
Reasonable

AND

and offer you

weeks.

to our regular line of Marine
Hardware
and Boat Paints we are
agents for Devoe Lead and
Zinc Paint—the most popular
ready to use paint on
the market. We would be pleased
to have
this paint when placing the order to you specpaint this

Carpenter and Builder

We Want to
Do Your

Mass.

ior a iew

Going to Paint the Cottage Before You Go Home ?
In addition

LEROY H. HILL

the

Agents for

j.,

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Saxton entertained a pleasant party aboard the
Saxtonia II. going as far as Bailey's
Island, Freeport, the day being one of
unusual pleasure.
Dinner was served
on the launch, which is
equipped with
every convenience and comfort, and
was a pleasant feature
of the day's
Their guests included Mrs.
outing.
Fram of
Philadelphia,
Mrs. Harry
Russell and Captain William H. 'l'refethen.
Edward McAuslan of Holyoke, wtio
has joined his family at their summer home on
Prince avenue, is entertaining his friend, Mr. Burklioldi
of Springfield,
Mass.
Miss Jessie
McAuslan is also at the summer home
of her parents.
Thomas Colley with his mother and
sister, have taken the Wabash cottage on Island avenue for August.
Mr. and Mrs. Ix>vegrove and son,
Marshall, arrived from Bridgeport this
week for a three weeks' stay at tlie
Dennett cottage on Island avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Crocker are
entertaining their
son and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Crocker and
little daughter, Bertha Knight, for an
extended visit at heir summer Home

ably remain at the island for the rest
of the season.
airs. Moses Whitney of Groveton,
N. H., Is visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred
Robinson of tne
Puritan
cottage,
Central avenue.
Mrs. Robinson also
has as her guest,
her niece,
Roxa
Morancy, also of Groveton, N. H.
Mr«. Robert Gallagher, the Misses
Gerlrude Boyle, Reba Cuiiity, Ellen,
Oullity, Nora Foley, Catherine Curley, and Gladys Cullity, all or Alalden,
ar3
spending two weeks at Elttle
Maiden cottage' on A street.
Mr. and Mrs. George Keening nave
recently arrived from Boston wnere
Mr. Keening has been
located tne
past few years and will make tneir
future 'home with
Mrs. Keening s
mother, Mrs. William Dunning of Willow street, Forest City.
Mrs. Fred Sears of State street,
Portland, delightfully entertained tne
members of the Summer Club at the
Fern Park Club House on the back
shore of Evergreen for an all
day session on Wednesday. The dining room'
was prettily decorated for the occasion and at noon
a chicken dinner
was served, which was
greatly enjoyed
by all and the day was spent in a
social way.
The members present
were: Airs. A. Eastman, Mrs. Herman
Grant, Mrs. K. Randall, Mrs. C. H.
Sears, Mrs. C. H. Dodge, Mrs. Charles
Hamilton. Mrs. Witham, Mrs. Davis,
Mrs. Robert Henry, Mrs. Lyman
Chipman, Mrs. Wm. H.
Goodwin, Miss
Gantley, Mrs.
Albert.
Smith, Mrs.
Charles Brooks, Mrs. John J. Nlssen,
Mrs. Fred
and
the invited
Sears,
guests were Mrs. Eugene Peterson,
Mrs. Philip G. Haskell, Miss Helen
Nissen and Mr. Fred Sears.
Miss l^ena Adams of Park street,
who is spending the summer at Booth•bay, has been the guest of Miss Leonora Floyd at the family summer Home
at Evergreen for a few days.
Mrs. Frank Liibby, Doris and Mildred and Joseph Libby of North Deering have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Gay.
Mrs. George A. Horslin and daughters Doris and Pearl
of Cambridge are also being pleasantly entertained at the Grays' summer

CO.

•Monument Sq», Portland, Ma

Was a Success.
The second carnival of the 1913 season, at the popular Majestic Skating
Rink was held last night and duplicated
Iho tremendous success scored
by the
first one.
Large numbers of people
were in evidence and the costumes
were

most

picturesque.

It is a generally expressed wish that Mgr. W. S.
Orandail will give another carnival
soon as It Is a very
popular means of
amusement.
The regular sessions of
the rink are well patronized and the
summer is proving a very successful

one.

Delay

Is

Delay*.
exasperating—especially

No

to a builder when waiting for needed lumber and other material.
The
big mill of the Smith & Rumery Co.
on Center and Fore
streets, Portland,
will circumvent any and all of such
conditions If you will give them your
order.
A combination of brains, system, Judgment and force, with the
best equipment, and most modern mill
In the East Is responsible for
tne
reputation for reliability which this
firm ha«i made Its aim for
twenty
years. • •

If You're Thinking
Of Rubber Goods don't send or go
all over town for one piece here and
another there. Buy everything at the
rubber store, of
where
course,
a
larger stock and practically wholesale prices assure you of value for
every dollar expended. The Portland
Rubber Company, on Middle St., op- I
postte H. H. Hay's, Is the place. • •

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL

Spoons,

Brooches, Novelties,

etc.

GEO. T. SPRINGER
Watohaa,

Diamonds, Jawalry,-

Sll verwtr*

515 Congress St., Portland, Me.
wtir

AMERICAN DAIRY LUNCH
D.J. MicDONALD, Proprietor

121 Commercial
8treet,
site Island Steamers

Portland Ferry

180

Middle

8treet,

nearly
and

nearly

Postoffice.

Offer* rooms with hot and cold
for $1.00 and up, which Includes freo use of shower baths.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
RoomB with private baths for $1.60
per day up; suites of two rooms and
bath for $4.00 per day and up.
Dining Koom and Cafe FIrst-oiass,
European Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone floors, nothing wood but tha
doora.
water

oppo8outh

opposite

Milk, Cream, etc., fresh from dairy
farm dally. Best of foods, quickest
service, reasonable charges.
Finest equipment In the East. Visit
us when In town. Elite Lunch, 487
and 491 1-2 Congress street for ladles.

West End
40 Custom House

Equipped

Vacuum

Strictly

with

Cleaning

Its

own

l'lnnt.

Sanltery

Temperance Hotel.
SEND KOU BOOKLET.

6TORER

a

F. CRAFTS, General

Mgr.

Dairy Co.

Wharf, Portland, Me.

Our delicious ice cream and fancy ices will satisfy you. Rerremher quality is our motto and if you are being served with our creams
Our location enables us to
you are getting the best obtainable.

deliver all orders promptly.
End Dairy Ice Cream.

When being served ask for the West

H OF TOURISTS

WHEN

Abbreviations: cb., child; d., daughter;
f.t or tarn-, family; 8., son; w., wife.

PEAKS

ISLAND
HOUSE,
Peaks Island, Me.
R. E. Rowe
Prop.
<Sce adv. in another column.)

Louis Peterson,
Mrs S L Peterson.
Win II l'anescraft &
Miss Myrtle Payne,
M 1C Koaclie,
Miss A L Colborn,
D \V Cronin,
lolm K Hayes,
Jos 1 Thom & w,
I) M Kowe,
F K Watson & w.
Miss P C Maun.
Miss Mary Cusack,
Miss Mildred

Portland
N Y
X Y
lloston
ISoston

Salem
Portland
Camb
l'aterson

Mayberry

S P Dickerson,
liliz Merry,
Mary A A Poland,

Cert rude Scliade.
I M Kirk

N Y
Portland
Port'd

w,

w,

'aterson

Port Murray

Morristown

Hridgeport
Itriagep't

Hridgeport
Phil a

"Mr* I It lock,
l'liiia
Mrs I C lllock.
Phila
Miss K Aiken,
l'liiia
K !'• Murtagh,
X Y
A T Mulrouy,
X Y
So Framiugham
M K Welch,
1) K Welch.
Allston
T L Sullivan,
lloston
Itoston
J .1 Foley,
Newton
J I* Conners,
Newton
John Kva:i,
Xewton
K(! Sheridan.
Xewton
Walton lluckley
Xewton
Joe Kdawrds,
Xewton
W J Conners,
Xewton
J Rankin,
Xewton
Frank Kelley,
Xewton
Jos Costigan,
Watertown
Parties,
Joe
Walt ham
i'lios Silver,
Waltham
M Delvin.
Haverhill
Mrs J I) Webster.
Miss Caroline Davis,
Ilarev'il
J F Crowley \ \v,
Lynn
Fred'k Crowley,
Lynn
Mrs < Hive Cusliway,
Chicago

->
«
Louise dimmer,
< ieo W Fetske,
Elizabeth
M \V I )i11ing\vorth, Worcester
(' K Sands & w,
Milton
CI I', Fuller
w.
Waterhury
I'hila
l)r J T Jordan & \v,
Boston
M rs J M Allen,
lloston
Miss Kstelle Allen.
Mrs C" de St Auburn,
Chi
I'hila
.1 T Elgin.
< i E Cornell & w,
N V
\V II Barnard & w,
Salem
Camb
The Misses Itreen,
M Merrill iS: \v,
Brooklinc
Boston
Mrs 1" G Sidley,
A \V Sullivan.
Boston
Boston
Mrs K.I l)edye,
Boston
S C Smith iV w,
Boston
S 1) Amen
w,
I'hila
Anne Farson,
I'hila
Mabel Timmerling,'
I'hila
Helen KoffRenburgh,
Phila
J A Leopold.

Melrose

.1 J Keating,
I" W fierce,

Melrose
Boston
G E Gatt & w.
S J Whitney & w,
Bingham
I'rov
A J ()'Toole,
I'awtueket
F j Toole,
F Cronin,
Newton
Mrs E W Kendall. St.lohnsb'y
Pauline Kendall. Stjolmsbury
Br'klyn
J Reynolds & \v,
I'hila
J M Cover & w,
I'hila
Margaret E Cover,
I'hila
Alice M Cover.
NYC
Julius Goldsmith,
Boston
A Cobe.
Boston
Avis C Hall,
Waltham
.Nathan Cobe.
IV 1 C
■rmtli,

skhapin.
Brlcrson &

Hynn,

w,

Aubury

Hoston
Pitts

Wonsockct
■.oekwood.
lii Juvenile Players
|l L Glover, mgr
plover, Ass't
Boston
rchildren,
Auburn
Cobb.

Miss (>
Miss R
Mrs M

11

Willig,

Miller,
Kenney,
blaster Kenney,
Mrs 15 Ilensle,

TI 15 Ternie & w,
Mrs S C Greene,
Marion VV Greene,

Eliz Connelly,
Airs I) Koeliler,

l-mi

n

N X Y X 1
X Y
X Y C

X Y C

Bridgeport
Bridgeport
Bridgeport
Iloboken
Iloboken
Iloboken
Anthoine
Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Br'klyn

Neeland,
Anthoine,
M rs J Ilarlin,
Miss M Harlin,
M iss L I (arlin.
Yonkers
Miss C Kunhold,
Yonkers
Miss 11 Kunhold,
T aunton
jliss K I- Ralph,
T aunton
Miss IH A Smith,
Walt ha m
11 L Willcy,
Phila
I M Hill.
Xew Haven
J E Kcllcy.
Auburn
&
M B Watson
w.
Frances A Kreyling.
Weeltawken
X Y
Mrs T C Royal.
HI! Lacy w & s,
Bf ngh'pton
T W Kirby & w, Binghampton
VV Iloboken
Mrs E Jontras,
VV Hob'n
Miss M L Jontras,
VV Iloboken
Missi 1) Jontras,
Paterson
James Lamb,
Paterson
Anna Lamb,
X Y
O W Riggs & w,
X Y
Kdw Oakes,
Xyack
John Nil palley,
Paterson
\V L Dunning & w,
(1 W Mocllen,
VVaterbury
W J Rochon,
VVaterbury
Yonkers
E S Jack,
X Y
II A Smith & w.
Boston
II orace Lockwood,
C» E Creeron,
Rochester
Maiden
Carrie L ISickford,
Boston
L L Clark & w,
C VV Allen w & s,
Reading
Boston
A 15 Bencks & w,
M J Aigy,
Niagara Palls
VV m Aigy.
Xiagara Falls
Hartford
Eva R Bcllivcan,
Hartford
Helen M Hayer,
Boston
C) C Mover,
Helen M Nlilnamow. Lansd'ne
Phila
k M McDougall,
Phila
K l> Ryan,
Phila
Florence Ryan,
A
F

Arthur Ward,
Julia Kellcy,

Boston

Prides Cr'ng
E Flanagan,
Br'klyn
Br'klyn
Josephine Orton,
N Y
Grace K Maralak,
N Y
II ermine Maralak,
A L. Dcllingen,
Br'klyn
Bertha K McNamee,
Phila
Phila
Margaret M Knaus,
Portland
Miss S S Tuckcr,
\Vm Lyons,
Westhrook
W F Atnhach St w,
Woons't
Mrs R F Baker,
Woonsocket
Mrs Alice Claffey,
Hartf'd
Miss Alice
Hartf'd
Claffey,
Miss A I.oraine Claffey, Hart'd
A S Harrington & w,
Portland
Boston
M rs D T Savelle,
M iss Savelle,
Boston
Miss Bayne,
Boston
Boston
Mary Z Ely,
Roberta Ely,
Boston
Mrs J II Rtng,
Ring
N Y
F
Miller,
John
Newark
Tf I E Holmes & w,
Emma S Gensel,
City
ersey City
Jessie Sandt,
Mrs A I) Hamilton, Mt Vcrn'n
N Y
E L. Carey,
N Y
R M Donahue & w & «,
Boston
E G Hudson,
Boston
H G Fisher,
Somerville
Helena M Mudd,
Boston
R II Fisher,
Sherbrooke
Mrs L Mooney,
Sherbr'ke
Mis* N Mooney,
Sherbr'ke
Miss F Mooney.
Geo If Blatchley, Middletown
Everett
Mrs E M Cole,
Anna H Anderson, Dorchester
Dorchester
Mrs M Anderson,
Boston
B J Anderson,
Boston
E A Smith.
jMrs M I Birmingham. Bo*ton
Worcester
Ella M Robbing,
Grafton
S R Newton,
Auburn
W F Eord 8t w,
Somrrville
Mrs A l< Cnhill,
Somerville
F W C«hill.
Somerville
V T) Reardon,
Auburodale
A Archer,
Auburn
Geo W Lane Jf,
Phila
P L Smith Si w,
N Y
H Cody.
NY
I,ibbie Anderaon,
Lewlston
H E Fust & w,
Ecwiston
Florence Fust,
Wenton
O F M unlock,
N Y
J D Ditnon,
Miss

Jersey

11 E Brann & w,
B L & I M Silva.
Mrs J W Vancleavc
L \V Vane! cave & \v,

Berlin

Beverly

St Lou;s
St L
St L
Eugene Vancleave,
II W Klein.
St L
St L
Mary Wham,
Boston
J S KiIlen w.& ch,
1) I* Ki 1 leu & w,
Prov
I W Wood,
N Y
Boston
Ml F Wood.
G P Baldwin,
Boston
I II Brown & w,
Woonsocket
W F Bosworth & w,
Bos'on
T II Whitney,
Boston
C II Lynch.
Boston
Or & Mrs Pascliall Morris Phil
Eliz A Cowan,
X Y C
A M Cutler & w.
Bath
Miss Janet Cutler,
Bath
A B Dolbi' r.
FarniiiiKton
Mel en M Keams.
N Y
N Y
Anna Keams,
Mrs Ellen Keams,
X Y
I< B Woodhull,
Dunellen
C K Borts._
Boston
E E Hawkins,
Attlehro
I II Ernco.
Attlehoro
II C 1 larding &• w.
Phila
Bertha M lloffman,
Phila
W S Canning,
Zanesville
X Y C
.1 B Knox.
F W Richter w & d,
X Y
F II Doten,
Portland
W II Tol.ey & w,
Concord
G G Barrett w & f,
Ottawa
H II Clow & w.
Boston
1! M Allen,
Brookline
G W Barton & w,
X Haven
Nellie V Ryan,
Adams
A Archcr.
Auhumdale
M rs T E Frascr,
Toronto
Miss Bruce Frascr,
Toronto
II Harfelin,
X Y
A 1" Harfelin,
X Y
G W Cobb.
Auburn
Mrs Eva V Blanslet,
Xewark
Mrs G II Farritlgton, E Orange
Mr- F I. Morse.
Somerv:
F B Miller & w,
X Y C
R (". Miller.
X Y
Or McVean & w,
Br'klvn
II Leland.
X Y
Marie Chase,
lirookl vn

j

X Y

Eliz A Williams.

TI W Williams & w,
Whitman
F I Robinson,
Fairfield
G B &• J 1' Mansur,
Haverhill
F II Small & w,
Sherbrooke
M iss Steele.
Sherbrooke
Mi^ WaMi.
Sherbrooke
MissK Walsh.
Sherhrooke
Miss G Walsh,
Sherbrooke
Miss A Walsh.
Sherbrooke
Mi«s C Hawkins.
Sherbrooke
A Hunt.
X Y
A Mcany,
X Y
CREST HOTEL.
Chebeaguc Island, Me.
Hamilton
Prop.
(Sec ailv. in another column.)
Louis Goldsmith,
Scranton
M E Welch,
S Framingham
I) R Wetch.
All st on
Mrs I \V Waite,
Shrewsbury
Mrs (I I Lane,
Worcester
I )orehester
Mary Leahy,
Mabel Leahy,
I lorchester
Bessie Leahy.
Pawtucket
Pawtucket
Jennie Leahy.
Chas J Stoll Jfc w,
Brooklyn
Edna L Stoll.
Brooklyn
Elizabeth Asdeni.
At hoi
Walter C" Rogers,
Ouincy'
K V McBreen,
Roxbury
S11 Lynch.
Boston
M C (Jartland,
Boston
Mrs J McKcown,
E Orange
Alice Lane.
Boston
Mrs M I. IIaekett.
Boston
MissK. F O'Brien,
Boston
Mrs M L ()'Brieu,
Newton
Maurice L Blair.
Attleboro
I FC remen
w
Baltimore
M rs n N Farren,
I'hila
Carolina Farren,
l'hila
Marie Farren,
I'hila
Eleanor Farren,
l'hila
Mrs John K Ordway,
Hoston
Miss Emile Ordway,
Boston
I'hila
Jackson lilatik & w.
Earl L Towrrsend,
Attleboro
II II Smith.
Phila
Alice II At wood,
Brockton
Freda Crowji,
Brockton
Boston
J I McCake.
Boston
James Burke.
Beatrice Andrews,
Brooklyn
Phyllis W Andrews, Brooklyn
M rs W W Andrews,
Brooklyn
John W C.allingin, Dorchester
Minna Rabbolz,
Allston
M Gertrude Rabbolz,
Allston
S Matildo Danlell,
Brighton
Ituffalo
Mary E L Small,
Geraldine Gorton,
Buffalo
J F Allafd & w,
Brooklyn
J ATwedney,
Brooklyn
Miss B II Bostwich,
Boston
G L Bartlett & w,
Winchester
Master Bartlett,
Winchester
Julius C Geyer,
Lynn
Beatrice Evans,
Waltham
A \V Amsden & w,
At hoi
Baltimore
J F Crertien & w.
Mary Leafily v& party, TVch'ter
Louis Libermati,
Scranton
Katharine McBreen,
Roxbury
Ethel M Ryder,
Salem
Charles Stoll X- w & d, Br'klyn
HILL

Chas. W.

i.

ii v an an iv

..

-w

cv n.

New Rochellc
I'catrice M Kvans,
VValtham
Ruth E Kvans,
Walthatn
I M Cockerham,
X V
Louis A Scollin,
Everett
Everett
John Kiltis.
Francis I> Mills,
Hethel
Geo A Coburn & w, Worcester
(ico M Wilson & w,
Newton
Miss Slarie I, [Howard, Albany
Dr Herbert Tatlcy w X- f.
Montreal
Gorham
Ralph Soule & w.
Master Ralph Soule,
Gorham
Master llenj Soule,
Gorham
W TI Hoben w & f, Springf'ld
(ico F Taft & w,
Allston
Miss Helen F Taft,
Allston
N F Cunningham & w,
Waltliam
Miss Elizabeth Cunningham,
Waltham
Mrs Johft Jenkins,
Montreal
Master John Tcnkins, Montreal
Miss Vivian Jenkins.
Montreal
A II Moslcy & w. W Somerville
Miss Majorie McKcown.
E Orange
Miss Gerahline McKcown,
E Orange
V M McGrath & w,
Hoston
Frank McGrath Jr.
Hoston
Mrs K V Howard, Albany N Y

ROCKMERE HOUSE,
Littlejohn's Island.
0. H. Hamilton
Prop.
(See adv. in another column.)
(ieorge K Marry St w,
Montreal
Montreal
Irving Barry,
I C Andrews St w,
Woburn
\V II Nile*.
Mt Vernon
Frances Niles,
Mt Vernon
Mrs F P Ellis,
Med ford
Mrs O A Reid,
Brockton
Roxhury
Henry II I.cibert,
N Y
Edward C Tillman Sc w,
NYC
1.awrcnce Tillman.
Mrs CJeorne T Burnham,
Braintree
Mjss
Cjrace Burnham. Br'ntree
Miss Florence J, Burnhatn,
Braintree
Horace W fierce.
Arlington
Arthur (» Wilkers,
Arlington
Mrs Ernest Horton,
Br'kline
Miss Thelma Horton, Br'kline
Mrs E C Cody,
Salem
Miss M J Lillls,
Salem
Salem
Philip C Strir.gel,
William Siewerts & w, Boston
Master Woodbury Seiwerts,
Boston
W J Barrett Sc w,
Br'klyn
Boston
Miss M M Towfe,
Miss A*ne* P C-*rrier, Boston
Mis* Florence W Currier,
Boston
(» II Burrell St w,
K Hampton
Miss Catharine Burrcll.
EH
IT M Hoke St w.
Harrishurg
Russet A Hoke.
Harrishurir
Clara A Mitchell,
Dorchester
Brookline
Ernest Horton,
Boston
Mr H F Dering,
Boston
Mr* II F Dering.
Boston
Mr T S Longridge,
Boston
Mr* T S Lonridge,
Boston
Mr* T Longridge,
Watertown
Mr C E Willison,
Mr* C E Willl»on, Watertown

or

Furniture

—

Wilmington

ROBINHOOD INN.
Bailey Island, Me.
Miss J- E. Massey
Prop.
(See adv. in another column.)
1' C Daito,
Tokyo
W L Goff & w,
X Y
Mrs S E GofT.
Winchester
Mrs M E (loft.
Winchester
Leonard Snedecker
f, B'klyn
Miss Mary Jenkins,
Natchez
Mrs Chas Heath.
X Y
Miss^Alice Heath.
N Y
E W Allen.
Washington
Marian A Parisian,
Montreal
A E Long & f.
Montreal
E J Eugel & w,
Chi
Herman Mattfeld & f.
Br'klyn
X Y
Mary Guiry,
....

Guiry,

Miss L A

X Y

II C Vose,

X Y
Louis
Boston

Sawyer,

St

Charlotte A Canavan,
Ruth Canavan,
Boston
Miss M 1? Brooks,
Philh
Jos E Fleitz & w, Wilkesbarre
II M Ferguson,
Toronto
Miss Sarah Park,
I'h'la
Miss Elizabeth Park.
Phila
Wilbur S Wright, Greenwich
Misses Wright. Greenwich, Ct
Parris T Farwell & w, Boston
Miss Helen M Farwell. Bost'n
Mrs II H
Fepusen & s. Toronto
Miss Katlierine Crooks,
Chi
Bradford Massey,
Phila
Miss M T Widmeyer,
X Y
Mrs E W Allen,
Washington
Miss Dorothy Allen,
Miss Genevieve S
Cooley,

Washington

THE

BEECHES.
Cliff Island. Me.

Mrs. Eliz.

Pettengill

anything for House
anything but

use

we

Beautiful Prizes

—

want

you to

..

Prop.

Our Home

re-

ABSOLUTELY

Furnishing

Diamond Ring
(14

Departments.
Come

to the store if

member,

you

but

can,

Lady's Fancy

our

door—shortly

Order

by Mail!

22 Calibre Rifle

Men's Fancy Gold Watch

and

after you order it

Plated Silver Chafing Dish
Beautiful Lamp
Gold Plated Clock

(26 Pieces)
Gold Watch
(Jewel Movement)

re-

Roller Skates

(Guaranteed Case)

(Improved)

China Dinner Set

Sterling Silver Scarf Pin

—

{

/

\ I

V\

FREE

Fancy Carving Set
China Chocolate Set

setting)

carat

Boston Leather rtocker
Silver Coffee Set
Chest Rogers Silver

efficient Mail Order Dethe new Parcel Post
partment
brings any part of our big stock to your

very

FREE!

As a Means of Attracting Attention to our
House and the
Line of Pianos We Handle We Will Give
Away the Following

Atliol

"
Miss Isabel Wales,
Rev L H Koehler,
Hartford
Mrs Mary T Strachau,
Hyde Park
Miss Louise Riddle,
Dedliam

1'

ycu need

Cottage

member

Mr WL Hill,
Miss Mildred Betts,

Mrs H

FREE!

V-c

JJJLl

^

I't.'

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.
PORTLAND,

CHEBEAGUE.

HA1NE.

hotel people attended the sale,
which made a very pleasant social

eral

(Continued from Page 5.)
Professor and
Mrs. Tonks entertained at an informal bridge party
last Wednesday evening for Mrs. O.
U. Richardson, Mrs. Wilson. Dr. and
Mrs. Paterson-Smyth and Miss Jessie
Alvin
TreadPaterson-Smyth. Mr.
well, the son of Professor Treadwell
of Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
arrived on the fifteenth of August on
Chebeague and will be a guest of Professor and Mrs. Tonks for the next
ten days.
Mr. Treadwell expects to
enter Trinity C'oiiege in the fall.
Mr. Ixjuis Hyde spent Sunday at
"Menenoke" his bungalow near Eastern Landing.
He returned to Spring-

event.

Last

week

Mr.

Thurlough ot
had a nasty
accident happen to his
launch, "Zip"
while taking a trip to Portland.
Mr.
Thurlough and a party of friends went
to Portland for the
As
he
enday.
tered the harbor his boiler
exploded
Fortunately, none of the guests were
injured, but the boat had to be towed
to the Custom House Wharf.
The
party spent several days in Portland
until the boiler was repaired
when
they returned to Chebeague.
Mr. H. C. Thayer of
Springfield,
Mass., and "Cozy Cottage," Chebeague,
gave a deep-sea fishing party to fifteen
Melrose,

Paul

Massachusetts,

(See adv. in another column.)
Margaret Morrill,
Concord
Gladys Morrill,
Concord
Marion E West,
Wollaston
Richarson F Philbrick, Dorc'r
Susan Granniss,
lV<|uabuck
Alice A Wilcox,
Pfainvillc
Mrs R C Spring.
Xewton
Russell M Spring.
Xewton
Kate B Bower,
X Y C
X Y C
Mary I Shavlor,
Isabelle Flad.
Glemlale
Mrs Wm I) Buckner.
Br'klyn
Ruth Stetson,
W Medford
Mrs S Lawson Duff & s.
Maiden
Mrs Geo Poindexter,
gentlemen on Tuesday. They sailed
Virginia
M E Poindexter,
X Y C
early in the morning on the "in-tide"
Miss Reichel.
Phila.
and returned about
Lillian Lambone.
Phila field, Massachusetts, on Wednesday,
noon—stopping on
Emma C Philbrick &• s,
accompanied by Mrs. H. C. Hyde and Whaleboat Island to cook their lunch.
Dorchester her son, who will depart for her home About two hundred and
fifty pounds
Miss Granniss.
l'lainsville in
Saginaw, Michigan, on Thursday. of fish were caught.
Airs W Si Buckner,
X Y
.Mrs. Hyde has had a very pleasant
Miss Anita Silcox.
XY
Mr. Henry T. Hoyer,
Jr.,-who has
Mrs J W Barbour. Xewton Ct visit of six weeks on
the island. Yes- been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Julius
Katharine A Graham,
X Y
at
three o'clock Miss Joan Christensen for the
Alexander Bo vers,
X Y terday
six
past
weeks reDonaldson of Philadelphia held an in- -turned to his
home In Mt. Airy, PhilaGRANITE SPRING HOTEL formal sale of Irish lace jabots, bags, delphia
last
Mr.
Saturday.
Julius
bead necklaces and handicraft jewelry Christensen
Long Island, Me.
of
Germantown,
Mr.
Laurence H. Rich
Prop. and handpainted post-cards at Mene- Louis Scott Deitz of
(See adv. in another column.)
Germantown, Mr.
noke.
Most of the cottagers and sev- William P. Shedd
of
Mollv McCormack,
Boston, Mr. Bob
Ttoston
T L Edwards,
Boston
Mrs H M Herrick,
Montreal Katharine C Collins, So Bost'n Miss Kaesche,
N
Y
Miss
II
I, Kingsburg.
Master Ilerrick,
Montreal Elizabeth K Myles.
Rath
Camb'dge Miss E Burnett,
N Y
Master O'Brien,
Miss_ L I) Flynn,
N Y City
Boston F W Shaw,
Montreal Mrs James Barr.
Pittsburg Bessie Stewart,
A I. Webster,
N Y
Auburn H B Hanley,
Providence Mrs H Thorny son,
Jeanie S Stewart,
Ralph Webster.
N
Auburn Charles Tholl,
Providence
Raleigh N C Dr Philip F Morrow & w. Y
Mrs It W Itlakeley.
Chester Mrs Rose Tholl,
Providence F W Mahler.
Raleigh N C Mrs B B Hawk & f,
Mrs M It Arnold.
Sharon 11 Mertina Tholl,
Phila
Providence Elizabeth Mahler.
Mrs Ida Myers,
Airs (I If Richardson, Shar'n II
Phila
Mrs I) R At well,
Hoboken
Kileigh N C
Miss A II Richardson,
Phila Claudia It Atwell,
Hoboken
Miss Lilly Ecker-on,
C Thompson \ w
CASCO BAY HOUSE,
Lowell .Mrs \\ Richey
s, E Orange
"Westwood
N
J
Mrs Louise Rich,
Amsterdam Master Kenneth Barnard,
Long Island, Me.
Ruth
N Y
Thompson,
Mrs I** A Riter.
Chas. E. Cushing
Boston
Montreal
Mrs C \V J ennings,
N Y
Prop.
(See
J I" Hayes & w,
adv.
Boston Ada Donahue,
in another column.)
Boston Miss Dawes Jennings,
N Y
I II O'Brien
ltoston Anna Donahue,
w,
Boston
Anna G
Boston
Tarpg,
E It Mullen.
Boston Mrs Robert Shaw & f,
Mont'l
Mary A Martineg,
Boston
M rs Julia Kelley,
THE MERRICONEAG,
Pride's Mrs Harold Barnard. Montreal
Anna M Carpenter, /
£>o. Harpswell, Me.
Matilda Kanes,
X Y Master Robert Barnard, "
H C Glidden & w,
Dover
F. A. I-terce
Anne E Moore,
Brooklyn Madame Charbonneau, Mont'l
Prop. I) L Ross,
j (Sec adv. in another
Westmount
"
Celia Itjur,
X S* Fernald Charbonneau,
column.) Robert M Powers,
Boston
Anna Bjur,
X V
Geo E Farnham X- w,
Geo II Byron.
Concord
M L Mack.
X V THE SEASIDE
N Mommouth Miss Holbrook.
COTTAGE. I
Minn
lohn A Ward,
Boston
L I, Chapman,
Geo J Foster,
Portland
Me.
\
Island,
Bailey
Dover
E L Clark & w.
R T
Togus Mrs. H. E. Cram
Portland | Dr & Mrs Edward Godfrey.
Prop. F E Holt,
W It McManus.
Boston
Cummings
w,
Dover
Portland]
I'cleK Gardner & w. Sw'pscott (See adv. in another column.)! Alton E
Portland Dexter Blaikie.
Gallagher,
Belmont
X Y VV E Miller,
Geo Sebold,
Elizabeth M rs Charles E Abbe,
Ethel M Blaikie,
Boston
Belmont
Mrs
(i
II
W E Barber,
Shaw,
Weymouth I E A Brown,
Boston
Boston I Gladys Blaikie.
Winchester
Frank Phillips & w.
N V
Boston A (Jerlracht,
Levi Cooley «S: w,
Newton Ralph L Robertson,
Montreal
Miss Ethel Gibson,
Mrs Sarah II Powers, Old Or'd
Portland
Anna < J'Connell.
1 Mary Meldrum,
Boston
Montreal
Frank ()glesly.
Chester
X Y
James Sullivan & w,
Lawrence | Mrs Julia Elmore Tonker. X Y
MrsCJ Reardon.
Miss Anna It Sherratt, Br'klyn Miss Elsie Reynolds. E IIaddon C E Booth w
cli.
Yonkersl Mrs Lena Mcrville Tonker,
Miss Gertrude Meech, E H'd'n
Miss M Riley.
X Y
E R Waterman
w, E Orange
X Y
Mrs Minnie Rogers Steele.
I H_Murphy & w,
X Y
C A Russell & f.
Boston I) I, Ross,
Westmoun
Letitia Murphv,
X Y
Waterbury C J Reardon.
Lawrence Fred Payne.
Westmount
Claude
2
&
I R Dick.
X
V
ch,
Oliphant
Montreal
I) J McDonald w & f,
Miss Louise Barwick,
N V
Montr'l
X London
Miss M I)u Val,
Baltimore Mrs.I A Jennings.
Fred Sharjie.
Boston Alex S Robertson,
Montreal
I'hila John
Mrs C E Anderson,
Baltimore Frank S Warren.
Galestern.
Boston
Master Bruce Robertson.
Alice E Rochforl,
New Haven Miss Hazel
Boston.
Montreal
C I. Glatt tV w.
Paterson M'xs Geo A Brackett,
CLIFF HOUSE.
Boston | Master Harold Robertson,
Brackett,
Mildred Duncan,
Worcester (i F Harrison,
Wash
Cape Cottage, Me.
Montreal
I,
Davis.
Mary
Wayne
R. E. Rowe
Florence
N Y
Isabelle Robertson,
Prop.
Montreal
Worcester | J Ragno &Harrison,
(Sec ailv. ill another column.) Roger F Knight,
w,
NY, Master Boycc Robertson,
Mrs I, J White.
Worcester I Chas M Howe & \v.
%
VVnltham j
Montreal
.1 S Burncll,
Hartford Miss Doris White,
Worcester Louise M Howe.
Waltbam Geo II Hanna & w, Montreal
Miss L A Ilurncll,
Hartford Miss D A Chase,
Worcester Major F E
Ethel M Hanna,
Cummings & w,
A ('• Thomas & w,
K I
Montreal
Miss Dean.
Kalto
Portland Winnifred R Hanna, Montreal
L I'iiciff & w,
N Y I'riscilla F Ilawcs,
Roxbury Dr W J Grcenman & w,
Phila Grace E. Meldrum, Montreal
Mrs A Itraur..
N Y Anita I West,
Somcrville Mr Russell & w,
Newton I Sirs Wm P Baird.
Montreal
Shcrhrookc M W Welsch.
J S Mitchcll & w,
I'hila Mr E Booth &
NY Master Bob Baird,
w,
Mrs II IS Fletcher,
Montreal
Sherb'kc Mrs! R Lake,
Somcrville Mrs Levi
Ncwt'Ilc
Master Wm. Baird, Montreal
Cooley,
A Roy,
Sherbrooke Mrs I I' Maker,
Boston J II Howe w & d,
Waltham Master Leslie
Marguerite V Clarke,
I5aird,# Montreal
Br'klyn Mrs F M Morse,
Reading Helen I)
"
Byrn Mawr | Master Xorman Baird,
Miss Mahel I" Hamilton,
Phtla Airs II C Fessenden, W Mcd'd Helen S King,
Mawr Mrs. Charles II Petsch,
Pearson,
Mrs Sara Mac Murtie,
X Y
Byrn
I'hila Lottie MacDowell, Dorchester
S L llayncs & w.
Wilkcsbarrc
Charlotte
II
X Y
Petsch,
Charles F Dare,
Bridgeton Herbert R Green,
Reading Miss Frances Hayncs.
Irene D Petsch,
X Y
Frank II Dodd & w,
N Y E M Thompson,
Portland
Wilkcsbarrc | Josephine Petsch,
W S Johnston iV w,
X Y
Montreal" M A Dayton.
Rye X Y B II Bevans & w, Wilkcsbarrc Florence L
Petsch,
X Y
Sara Fuller,
Springfield E E Hammond.
Rye N Y Geo 15 Lcc iSr w,
Wilkcsbarrc Mrs Palmer Cushing
X Y
Adalbcrto C Paranbos, S(>r Rfi'd Miss Sarah Carter,
Anitn Ellis. •
Molrrisville Mrs A R Vallance, Montreal
"
.las R Howes & w Mr d.
Miss Anna Thornton.
II W Lincoln w& s,
Br'klyn Miss Ruth Vallance, Montreal
Springfield Mrs E L Dunn.
Worcester W L Butler & w.
Farm|igton Miss Grace Vallance, Montreal
Chas G Bullard,
N Y Miss Annie Evans,
Montreal
SUMMIT HOUSE,
Miss B J Bailey, Champagne Mrs A E Tyler,,
THE DRIFTWOOD,
Montreal
Chebeague.
Mrs Edw Bailey, Champagne Master Bert Tyler, Montreal
Me.
Island,
Mrs. C. M. Hamilton
Bailey
Prop.
Mabel B Staples. Framingham Master Ivan Tyler, Montreal
Prop. Mrs
(See adv. in another column.) Mrs. A. McK. Gulliver,
A L Boynton.
Madelcne Tvler,
Montreal
Rose Reilly,
Boston (See adv. in another column.)
Wcstborogh Constance Tyler.
Montreal
Misses Robinson,
Phila T)r Geo T
Sadie C Whalen,
Everett
Ross & w, Montreal ( Miss L M Babcock, Montreal
I'hila W E
Boston Mrs Homer,
May F Rcilly,
Johnson, w & s, Holyoke W P Baird,
Montreal j
Miss
Ida
&
Parker
Hart'd
m,
G
E
Boston
M E Marks & w.
May
Cndigan,
NY Sirs H F Barwick.
Montreal
Portland
Miss Clara J Dorrety, Matt'pan Miss A E Murnane,
E P Pearson & w,
Plainfield Miss Helen Barwick, Montreal JJ
Miss Phiilipps, Portland, Conn.
Miss Kathcrinc B Power,
F Curtis & w,
NY Miss Jessie Barwick.
Montr'l i
Watertown MrS- Mrs ifuckley,
W E Graves,
St Louis Miss Florence Barwick. Mon'l
Sirs Chas A Noble,
C 1" Tliiclscher St w,
Boston
I A Haniphy & w,
NY Miss Ruth Barwick, Montreal
j
Chestnut Hill J Curtis Aw.
Boston
Dorothy Tliiclscher,
NY M E Morrison & w,
Montreal
Herman G Tliiclscher,
Boston Chas Hollister Noble,
Mrs F II Dunton & d.
Porll'd F M Payne,
Westmount
Chestnut Hill C F Jackson w & d,
Florence Abott,
Worcester
Win E Shcdd,
Newton Ctr Mrs Edw S Kirkbride,
Norwalk O
AUCOCISCO HOUSE,
Morrisvillc E II Bullard & w d & s.
Dorchester
A M Clarke,
Cliff
N J Clarke,
Dorchester Mary M Kirkbride,
Boston Mrs. K. B. Island, Me.
Batchelor
Morrisvillc
K C Gillis,
Dorchester
Prop.
T T Curtis & w.
NY (See adv. in
another column.)
(' E Varncy St w.
Newport Mrs Alfred T Wright. Snr'gfi'd
M
Ethel
Rev
Miss Myrtis W Paine, Wor'tcr
Wright,
Springfield
J [Walker & w,
FhiJa
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL,
Miss E C Williams, Auburnd'e
Mrs Anna M Derby,
Springfield
Sp'gficld A T Wright,
Mrs Lewis Welch,
M R Stafford Derby,
N Haven
5p gfi'd Mrs C H B Fisher, Schcnect'y G. A. Bailey Island, Me.
Miss E II Lynn,
Balto
Richardson
Mrs K T Rowell St ch, C Con'y
Prop. Mrs M S Steel,
T'hjla
Ardmorc (Sec adv. in another column.) Florence Greasley,
N Y Mrs II C Banks,
Mrs Mary E Delano,
Fhila
HC Banks Jr.
Ardmorc Miss Dorothy Conntantinc,
Francis Greasley,
Miss Catnerine I.awler.
Fhila
Mrs
E
Winchester
Mrs
W
M
Mary GofT,
illamma.
Northampton
SpringM
Wyoming
Wilton Mrs Sarah T GofT, Winchester K A Carrel St w
Mrs Edward J Abbott,
Balto
Morristown Miss Alice B Mwtthae.
E Orange Miss Kmily Carrel, Morrist'wn II B Middleton,
Miss Margaret Mcl.cod, Bost'n
Mary C Spencer,
Fhila |
N Y Nannie E Dorsey,
Baltimore Miss Gertrude Itrady, I.awr'ce Gertrude B Middleton.
Mrs 11 C Swcetser,
Fhila
N V Mrs E A Brady,
N Y Mrs. Juan G Puron,
Miss B M Swcetser,
I.awrcncc G Fercy Fox St w.
Cyntirya
Phila
Miss Agnes T Wolfe,
Mrs Susie Gaynor,
Portland Miss Dorothea Fox,
Cyntirya
Phila
Miss Margaret Wolfe,
Harriet G Fcnnelly, Dorch'tcr Miss Winifred Fox.
THE JOHNSON.
Cynurya |
Phila
fames H Wolfe.
Thomas Fennelly,
Dorchester F W Van Wagenen & w.
Bailey Island, Me.
Boston H. P. Tohnson
A
l.conora E ffaley,
J Herring.
Prop.
Orange
Skowhegan
Boston (See adv. in another column.) Ktta Burnside,
Mabel h Hodgkitis.
Auburn M Lacy Van WaRenen,
j
N Y
G Chester Terry.
Alexander Heed,
Boston
Orange
Vf
W
N
V
Thompson,
Miss Elsie Whitney,
Buffalo
Mrs F If Bullard,
Boston
Milton |
So Pari* Mrs Wheeler,
Mrs
Buffalo Chas H Howard & f,
I.
B
Miss S II Bullard,
Miss
Watts,
Balto j
f A Paton «r w.
Bo*ton Mrs Carolyn Wheeler, Boston W
Miss Mary E Hodgkins
J Bedell Aw,
NYC
Frederick Daggett, Strong
N Yl
Buffalo Mi** N M Schaeffle,
Emily R Fry,
Mrs Harry J Bates,
Fhila ,
Strong
M H Popplewell,
Ml**
N Y
Mrs KF. Thomas,
Miss L L Smardon,
Fhila]
Mi** Addle llnllns.
H Edna Foss,
Montreal
f II Shaw St w,
Fhila
W
WOODBINE
Isabel
Carnh
ft
COTTAOES
Anderson,
Montreal
F.liiabeth M Steven,
Master G A Shaw,
NYC
Grace I Anderson.
Camb
Bailey Island, Me.
fohn M Macfarlane St w, Phila Grace I Dickinson, Worcester Mra. H.
Wilm'gton
8. Slnnett .... Prnp. Mrs John Walker,
Helen R Walker.
Phila W
Miss W Macfarlane,
Wilm'nton
(See
adv.
K Knight,
in another column.) Mrs G
Brookline
Phila
W Wood,
Archie Macfarlane,
Trenton
A W
N* Y Mary Reed Wood,
Maiden Geo Swensen & w, Worcester Mrs A M Jerome,
Olga F Jansson,
Trenton
L Antkew,
Brooklyn Miss M E Jerome,
N Y Miss L C Alexander,
Atlantic Gertrude
f.oulse Wilkinson,
Fhila,
Tloston
Pooler,
II
A
Horfter
ft
Glenside Miss L S Alexander,
f.
Atlantic Anna
Wilkinson,
Fhila I
McMaster,
Crafton Henry Boeckmann,
Br'lclyn Miss M W Furse,
eo R Adams St w St ch, B'klyn
Savannah
M Morris,
Florence
Phila
M
C
Gray.
Tohn P Adams St w, Aub'ndale C W
Brooklyn Miss Julia Fur»e,
Savannah
n y ; M Avery Gray,
Jenning*,
Mia* Grace K Adam*,
Brooklyn Rob't A Neely St w St d,
Lillian
Leominster W N Rohson,
Worcester
Atibiirndale Mr* S AKind.
Germantown
Klli*.
Mllford I W B Conrow ft w,
Phila Mrs Geo G Waller,
Henry W Odion ft w, Br'klyn Ttilia Ctdver,
Cambridge i Geo H B West,
Phila
Mr* Geo I. Merrill,
Reading T B Miliiken,
Germantown
Phila Robert Burton,
Reartlng Chas Howard tit w St 2Worcester | Gerald B West,
Ashley h Merrill,
Balto
ch.
Gladys M West,
Phila W W Gilchrist St w,
Robert M Richie,
Boston
Balto
So Pari* 1 Mrs A M Jerome,
NYC Suite H Hollsteln,
f.oretta F McDonough, Bost'n
Balto
E
Allen.
N
Y
Mlas
|
M
NYC Eleanor Hollateln,
Kill F Merrigan.
Boston
EJerome,
Balto
T.
A
Brewster, Rochester II A Hoemer ft w,
Glenside Eleanor Ayrea,
Florence F. Crottjr,
Boston Mrs
Fhila
Anna
MUt
r
Roch'terl
Brewster,
Thelma
R
Glenside
C
lessie L Tones.
tt»
Boston
Hoeffler,
Cauley,
Baltimore i
A E Wilson Marshall,
**arv E Goff
Arden Mr*. Walter W Ancker *• d. 1
Helen S Moylan,
Dorchester Mi**
NY' Mra Wm Gotl,
Arden
Balto

FIND THE lO TURKEY

HEADS

DIRECTIONS

In this picture are ten Turkey heads.
Can you find them ?
Outline each Head with a pen
pencil on this or a separate sheet of paocr and number them 1. 2. 3. etc.
To the fif leen neatest,
correct. arUstic answers will be giv«n absolutely free the fifteen prizes in the
order named.
Remember that neatness as well as correclne-s is taken in consideration in
making the awards. Only
one member of each fami y is eligible to this
The judge* will be three well known persona
contest.
of Portland.
Kv»ryone findinsr at least eijjnt of the turkey heads will be awarded a sterliiiK silver
scarf pin. All answers must be sent in before
August 18th, 1913.

or

LORD & CO.

Congress Street,

WAREROOMS
Masonic Bldg., Portland, Me.

....

_

..

Prokcl Your Home

Against tkDeadlu Fit
We

a

complete line of Screen DOOFS,

Adjustable Screens and Screen Frames;
also material for re-covering old

screens.

THE EMERY-WATERHOUSE CO.

Wholesale

HARDWARE

Retail

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts., Portland, Me.

j

TAKE

HOME

A

Genuine Maine Tourmaline

/k

Beautiful Souvenir from the Pine Tree State.
Maine
Tourmalines are now included among the choicest
gems.
They are beautiful; exquisite shades and remark,
Here they are in wonderful
ably brilliant.
assortment;
Scarf Pins, La Valleres Pendants,
Rings in platinum or
finest gold, also in fancy hand made
designs in fine oriental work.
Offered at most reasonable prices ever
quoted
on these gems.

..

....

8arojyn

carry

(This lino represents n collection made by Mr.C. A. Johnson, ar.
authority on Maine Gems)

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.

Spauldlng,

Mr. .Henry Hayes Jr., and
Mr. Charles Chrlstensen cruised up to
Boothbay Harbor on Tuesday and returned last Friday In
Mr.
Charles
Chrlstensen's speedy yacht the "Anna

C."

Mrs. Howard Newell and Mrs. Louis
Newell are entertaining Mrs. Marie
Brown of Boston for a week.
Mr.
Robert Newell has joined his family
for his vacation. Mr. Harris Newell
arrived yesterday to spend a week on

Miss Anna Chrlstensen gave a pic- Chebeague.
nic to twenty-four of her friends on
Deer
Point
last Tuesday. Among
Everything In Home Furnishings.
those
were
present
Mr.
Charles
Oren Hooper's Sons, situated on
Chrlstensen, Mr. John ChrlstenBen, Congress -street, not Ave minutes' ride
Miss Peggy Bpauldlng, Miss Rosa- from the steamboat
wharf, offers to
mond Spauldlng, Miss Becky Hoag, the summer
tourist every adjunct of
Mrs. Ida Gather, Miss Jean De Haven, a
metropolitan store. One always reMr. Roswald and Mr. Billy Hall,Mr. ceives
prompt, courteous and efficient
Bob Spauldlng, Mr. Henry Hoyer Jr., service, and the
goods shown are of
Mr. Hairy Sutton, Mr. Jack Spauldlng highest
quaTfty, with prices reasonable
and several other young people.
enough to suit the pooketbook of all

ISLAND

STEAM E RS.

bUU,

Gescd Bay & dsnswell line;

JOEElXrSTOJJ-BAXXjEY

WZEK DAYS.
From Port'aml (Custom IIou*e Wharf)
To Peaks island
!"t C ty Landing!6.45, 11.45, 7.4o, St 00 10 10 a. iu 12.15, 1 15,
2.15. 4.15 5.14. 0 l i. *i 3J. 8 15 'J .i0 |>. u».
To Cusiiittg Is a.id u 45. 7.45. 0 <JO. 10.13
a. m
1—■ lo. -.15 5 15. 0.15. 8.15 p
in.
To 1 .itt e mill (5.eat Dianuiid
island.
Trefetlien and K vergrteu Landings, (l'ei ku
Ilandls— *0 45 8 15. 10.30 a. in.. 12.15, 2.15.
4.15, 5 15. 0.15. 7 ;,0 |i. ill.
To I'ouci' and DoiiKhtv
Lauding (Long
Island)—0 45. 8.15. xl(U 0 a
12 15
ill.,
Xl. 15. 2 15, 4.15. X.V20. 0 15 7 30
p. ill.
To '.'loaves
Laming
(Long
Is.ami)
10 00 a. hi.. 1.15. 5 2». 0.15 p in.
To Lltt e Chcbcagu—10 vu a. m.. i.15.
5 20 p ;u.
To Clirf Is .".nil. Wes'era and
Ccuir-1
Landings
(Great
Soulti
CLebeague)
Haipswell Bai.ev Is and and O rs Island-b0.4.», 10 00 a. ill.. 1 15. 5.20 p. ill.
To Sunset I.ending Kir at
Cbebeiigne";
Bustin Island. Mtie Point. Bireli Is.and
Mid Ilaipswell
Centre--10.00 a. in, 5.15

A Comfortable
Substantially

(Week Days)

190-192 Middle St.,

To Portland.
From Peaks Is and (Forest Cl'y Lauding)—0.15, 7.20. 8 15 0.30. 10 45 a. in 12:"..
1.30, 2.35, 4.35 5 35. 15.35. 7 50, 8.35, lU.l.i
m.
Cushing Is'and—7 00. 8 00. '.».15.
030 a. in.
12.45, 2.45. 5.45. 0.45. 8.45 p
ni.
Little Diauioml Is.: ml—0.20. 7 25, 8 JO.
9.45. 11 15 a. in. 1.45. 3 45. 5.40. 8 55 p. ill.
Great Diamond inland—0.15. 7.20. 8 15.
0 40, 11.10 a. ui. 1 to. 3.40. 5.35. 8.50
:>■
m.
Trefethen Landing—0.10. 7 15.
S 10.
9.35, 11 00 a. m. 1 35. 3.35. 5 30. 8.45 p.
ni.
Evergreen Landing—0.05. 7 10. 8 05

ri.

1105

a.

III..

1.30

3.30. 5 25. S.40 p

at

Landing—0.15

a.

in..

2.30

3.45

p.

m.

35

N. PINKHAM.
H. W. SUSSKK A.U I\
F. C. HUSSEY

Compasses,

Souvenir Spoons,

609 Congress St., PORTLAND. MAINE
(2 doors ezst Public L'braiy)
Tel. 34-84

Views of Portland and Vicinity.

Fred "W. B. Martin, Coroner

will

if

ings

are

Buildinsured with
your

us.

The Surprise Shop

Luncheon 11 to 3.

Afternoon Tea until 6 p.

Single

FIRE

Easy, and be
contented, which you

ROOIVp

Breakfast after 8.

Rooms

"Rest

CO.

Portland. Me.

ENGLISH TEA

Portland, Maine.

m.

and En

Suite

(. [. MM t (0.
EDG \R L. JORDAN
E. LIN WOOD JORDAN
13

Exchange Street

Portland, Maine

DEVELOPING
and PRINTING

imported and domestic Cigars
Cigarettes in Portland.

SHOP WitK TJs
by Parcel Post

SUPPLIES

i/|n\/IM 0 nAUIQ OH
Mill All 06 UAlIU UUi

Among the interesting places at the
South Harpswell colony is the Harpswell Laboratory
for biological
research.
This building has been open
this year, its thirteenth season, since
June 5.
The following investigators
have been
at work during the 'past
is
month: Dr. J. S. Kingslee,
who
the director of the laboratory; Prof.
Duncan S. Johnson, of the botanical
department of Johns Hopkins University; <Er. H. B. Neal of Knox College,
Illinois; Dr. B. W. Cushman of the
Boston Society of Natural History;
Mr. L. O. Glascock of the University
of
Wisconsin; Miss Dunn of Johns
Hopkins University; Dr. F. D. Lambert of Tufts College, and Miss Dandridge of the Smithsonian Institute at
Washington, D. C.

and

178 Middle St., Portland
Telppn- ne 47»0

Miss Cary Lawes of Richmond, Va.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. George W.
Carroll, at the latter's attractive bungalow.

not enjoy the remainder of your summer by
spendmuch time as possible out of doors.
ing
Put a Couch Hammock on your porch, a few comfortable
rockers and Reed Chairs, some Settees on your lawn.
We are making special discounts on all summer goods.
Come in and look over our stock.

Why
as

Mr. .7. G. Bridge arrived last week
to spend the week-end with his family
at the Auburn Colony.

T0LMAN-BR4DF0RD FURNITURE CO.

327

Cumberland

Ave.,

Corner

Mrs. Wheat and her dauglier,
Miss
Edith
are
Wheat,
Mrs.
visiting
Bridge's mother, Mrs. Burrowes at the
Mrs.
and 'Miss
Colony.
Wheat are
from California.

a

Dr. W. A. MoCandless and
friend.
Miss Williams have recently arrived
at the colony to spend the rest of the
season.
They come from St. Louis,
Mo.

Mr. Howell Lord arrived lately from
Newark. N. J., at his cottage here
in
the colony.

Mrs. Little, a member of the colony,
entertained very charmingly at bridge
last week, there being about 24 present at her cottage for the occasion.
Mrs. Lord was another member of
the colony to entertain last week both
her party and Mrs. Little's being very
delightful and much enjoyed.

cmet which took place after the usual
dance.
The affair was
great success and was enjoyed evry
much by all those who were fortunate
enough to be present.

Saturday night

Mrs. Alden Telle of Medford, Maes.,
Miss Pauline Telle of the same place,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Conant of Auburn, with Master Roger and Mies
Mary, are here for the month of August at their pretty cottage near the
colony. They are entertaining for a
week Mrs. William Martin of Lexington, Mass.
Mr. Frank Mull ins is able to
be
At Frank L. Pinkham's market the
about again after a few days' illness.
trade is and has been brisk all sumA praise service was held in
the mer.
.Mr. Pinkham is genial and acThe Misses
colony on August 3rd.
commodating and he attracts to his
Little rendered several very fine
se- store
the majority of the cottagers
lections on the 'cello and violin, and
within a radius of the three points.
Mr. Ensign preached a very scholarly Careful
and prompt delivery of orders
sermon which was listened to with the
and an honest effort to have nothing
greatest attention.
but dependable goods in his store toMiss Margaret
McCandless enter- gether with reasonable prices make a
tained a party of fifteen of her friends combination that, is bard to beat.
last Saturday night at 10.30 at a banThe early July rush of travel which

DELICIOUS

Punches, Fruit Cups

ICE CREAM AND PUDDING SAUCES
can

be

instantly

served by

using

HAY'S FIVE FRUIT
The combined juices of five ripe fruits at
their best.
Keep it always in your yacht, your cottage, your auto and be prepared for guests
at any time.
Pints, 40c; Quarts, 75c»

HU
11.
.

CAMC Middle Street and
H/Vl MINj
Congress Square

U AV

Preble

,h8
St.,

Dr. T. Stanton Holmes of Brooklyn,
N. Y., is spending his annual vacation
here at South Harpswell.
Dr. Holmes
is a great enthusiast
of the healthy
outdoor
sports and is a devotee of
and fishing,
and in
South
sailing
Harpswell* he has an ideal place to
satisfy his desires.

tat"

Portland, Me.

swept into South Harpswell gave liveryman A. E. Pinlcham who has been
jstablished
here
twenty-five yeare,
something to do to attend to his large
business at. three stables.
The automobile parties which have used his
car
have
been numerous also.
livery
Fhe August opening days are developing another business increase and
travel to and from Brunswick by auto
find carriage has been frecpient.
Mr.
Pinkham also does all the trucking
and baggage delivery here.
Mr. Irvin B. Tiedeman arrived yesterday at the cottage of his friend,
Mr. Nelson B. Gildersleeve for a stay
of a few
days after which the two
young men will make a cruise down
the coast in Mr. Gildersleeve'fi "Flyaway." They will leave the last of the
week in all probability and expect to
go down the Maine coast to Rockland,
cruising around there and other neighboring ports. Mr. Gildersleeve has
spent two summers at this resort and
he thinks that it has the call over all
other places near here at least, as a
for sailing
perfect spot
trips. An
proof of this may be cited its location.
On the
mainland, a two hours' sait
from the
largest city in the state,
Portland, and with a fine harbor, it
boasts to be as fine a starting point
for trips as any place. One can be on
the open
ocean within ten
minutes
after starting, or, " preferred, one can
stay in the harbor exploring the multitudinous islands of the bay for as
long a time as one wishes. Pott's Point
—the very name suggests yachting activity. The Portland Yacht Club, and
clubs
other prominent
many of the
use It as a
rendezvous after a day's
cruise along the coast and Innumerable private yachts and sailboats put
into the harbor here for a night on
their way down eastward to Bar Harbor or some of the other places In the
bays of Maine.
Mrs. Jennie Hummer of York, Pa.,

is visiting her son, John Hummer at
the latter's cottage here.
Mrs. Hummer expects to remain the rest of the
season with the
family, and will not
leave until the middle part of the
month of September In all probability.

colony.

Pennants and Pillows

R. S.

Davis is the place
to go for
cottage furnishings. Adv.
Hon. A. S. Dandridgo
from
Shepardstown. West Virginia, is visiting
his family at their cottage here.
Mr.
a
Dandridge is setting out a trawl
mile long and expects to capture
a
goodly .ihare of the fish of the bay.
Miss Elsie Tufts from Boston
is
visiting Dr. Kingsley at the Kingsley
cottage near the laboratory.
Mrs. Jennie Teague and Miss Grace
Teague have arrived to spend a week
or ten days with Mr. Howard Teague
at the Teague-Pickering cottage
on
Hurricane ridge.

We have a fine assortment of souvenir banpennants. Fragrant souvenir fir pillows

ners and

|
\

VACATION DAYS—Are Almost Over

So. Harpswell

summer

season we have a new souvenir
plate
in colors a very artistic and true to IJf©
picture of the New City Hall and selling at 50c.
We have also the ever popular
"Longfellow"
Plate at 50c., the "Pearl of Orr's Island" Plate at
and
other
souvenir plates at 25c each.
35c
Souvenir Pitchers at 25c each.

|

ALSO

The finest line of

prospective

This

showing

Of late quite a large number of people have availed themselves of
the
great opportunity of hearing the Kotzschmar 'Memorial Organ in the CityHall in Portland.
Last week Wednesday afternoon, a party from here composed of Dr. Kingsley and family. Dr.
Neal and Mrs.
Neal, Miss Pauline
Gardner, Mrs. Bates and a number of
others went up to the city for the express purpose of hearing the
organ.
They previously sent in a list of selec- !
lions which they would enjoy and Mr.
Macfarlane, much to their delight,
made up his afternoon's program from
the list.
Included in the party
were
some members
who have
studied
in Germany
and who have had the
advantage of contact with some of the
best musicians in the world, and they
were unanimous in saying that
such
a wonderful organ and one played
so
artistically and with such a wealth of
not be
expression could
duplicated
anywhere now. ICr. Kingsley is fortunate in having previously made
the
acquaintance of Mr. Macfarlane, they
same
having gone to Europe on the
steamer once, and having become quite
intimate.
Mr.
Macfarlane
exerted
himself especially that afternoon
to
please and satisfy his friends and he
of
certainly succeeded. It will be
interest to the summer
people here
and on the other islands to know that
during the latter part of he summer
the organ will be fixed up and some
new pipes added to improve and
add
to the many and varied effects which
can be produced.
Many summer people who come here from the
large
cities of this country cannot
understand why this noted organ attracts I
so much
favorable and enthusiastic
comment until they have once
heard
it, but after once hearing it, they are
immediately numbered among the ad-:
mlrers of it.

Best Postcard Views, Fine Candies

Ship

OPPOSITE BOWLING ALLEY
SOUTH HARPSWELL

j

H.

Exchange St.,

Charts,

Oris

Tel. 13 7W.

KODAK

<

Portland, Me.

SENTER &
JEWELERS

51

Embalmers

At the Sign of the

Exchange St.,

WILLIAM

James A. Martin and Son
19 Myrtle St,

<

Portland, Me., Near Postoffice'

Dwellings, Cottaees, Hotels and Seaside Property
insured in the leading companies.

—

and

\
<

a

SOUVENIR PLATES

From Maine, Massachusetts, all over
New
England, and even from New
York and other western and southern
states come the people to enjoy in the
fullest sense of the word, their vacation. It la hard to think of any vacation place which can compare in most
respects favorably with South Hamswell.

1

DOW & PINKHAM
-FIRE INSURANCE-

Island—5.00 0.00 a
m
2.15. 4 oo p. in
Sunset I<and ng—7.25 a
in
3.40
p. ill.
Cousin Is'and—7.10 a. in.. 3 25 n in. Littlejohn Island—7 05 a. in
3 20
in.
p.
Ett>tern Landing—0.50. 0.55 a. m
3.05 p.
m.
Bust in Is and—0 25 a. in.
2 45 p. m.
South Frecpo t—2.25 p. in
Mere Point
8.05 to. m. 1.50 p. ni.
Bircli Is'and—0.00
t. m.. 1.45 p. m.
Centre—5.45
Ilarpsweil
a. ni., 1 30 p. m.
Reference—x—Epress,
•—This trip does
not stop nf Trefetlien Landing
b—Tins
trip does not stop at Western Land ng.
E. 3 WINSLOW.
C. W. T CODING,
President.
Gen. Mgr.

Funeral Directors

only

JOHNSTON-BAILEY CO.

in.

Ponce
7 55.
0 2<t.
Landing—5 55
7.CO.
xll.10 a. in.. 1.20. 3 20. \A 10 5 15 x5 55
8.30 p
in
Dou'jhtv Landing—5 45. 0.5't.
7.45, 0.10. 11 00 a. ni.. 1 10 3 lo. 4.0). 5 05.
5.45, 8 20 p. in.
C'eii ves Landing—5.40
8 45. 10.55 n. in.. 5.35
Lltt e Clicp. in
bengue—0 40. 10 50 a. in.. 5.30 p. in. C ifl
Island—0.25. 10.35 ii. in.. 3 4o. 5.15 p. in.
Western Landing—0 10. 10.20 a
m.. 3.25
n. ni
Central Landing—0.00. 10 10 a a>..
B.15, 4.50 p. m.
South
Harpswell—5.35
P 30 n. pi
2.45. 4 25 p m. Bailey Islrnd
(Mackerel Cove L:mliner)—5 '-'() a. ill. Yo: k

$1.00

We Have Chairs to Match

To Eastern landing (Great Cliebeague).
Cousins and Littlejohn Is and—10.00 a. in
1.15, 5.15 it. ni.
To Soutli Freeport—10 CO a. in.
^

9 30

Rocker,

constructed of
rock maple with double split
reed seat all finished in the
natural.

—

RETURN

O

READY FOR THE SIMMER
WITH COMFORT FURNITURE:

Time Table in Effect June 30th, 1913.

p.

one need never lack
things to do
feel that he has come to a place too
quiet for him. The majority of the
residents of this beautiful little colony
are people who came down for their
first summer
years ago,
before the
boat service was what It Is now, and
before the automobile was the common means of transportation that it
Is now. The summer then was meant
for a vacation and South Harpswell
people are doing the same things in
the same way that their friends did
them years ago when the place was
or

and

pillow tops.

Thompson
These

Art Prints

beautiful hand colored photos of
Portland, Casco Bay and nearby scenery.
They
are
real works of art and come in
many novel
forms and all sizes and prices.
are

T. F. FOSS & SONS
HOUSEFURNISHER5
MONUMENT SQUARE.

18sT™!"* ASTOR CAFE

Portland1
Maine.

—MAINE'S FINEST AND MOST SANITARY RESTAURANT.—
Under

Home

new

Management.

Open from 6

a. m.

to 12 p.

m.

Cooking, Home Made Pastry, Superba Coffee,
Combination Meals
dav 2iic.
Water served

free.

every
Turkey Dinner Sundays 50c. Underwood SprinK
Beautiful Private DininK Rooms for Ladies and Gentlemen.

JOHN _A_. C LARIT ST,

I COMFORT FURNITURE
Cottage

For the

|

Large assortment of all the
able priceR.

FRANK

4 and 6 Free

or

Camp

things

newest

in this line at reason

P. TIBBETTS & CO.

Street,

Portland,

Maine.

who liave been
a
working for over
year to make it worthy to celebrate
the 150th anniversary of the town.

Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin of Worcester,
Mass., have arrived here at the Young
cottage and will stay the remainder of
the month of August.

CLEAN

Interesting Figures.

When

Between 50,000 and 60,000 summer
tourists from other states will come
into Maine over
the road
between
Portsmouth and Portland during the
months of July and August, according
to statistics which have been compiled by the Touring Information Bureau
of the Maine Automobile Association,
and which were made public Friday.
This estimate is the result of a census
made by representatives of the Maine
Automobile Association at York Corner during the past two or three weeks
and the figures are in every sense a
revelation, showing accurately the tremendous
automobile
traffic
into
Maine, together with the possibilities
for summer
tourist business
in the
Pine
Tree State with a
system of
roads.
good
Convenience and Comfort
both attained
by tourists who
make the famous West End Hotel,
opposite Union Station, their headquarters while traveling from point to
It is a famous
point about Maine.
stopping place for travel between
Casco Bay and the White Mountains.
are

The Busy Store.

A visit to Harpswell
these
days
At A. S. Marr's newspaper and conwould not be complete without at least
fectionery store on Custom House
.a sight of Bob Bibber's Big Brass Band, Wharf one is
always asstired of getof
whose headquarters are just back
ting prompt attention and the best in
Cox's Surprise shop.
Mr. Bibber has the several lines that this neat, and
I gathered an array of talent this year
store
carries.
sanitary
up-to-date
I which is far ahead of anything that Newspapers of all kinds, magazines,
The
has ever been seen here before.
band, which is composed mostly of
1
some of the sojourners at the various
is
hotels and cottages of the resort,
led by Mr. Bibber, who plays the fife.
Some of the other members of this aggregation are Mr. Al. L. Greenwood
Edward
the
drummer, Mr.
! who is
McCusker who performs on the snar»»
drum, A. Chlltonburn, the bass drummer, Al Davis, Capt. Levi Brown and
entertains
C. H.
The band
Clerk.
South Harpswell dally with morning
and evening concerts on the steamboat
wharf, and with a bi-weekly parade
taking In the main street and the
thoroughfare along Hurricane ridge.
The two most popular tunes are "Yankee Doodle" and "Marching Through

lines

WALl|

sanitary
your

and soap will
all the time.

UPSON
Made

from

wall board

rooms

keep

water

it clean

BOARD

clean

wood

fibre

only one coat of paint is
cleaned easily, put in place
with

with little trouble and coats a
Ask for sample and

trifle.

particulars.

SMITH & RIMERY CO.
Portland, Me.

J

fruit, candies, and the delicious West
End

Dairy

ice cream are a few of the
that are offered to the slimmer tourist.
Cool drinks, cigars,
etc.,
are likewise for sale at the
counters,
I,eave your laundry here and
you are
thereby assured of getting the best
work in the city.
Their checking department will save you the trouble of
carrying your parcels. Remember the
name, A. S. Marr and the
location,
Custom
House Wharf.
»

things

|

Georgia."

Mr. Seth May, Mrs. John May
and
a
MIbs Gertrude May are spending
while here as guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
Fred O. Watson.
Word has been received from

Mr.

Dr.
Warren N. Watson (Who with
Brooks H, Wells of New York Is taking an extended cruise down the Maine
coast in the "Istar" that the party has
already been to Rastport, where they
were joined by Mr. Richmond Watson
with
who has been -summering here
his parents at South Harpswell, and

The prestige of South Harpswell as has proceeded on to Passamaquoddy
Ideal summer cojony Is growing ev- ! Bay, and at last, report was enjoying
ery year and .lOstly so, too. It In per- the Machlas pageant Which took place
at
while
haps the most easy of access of any last week.
Mr. Watson
of the summer resorts hereabouts for Machias, met a large number of TechIt may be reached by automobile after
nology students who are spending the
a very charmingly
picturesque ride summer there at the Technology Endown the
Harpswell Neck through gineering Camp. He reports that the
West Harpswell and North Harpswell pageant Itself was a masterful effort
as well as by boat.
As an entertain- and did great credit to Its promoter*
ment center It Is not as famous, but

The substantial comfort
producing things in CRAFTSMAN and other desirable makes of FURNITURE are
that

make

our

store

well and

favorably

known from

things

ocean to ocean.

an

The Store

Beautiful,

28 Free St., Portland, Me.

